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Conference Overview
The Global Alliance for Justice Education (GAJE) is a global alliance of those committed to
achieving justice through education, aimed at the poor, and or marginalized, in all parts of
the world. GAJE has sponsored nine conferences worldwide since it was formed in 1999,
with delegates at every conference that represent every region in the world.
The GAJE Conference aims to promote the exchange of information and experience of each
participant involved in providing access to justice throughout the world. Clinical education is
one of them. Clinical education, conducted by law students, is a major component of justice
education. Besides that, GAJE also works to advance other forms of socially relevant legal
education that involve lawyers, judges, lecturers, non-governmental organizations, and
ordinary people.
Since its founding in 1996, GAJE has worked to promote justice through education. These
meetings are carefully designed to be accessible and affordable for people from developing
countries. Delegates participating in GAJE activities come from every continent and more
than 50 countries to participate in one conference held by GAJE.

The 10th GAJE Conference, held from 4 to 10 December 2019, in Bandung (Indonesia) was hosted by
Pasundan University. The Faculty of Law was established in 1960. Since then, the Faculty of Law has
prepared lawyers and contributed to the legal profession. Pasundan University School of Law
believes that it has a moral obligation to develop the nation through active, creative, and ethical
legal education. Since 2007, the Faculty of Law of Pasundan University has had a Justice Education
program, using Clinical Legal Education that focuses on Street Law activities, better known as Street
Law. Street Law is a popular legal education method that teaches people about the law using
participatory learning methods. The Legal Street Clinical Education Program at Pasundan University
is now accredited and compulsory at the Faculty of Law and is equipped with a clinical program that
offers free legal education and consultation.
The conference consisted of two parts; the general conference with plenary and concurrent sessions
on various themes and topics (4-8 December 2019) and the training on trainers (ToT) with two
streams. One on practical aspects of applying justice education, including clinical and interactive
teaching methods and the other stream on Street Law.
The participants of this International Conference were not only from all parts of Indonesia, but were
from all over the world. The number of participants is estimated at 350 people and they consisted of
law professors, human rights activists, non-governmental organizations, lawyers, donors related to
access to justice, and students.
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MOU Signed with the Rector of Pasundan University

With Bandung Local Government
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Overall Theme & Conference Streams
The topics divided into 13 streams:
Stream 1
Achieving Greater Rule of Law and Access to Rights and Justice for Marginalized, Excluded or
Vulnerable Clients/Communities (such as persons with HIV, disabilities, migrants etc.) through
Justice Education
Stream 2
The Science of Learning: Latest Developments and Challenges – multiple and multidisciplinary
approaches from neuroscience, psychology, medicine, pedagogy, etc.
Stream 3
Legal Empowerment and Justice Education (this includes Community Legal Education/Legal
Literacy/Street Law)
Stream 4
Pro Bono and Justice Education
Stream 5
Academic Writing/Scholarship and Justice Education (research design, interdisciplinary research,
measuring impact of justice education etc.)
Stream 6
How To – Sharing Best Teaching Methods, Information Technology and Innovative Ideas for Justice
Education
Stream 7
The Development and Sustainability of Justice Education Initiatives
Stream 8
Justice Education Collaboration (networking, multidisciplinary collaborations, international and
cross-border projects etc.)
Stream 9
Professional Responsibility, Legal Ethics, and Professional Identity Formation Through Justice
Education
Stream 10
Justice Education from the Students’ Perspectives
Stream 11
Well-being and Reflective Legal Practice
Stream 12
Cross-cultural Lawyering and Justice Education
Stream 13
Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals through Justice Education
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Conference Committees & Key Responsibilities
GAJE Steering Committee 2019
Africa:
- Devin Dass, University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa)
- Odinakaonye Lagi, Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) (Nigeria)
Australasia:
- Anna Cody, Kingsford Legal Centre, University of New South Wales (Australia)
- Jeff Giddings, Monash University (Australia)
East Asia:
- Bruce Lasky, BABSEACLE (Thailand)
- Leni Widi Mulyani, Pasundan University (Indonesia)
Eastern Europe (including Russia):
- Izabela Kraśnicka, Faculty of Law, University of Bialystok (Poland)
- Maxim Tomoszek, Centre for Clinical Legal Education at the Palacky University in Olomouc, Faculty
of Law (Czech Republic)
South and Central America (including Mexico):
- Andre Pagani de Souza, Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie (Brazil)
- Guadalupe Barrena, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (Mexico)
North America:
- Lisa Bliss, Georgia State University College of Law (USA)
- Tim Casey, California Western School of Law (USA)
Western Europe:
- Andrés Gascón Cuenca, Universitat di Valencia (Spain)
- Marzia Barbera, Department of Law, University of Brescia (Italy)
At-large:
- Catherine Klein, Catholic University of America Columbus School of Law (USA)
- David McQuoid-Mason, University of Kwa-Zulu Natal (South Africa)
- Filip Czernicki, Polish Legal Clinics Foundation (Poland)
- Jose Garcia Anon, Universitat de Valencia (Spain)
- Lindsay Ernst, Hong Kong University, Faculty of Law (Hong Kong)
- Mohamed Mattar, Qatar University, College of Law (Qatar)
- Ulrich Stege, International University College of Turin (Italy)
- Wendy Morrish, BABSEACLE (Thailand, Australia)
Emeritus:
- Frank Bloch, Vanderbilt University, (USA)
- Mariana Berbec Rostas, Open Society Foundations (Germany, Hungary)
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Conference Planning Committee
David Macquaid-Mason, Veronika Tomoszkova, Ulrich Stege, Iza Krasnicka, Bharti Yadav, Bruce
Lasky, Wendy Morrish

Waiver & Grants Committee
Tim Casey, Anna Cody, Denise Wasley

Local Organizing Committee
Irma Rachmawati, Hesti Septianita, Leni Widi Mulyani, Rosa Tedjabuwana.
There were about 98 lecturers and teachers involved in this effort, divided into 10 divisions, as
follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Food and Registration
Liaison Officers
Transportations
Information and Public Relation
Rooms
Executive guests
Hotel
Field Trip
Silent Auction

Local Sponsors:
The Mayor of Bandung
Bandung Local Government
The Asia Foundation
Madu Perhutani (Natural Honey from National Forestry Office)
Salma Batik
Dinas Perhubungan (Transportation)
Bandung Tour on Bus
Amidis (Mineral water)

GAJE Conference Program Committee
Lindsay Ernst, Ulrich Stege, Freda Grealy
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Stream Coordinators
Andres Garcon Cuenca, Lughaidh Kerin, Susan Brooks, Bronwyn Ambrogetti, Lindsay Ernst, John
Lunney, Catherine Campbell, Norbani Nazari, Przemek Cuba Kubiak, Jenny Lynam, Pilar Fernandez
Artiach, Marta Skrodska, Helena Whalen-Bridge, Victor Chimbwanda. Overall Stream Coordinator:
Freda Grealy

GAJE Conference Report
Lourens Grové, Madison Burgett, Lauren Bartlett, Mai Linh Spencer, Lynette Osiemo, Freda Grealy.

Student Volunteers
There were about 106 students volunteer, divided into 10 Divisions:
a.
Food and Registration
b.
Liaison Officers
c.
Transportations
d.
Information and Public Relation
e.
Rooms
f.
Executive guests
g.
Hotel
h.
Field Trip
i.
Silent Auction
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Conference Report

Plenaries
Day 1

N.R. Madhava Menon: The Guiding Light of Global Justice Education
The opening plenary was dedicated to the memory of Professor N.R. Madhava Menon, one of the
founding members of GAJE and the co-chair of the 1999 Inaugural Worldwide Conference in India.
Frank Bloch, who chaired the memorial session, first presented a brief overview of Dr. Menon’s
career. Then he and a number of other GAJE members shared their experiences with, and offered
their insights about, Dr. Menon.
Frank noted that while Dr. Menon, who was born, educated, and lived his career in India, was known
widely as “the father of modern legal education in India,” he was also the guiding light of GAJE –
from when GAJE was first conceived to the present, as GAJE contemplates what it hopes to be in the
future. He campaigned for “socially relevant legal education” by championing Clinical Legal
Education throughout the world. He founded the first National Law School University in India, India’s
National Judicial Academy, and he founded or oversaw the creation of what are now 19 national law
schools throughout India. Among his countless honours was the Padma Shri award, the fourth
highest civilian award in the Republic of India, awarded by the Government of India every year on
India's Republic Day.
Professor Ajay Pandey, Jindal Global Law School (India)
For Ajay, the memory of Professor Menon evoked the idea of socially relevant legal education, and
he reflected on what this meant for him in the 15 years that they worked together. In his
recollection, these are the 7 points that Professor Menon spoke about or alluded to as important to
legal education:
The disconnect between the ideal the law promises to people and the grassroots reality; Law as a
private rather than public enterprise; The question of the unmet legal needs of the communities as
law did not serve more than 90% of the people; Trusteeship: that law had to be pursued on behalf of
many who wouldn’t otherwise know what it was so lawyers needed to think of the masses and how
to include them; Governance and democracy; The importance of the grassroots and the role the law
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had to empower communities to address what it (the law) promised; The ethical deficit: though he
did not speak of it in so many words, Professor Menon constantly alluded to the huge role that legal
education had in addressing the ethical deficit and showed opportunities to fill in the gaps.
Professor Menon supported the initiative to identify 100 law schools whose clinics could be
supported as good examples. The process is ongoing.
Professor Asha Bajpai, Tata Institute of Social Science (India)
Professor Bajpai started her law teaching career at a law school where Professor Menon was the
director. She worked in a village that Professor Menon adopted and learned social justice values and
service to the community. She recalls his passion for learning by doing. Following their interactions
and inspirations from working together, she developed a unique curriculum on family law which
considers the perspective of all faiths – Hindu, Muslim, Christian and also drafted a special LLM on
Access to Justice.
Professor Bajpai attended the first GAJE conference in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India in 1999 at
Professor Menon’s prompting, and with the inspiration of GAJE, attended her first Regional Asian
Conference for South Asian law schools last November.
Professor Bajpai was grateful that Professor Menon always associated her to his programs on CLE in
an association that lasted 30 years. She concluded by noting that he is a “Guru” – a dispeller of
darkness and hoped that he would continue to inspire all of us.
Professor Sheena Shukkur, Kannur University (India)
In addition to what the others said about Professor Menon, he was an institution maker. His three
main initiatives included:
National Law Schools
The LLB integrated course
The National Judicial Academy for training and development of judges.
She described him as more than a grandfather. He kept up with everything about the school,
publishing, events, etc. He promoted socially relevant legal education blended with Clinical Legal
Education. She said that her school will introduce a course on socially relevant legal education in his
honour. In her estimation, he was more than a professor and grandfather, and he continues to be
one among us.
Professor David McQuoid Mason, University of Kwa-Zula Natal (South Africa)
David met Professor Menon in 1995 when he was chair of the Commonwealth Legal Education
Association (CLEA). In 1995, Professor Menon asked him to take over as President of CLEA. As
President, Professor Menon’s principle was to make legal education socially relevant and
professionally useful, and he worked with law schools to make their legal education relevant. David
was happy that the ideal of Professor Menon for CLEA continues 20 years on.
Professor Menon invited him in 1996 to a street law course in India.
David recalled that Professor Menon loved South Africa, and he always took his wife along on his
visits because he loved her cooking and believed that no one cooked better. He invited them to a
place 700 km from Durban and was surprised that while he had the option to take a flight, they
preferred to dive with David in his van all the way.
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David recalls that Professor Menon ‘retired several times,’ always bouncing back to active work, and
that at age 75, he displayed the intellectual agility of one 20 years younger.
He said that for him, it was indeed an honor and privilege to have known Professor Menon, and he
always remembers him at the GAJE and CLEA conferences. Through the Menon Institute of Legal
Advocacy Training (MILAT) in India, Professor Menon will continue to live on.
Frank Bloch, Vanderbilt University (USA)
Frank talked of some of the instances where Dr. Menon shaped GAJE in the 1990s. In 1995, after
founding the National Law School of India University, he organized a Training of Trainers for which
he invited trainers – not just from India and nearby Bangladesh – but also from Australia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. He thereby promoted an international outlook for TOTs and the
idea that participants from around the world can both train and learn from each other. At the
initiative of one of the US participants at that TOT, Dr. Menon was invited to give the keynote
address at the 1996 US Clinical Legal Education Conference. Inspired by his address, during which he
challenged legal education to educate lawyers “with a sense of commitment to the struggle for
human rights and a feeling for suffering of people everywhere,” an international group of delegates
met with Dr. Menon to begin forming a global alliance committed to achieving justice through legal
education – words now enshrined in GAJE’s mission statement.
The first GAJE Worldwide Conference was held in 1999 in Dr. Menon’s hometown of
Thiruvananthapuram in Kerala. That conference set the roadmap of what makes up the unique
nature of GAJE worldwide conferences: the central role of the global TOTs, the incorporation of
social justice field trips, the reliance on broadly international collaboration in both the planning and
implementation of programs, the respected influence of local organizers – and much more.
As GAJE has become a large community over the past 20 years, the principles that Dr. Menon
envisioned have continued with us. He continues to be our guiding light.
Filip Czernicki, Polish Legal Clinics’ Foundation (Poland) and Lisa Bliss, Georgia State University (USA)
In the name of the GAJE Steering Committee, Filip and Lisa made the announcement that the
inaugural Professor Menon award would be conferred on Sunday at the closing plenary. The award
will continue to be conferred in other conferences.
Day 2

The Who, What, Where, When, Whys and How’s of Justice Education - An Introspective and
Evolutionary Discussion
Presented by Bruce A. Lasky, David McQuoid-Mason, Ajey Pandey and Wendy Morrish
Bruce reflected on the 20 years of GAJE. He noted that ss the GAJE Steering Committee, has
discussions and sometimes disagreements on what GAJE is and where it should be going, and they
wanted to hear from the participants on this issue.
Wendy called on some of the very first members of GAJE to share with the audience what motivated
them in the first place and why they continue to be involved with GAJE.
David said he was the eldest child in the family and had the responsibility of taking care of the
younger ones. He grew up in Zimbabwe and went to an all-whites school, but he enjoyed playing
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with the black children. These factors and the diversity they exposed him to inspired his desire to
work to ensure justice for all, across all barriers.
Bruce, a lawyer from the USA, had worked as a public defender. He went through a clinical program
during his studies at the university. Later in life, he went to Asia and saw the injustices and the gaps
in justice, and he saw justice education as a means to address those injustices. He joined GAJE in
Krakow in 2004.
Annette Mbogoh, from Kenya, said that she has had a passion for access to justice since her days as
a law student. She encountered GAJE and, for her, it is a place to learn from others so that she can
go back and inspire her students.
A lady from Moldova, a health professional, said that she was involved with GAJE because she works
with marginalized people to ensure that their rights are respected, and they have access to justice.
A gentleman from Nigeria Law School said he joined GAJE to acquire the necessary skills to train his
students and to improve access to justice in the communities.
Filip, from Poland, is an activist for access to justice, and he runs an NGO for Polish legal clinics. He
joined GAJE in Durban in 2001. He loves the experience of meeting people from all over the world
and making friends, and he especially enjoys the fun that the conferences make possible to have.
A lady lecturer, from Indonesia, said that she just started her career and said that for her, GAJE is the
perfect place to learn from others with similar aspirations.
Andrea, from Brazil, joined GAJE at the last conference in Mexico, which he said was a life changing
experience for him. He was worried that his colleagues did not talk about justice as part of the law,
so he was excited to find lawyers who did, and he was happy to be a part of them.
Wendy encouraged the participants to walk up to colleagues and continue the discussions of their
attraction to GAJE and their dreams and visions for it. She then asked participants, who had been to
and volunteered to organize the present or previous conferences, to share their experiences.
Leah Wortham said she had been to all 10 conferences. She gets lots of energy from GAJE because
she meets new people each time, sees them come to believe that they can make a difference, and
sees them wanting to make a difference.
Charles Darwin, from Australia, was at the international conference in Miami when the idea of GAJE
was first broached. They envisioned a truly global organization where no region dominates, and this
has come to be.
Catherine Klein was also at Miami where she noted that the conference was male dominated. She
met Professor Menon and liked his vision of justice education, and she went to India for the first
GAJE conference. She now understands many things that she did not understand back then; she sees
herself as a lifelong learner and cherishes the friendships she has forged in GAJE over the years.
A lady from India, who was at the National Law School at Bangalore with Professor Menon, said she
attended the first GAJE conference. She has been inspired to promote the development of social
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laws and to help in the establishment of law schools and two clinics (one in the community). She
gets inspired at GAJE conferences.
A gentleman, from Florida, also spoke about his experience at the conference in Miami and at the
first GAJE conference. He hosted guests from India when they went to Miami, and he threw a party
to honor the occasion. In the discussions they had, he thought the idea was merely to have an
international network, but he has been fully inspired by the international organization that was
formed and the work being done around the world. He enjoys learning about the creative ways that
people are applying to solve access to justice problems.
Peter Sutherland, from Australia, remembered that he had just started clinics, and he saw the
advertisement about the conference in India. He went for it. He recalls well a field trip to a prison in
Manila during the GAJE conference in the Philippines and the impact it had on him.
David recalled that in the first conferences, the field trips included home visits which gave them the
chance to connect more with the people.
Bruce gave a recap of what had been mentioned by the different participants in the session, noting
that they talked about law teachers, the university, GAJE being an organization and not just a
conference, they talked about clinics, and so on. He observed that a common theme that came
across was justice education. He wondered though, what was justice education? How would people
define it?
He noted that many times, people would describe GAJE as a clinical conference, and in response
Bruce would say that no, it was not just a clinical conference but a justice education conference
which included clinics.
Bruce then invited participants to play a game called “take a stand.” It was based on their take on
the question of whether justice education was connected to formal university education and
whether universities had to be involved. He asked participants to either agree, disagree, strongly
agree or strongly disagree. Then he asked those in the different groups to justify their positions, and
he invited anyone who was convinced by the explanations given to change their stand.
At the close of the plenary, Bruce invited those who had attended more than one conference to pick
about 4 of the new participants who were attending for the first time, and together in small groups,
analyze the mission statement of GAJE and its core values, recalling past trends and projecting what
they saw as its future vision.
Some of the responses included:
Involve the media to give publicity to GAJE events
Incorporate online technology so that those who were not able to physically attend the
conference could connect remotely and participate
Regional representatives of GAJE should make greater effort to make GAJE more visible in
their regions
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Provide more mentorship among members and programs
Create more opportunities for collaboration between conferences
GAJE visits to new clinics to support and assess progress

Cultural Dinner
The Conference Dinner was held at the Taman Balaikota Bandung (Bandung's City Hall Park). The
participants, representing over 40 countries, attended in colorful outfits from their countries. The
dinner was graced by the Assistant Mayor of Bandung and the Rector of Pasundan University who
welcomed the participants and expressed their joy at hosting the event. They said that the
conference was the biggest event to have been held in the city in recent years.
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Inaugural Menon Award
GAJE’s 10th conference and 20th anniversary was marked by the first Dr. N. R. Madhava Menon
Award for consistent dedication to GAJE’s core mission of achieving justice through legal education
and advancing forms of socially relevant legal education and substantial contributions to GAJE or
other GAJE-affiliated organizations to realize that mission. Twenty-four GAJE members from around
the globe nominated Frank Bloch as the inaugural awardee.
Leah Wortham opened the December 8, 2020 Menon award presentation at the GAJE closing asking
attendees to envision a continuous chain of light from Dr. Menon’s inspiration to so many including
Frank and Frank’s passing of that light on to others including the speakers, those who nominated
him, and the many others he touched through GAJE and his legal and teaching work.
Jeff Giddings, who organized the nomination, traced Frank’s long and distinguished career beginning
with representation of migrant farm workers at California Rural Legal Assistance, in clinical legal
education, and his instrumental role in creating and building GAJE. Jeff also cited Frank’s scholarship
in social justice and justice education, including quotes of tribute from his GAJE-member co-authors
of The Global Clinical Movement published by Oxford University Press in 2010.
Catherine Klein reflected on Frank’s GAJE work back to the inaugural conference in 1999, which
Frank was instrumental in organizing with Dr. Menon in Dr. Menon’s home city of
Thiruvananthapuram (Trivandrum), India.
Ajay Pandey, who organized the 2013 conference at Jindal Global Law School University in Sonipat,
India, spoke of Frank as his mentor and guru.
According to the tradition of teacher pupil relation in India, a guru’s place comes even before god. It
is believed that it is the guru or the teacher who introduces god to the pupil. The pupil would
otherwise never know who and what god is. The pupil must therefore be always grateful to the guru
for showing the pupil the path that leads to light. Indeed, Frank is an embodiment of the idea of an
Indian guru.
Asha Bajpai heralded Frank as a karma yogi, those who set a good example with their action and
selfless service to society. Dr. Mohamed Mattar spoke to the critical support Frank provided in
building clinical programs in the Arab world.
Co-Presidents, Lisa Bliss and Filip Czernicki, presented the award.
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Descriptions of conference sessions were prepared based on reports submitted by session speakers,
when available. Otherwise, descriptions were based on abstracts prepared by the session
presenters. In a few instances only the session title is given, where neither a session report nor an
abstract was available.

Stream 1: Achieving Greater Rule of Law & Access to Justice for the Marginalized
through Justice Education
Changing attitude towards people with disabilities: everybody concerns
Proposal submission:

Ahmed, Abdulmalik Abubaker – Dire Dawa University, Ethiopia (abdulmalikantro@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will use the interactive method for I am used to it while I am teaching law courses and offering
training. Moreover, I believe the interactive method is the best method to learn from the
experiences of others.
I will distribute my very short note or abstract to the participants ahead of time so that they may
come prepared and react on it and air their view.
Summary:

It is estimated that more than a billion people, or about 15% of the world’s population, are living
with a disability and they are 20% of the world's poor. 80% of them reside in low-income countries
according to WHO and World Bank. An estimated 82% of disabled people in developing countries
live below the poverty line and often lack access to key areas of development, including health,
education, training, and employment. WHO and World Bank, in 2011, estimated that out of the total
population of Ethiopia, 17.6% are people with some sort of impairment. Currently, the population of
Ethiopia is estimated to be over 100,000,000. Thus, from this it is plausible to estimate people with
some kind of disabilities are over 17,600,000. The society discriminates against the people with
disabilities in many respects. In suggesting a solution to the various problems faced by the people
with disabilities in Ethiopia, this article will try to demonstrate the main obstacle is the mistaken
assumptions and attitudes regarding people with disabilities. This article further argues that these
assumptions and attitudes are acquired early in childhood. To establish this, the article brings to light
various children tales both in English and Amharic. It further illustrates movies that depict people
with disabilities as bad, etc. Finally, it will try to come with a corresponding solution.

Protecting the rights of persons with disabilities in Malawi: Lessons from the Faculty of Law,
Disability Rights Clinic, University of Malawi
Proposal submission:

Chome, Theresa - University of Malawi, Chancellor College, Faculty of Law, Malawi
(tchome@cc.ac.mw)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will briefly use a PowerPoint presentation with the aim of highlighting some of the success stories
of the Disability Rights Clinic. I will use brainstorming to allow participants to share ideas on the
18
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effective operation of clinics in promoting rights of persons with disabilities. I will also use break
away groups on some exercises
Summary:

Malawi enacted the Disability Act in 2012 which aims at ensuring the equalization of opportunities
for persons with disabilities through the promotion and protection of their rights. Whilst
appreciating that it is the government which bears the core responsibility of achieving the intended
goals through fulfilling its obligations, this paper recognizes the role that non-state actors like law
clinics play in the protection of the rights of persons with disabilities. The paper therefore aims at
examining the work that the University of Malawi, Chancellor College Disability Rights Clinic, as a
non-state actor has engaged in since its establishment through an analysis of the various thematic
areas of the Clinic. Through a discussion of these themes, the paper aims at sharing the best
practices that clinics can employ in the protection of the rights of persons with disabilities. The paper
recognizes that the clinic’s outreach component has played a critical role in raising awareness on
disability rights among persons both with and without disabilities. The interdisciplinary approach
taken in outreach activities has provided engagement with innovative methods of promoting the
rights of persons with disabilities. The paper argues that clinics also play a critical role in achieving
change through engaging in research aimed at influencing policy change and the enactment of laws.
It further argues that collaboration with other Disability Persons Organizations has played a
significant role in the realization of the clinic’s objectives.
The paper recognizes the challenges that the legal, social, and economic environment present in the
effective operation of the clinic. Among others, the role that students play in relation to court cases
is limited to research and drafting since the law does not allow for student practice before the courts
in Malawi. However, the clinic continues to play a critical role in the protection of disability rights. By
being aligned to the objectives of the university, the paper recommends that one of the entry points
for success is for clinics to fit themselves within the work that is done in academia to ensure the
sustainability of their work.

GBV vis-a-vis Harmful Practices in Nepal
Proposal submission:

Pudasaini, Navaraj – Srimal Law and Research Centre, Nepal (navaraj.law@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will make a presentation in terms of the topic mentioned above. However, I will largely focus on
interaction with all participants to create an involvement of them to make it interactive. First of all, I
will tell a story/stories based on the research I have conducted on the relevant topic to captivate
audience's attention and also let them share with any story they have had. I will also try to reach
them in terms of the problems alike they have had faced and how they deal with the issues
whenever it comes into effect. I will also ask questions, interact with them during my presentation
so even shy people can participate in the discussion.
Additionally, I will add a short video/YouTube video and short podcasts to the presentation.
Summary:

The Government of Nepal is strongly committed to promoting gender equality, ending gender-based
violence (GBV) and advancing programs that enhance women's empowerment. In line with this
commitment, Nepal is partial to various international laws relating to gender equality and
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denouncing harmful practices. The Constitution of Nepal has fully guaranteed the rights of women,
ensured enactment of proportionate, inclusive, and affirmative policies and laws regarding women's
active participation in all spheres of national life, political, economic, social and cultural sector
through various laws, and administrative measures. These have incorporated the mainstreaming of
gender as cross-cutting issues in all development policies and programs, including a gender
responsive budget system.
Despite this, GBV persists throughout Nepal, hindering women's full enjoyment of their rights and
participation in professional and public life. Survivors of GBV continue to live in silence bearing
physical, psychological and emotional scars.
We are also challenged in many parts of the country by harmful practices like child marriage and
Chhaupadi that still continue to perpetuate the problem be it at home or in the society at large.
Chhaupadi which translates to untouchable being has been practiced for centuries in the Mid and
Far-Western region of Nepal. Women are kept out of the house and have to live in sheds that are
dark and filthy. These sheds are freezing in the winter and sweltering in the summer, and are littered
with hay, muck, insects and dung. Many women and girls have lost their lives every year inside that
tiny shade. Everyone knows that chhaupadi is a serious human rights problem that affects up to 95
percent of the females in the Mid and Far-Western districts of Nepal. In 2005, the Supreme Court
issued a directive to the government of Nepal for the formulation of laws to eliminate the practice of
chhaupadi.
In addition to this, a new law has come into effect criminalising the practice of chhaupadi. But
despite having been outlawed, it continues to exist due to illiteracy, superstitious beliefs, gender
disparity and community endorsement of the practice. These customs, no matter how harmful, hold
a special power in society and they will not stop until the communities in which they are practiced
and the women in these communities understand that they are a grave violation of human rights.
Changing a long-held tradition is extremely complicated and cannot occur overnight. Thus, it
requires a more comprehensive approach than legislation alone can ever provide.
The Vienna Declaration and the Program of Action (paragraph 38) calls for the eradication of any
conflict which may arise between the rights of women and the harmful effects of certain traditional
or customary practices, cultural prejudices and religious extremism. Since chhaupadi as a traditional
practice violates the rights of women as human beings and as members of a reproductive age group,
it is not hard to see that the practice is a case of direct violation of all these international/national
laws as no one has the right to take the lives of women/girls in the name of harmful practices.
The root causes of vulnerability for women include poverty, lack of employment, discrimination,
inequality and inadequate access to resources and livelihoods due to which women have had to take
up new family responsibilities and take care of their families.
Ending chhaupadi means promoting better access to health and multi-sectorial services which can
empower girls and women to be comfortable with their own needs and to seek help when these are
not met.
Changing a harmful social norm like chhaupadi might seem daunting. But the experience in the Far
Western and elsewhere shows that it can be done, if everyone plays their part - the government at
all levels, civil society organisations, community and religious leaders, families and the girls
themselves.

Protection of Domestic Violence against Women in Myanmar Legislation
Proposal submission:

Tun, Khine Myat - East Yangon University, Myanmar (Email: khinemyattun76@gmail.com)
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Teaching methods proposed:

My presentation session plan will be to use group discussion and Q & A methods.
Summary:

Domestic violence (DV) is one of the most popular forms of violence in the world. It’s a universal
problem and a silent emergency in Myanmar. Women living in poverty, those from socially
marginalized groups, and those living with disabilities or HIV can face multiple forms of
discrimination and are at an increased risk of experiencing violence. Studies confirm that (DV) is
widespread, affecting the health and opportunities of women from all communities. Myanmar also
has experienced the inescapable effects of domestic violence, and Myanmar women are without
avoidance from this violence. The result of domestic violence is psychological trauma, including
anxiety, chronic depression, and suicide. In Myanmar, the situation is exacerbated by high levels of
social acceptance, and there is no legislation that specifically addresses the offences and penalties
concerning domestic violence. Most of Myanmar Law tends to the equal rights between men and
women. Myanmar Customary Law provides the way of getting remedy to the victim who suffered
domestic violence. However, any of the related laws are not complementary with CEDAW, as they
incorporate restrictive gender stereotypes and are inconsistent with the promotion and protection
of women’s rights to substantive equality. Myanmar has not yet fully incorporated its CEDAW
obligations into domestic legislation. Concerning the cases of (DV), it came to my attention that
many cases had been settled in the administration office in respective ward; hardly prosecuted in
the court. There are many barriers and challenges: (1) lack of legal awareness and influence of
traditional norms, (2) Lack of applicable legal remedies and procedures. Mainly, Myanmar suffers
from a generally weak justice system without a stable and reliable rule of law which interferes with
the realization of women’s rights. Therefore, women experience discrimination in the enjoyment of
their rights and ability to seek justice for violations of those rights. Certainly, it needs to educate the
awareness of those who didn’t understand the human rights. Myanmar needs a law that criminalizes
all forms of violence against women, and a strong justice system to underpin it. This research paper
analysis may produce how to protect future effective mechanisms to get justice for victims under
Myanmar Legislation and how to implement preventive measures when suffering with the domestic
violence, both at the family and community levels. In addition, this paper examines different
procedures, remedies, and punishments concerning the responsibility of the organizations related to
the domestic violence of women in Myanmar. This study is a step towards the elimination of
domestic violence against women in Myanmar. It is necessary that this circumstantial study of
research should be carried out country wide. If the means of support to the women who are
violently abused are enforced, the evil consequences of violence by men that the women have to
suffer can be reduced. Then, not only violent acts against women can completely be curbed, but also
the social circumstance of Myanmar where both men and women are living will be changed.

Combating Gender Based Violence Through Pro Bono Partnerships and Collaborations
Proposal submission:

Thephithuck, Pavina - BABSEACLE, National University of Laos Faculty of Law and Political Science
and Champasak University Faculty of Law and Administration (Clinical Legal Education Clinic), Laos
(pavina@babseacle.org)
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Teaching methods proposed:

First, participants will be welcomed and introduce themselves using three words. The work on
"Combating Gender Based Violence Through Pro Bono Partnerships and Collaborations" will be
introduced using storytelling and then there will be questions and answers on the previous story.
We will talk about how to overcome challenges and then have more questions and answers.
Summary:

The focus of the session will be on the ways and means, in Laos, that a collaborative partnership of
paralegals, university clinical legal education students and teachers, local lawyers, and international
law firms have worked together in a pro bono manner to develop a program to combat Gender
Based Violence. These collaborations have included, in-part, BABSEACLE, the National University of
Laos Faculty of Law and Political Science, Champasak University Faculty of Law and Administration,
White & Case, LDP, ADWLE, HELVETAS and others.
A focus of this workshop session will be on the methods that were utilized to plan and implement a
strategy to build the capacity of various legal service providers, to work hand-in-hand with
marginalized women in communities, to combat GBV.
While this focus will be somewhat on this specific initiative, the take-aways will also include the
ability to apply these strategic partnerships and collaborations to other access to justice/pro bono
related initiatives.
This workshop will provide an overview of how the collaborative initiative began and then provide
specific examples of how the collaborative initiative has delivered its capacity of building support.
Successes and challenges will also be revealed.

Egyptian clinical legal education; new steps towards human rights
Proposal submission:

Emam, Sahar – Sadat Legal Clinic, Law School, Sadat City University, Egypt
(prof.saharemam21271@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

PowerPoint, seminar, photos
Summary:

Sadat legal clinic is an independent non-profit unit established in September 2014 at the School of
Law, Sadat CITY University.
The legal clinic statement is keen to:
Develop the local society through the human resource
Provide knowledge and legal experience
Promote the idea of commitment, belonging, team working, and voluntary work for keeping human
rights and achieve justice among individuals, with special focus on vulnerable and in-need ones such
as women, children, and workers.
This year, the agenda of the legal clinic worked on studying the phenomenon of the spread of
divorce among newly married youth and the problem of underage marriage.
The phenomenon of the spread of divorce cases is noticeable in Egyptian society; especially among
young newlyweds, it is one of the most serious phenomena that threatens the Egyptian society
lately. According to the Egyptian national council of human rights, Egypt has achieved the first place
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in the world in divorce rate, where the latest statistics of the Central Agency for Mobilization and
Statistics revealed the existence of about 198,000 divorce cases during 2017, an increase of 3.2%
over 2016, and scientists believe that divorce rates in Egypt are continuously increasing. Prior to
that, there was a divorce case every 7 minutes, and now there is a divorce case in Egypt every 4
minutes
According to that data, a plan was developed to investigate this phenomenon through a team of
students from the Faculty of Law in cooperation with young lawyers.
To achieve these goals, we have taken important steps:
- Interview samples of divorced women of both sexes, as well as newlyweds
- Interview, ask questions, analyze questionnaires and statistics
- Contact with the N CC M and NGOs
- Raise awareness among concerned about the risks of early marriage and legal problems arising
from it
- Raise awareness among family concerned about the health, psychological and social risks resulting
from adolescent marriage
Research results: Reasons for this phenomenon
• Lack of experience among newlyweds and non-sensitization of parents to the notion of
marriage, and this leads to an increase in divorce rates in the first year of marriage.
• Lack of experience of the couple and their ability to bear the burden of living leads to a
search for the easiest solution, which is divorce
• The difference in cultural and social level between spouses leads to divorce
• Money and spending on unnecessary items lead to divorce
The root causes of vulnerability for women include poverty, lack of employment, discrimination,
inequality and inadequate access to resources and livelihoods due to which women have had to take
up new family responsibilities and take care of their families.
Ending chhaupadi means promoting better access to health and multi-sectorial services which can
empower girls and women to be comfortable with their own needs and to seek help when these are
not met.
Changing a harmful social norm like chhaupadi might seem daunting. But the experience in the Far
Western and elsewhere shows that it can be done, if everyone plays their part - the government at
all levels, civil society organizations, community and religious leaders, families and the girls
themselves.

Young People and the Law: it's more than crime and child welfare
7 December 2019, 11:00. Attendees: approximately 25
Presenters:

Choudhari, Toobah – Hunter Community Legal Centre (Toobah.Choudhari@hunterclc.com.au)
Ambrogetti, Bronwyn – Hunter Community Legal Centre
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Ice breaker, PowerPoint presentation, handout, role play in pairs, Q & A
Session Report:

The title of the presentation could have been clearer. Some attendees expected it to be about
criminal law and young people.
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Everyone participated in the icebreaker, but there may have been some cross-cultural issues with
throwing a ball of string to people. Most participants enjoyed the icebreaker and its end product, a
web illustrating our connection to each other.
We could have prepared the role play better. However, the Q & A session demonstrated that some
of the challenges of working with young people in a difficult, time-pressured environment, that the
role play illustrated, had been understood.
Please do not hesitate to contact the presenters for any further information.

Incarcerated Youth and Justice Education: A Clinical Paradigm
7 December 2019, 11:00. Attendees: approximately 25
Presenters:

Cohen, Laura – Rutgers Law School, USA (laura.cohen@rutgers.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint, interactive discussion, ice breaker (I was paired with another session that also included
a breakout simulation which was relevant to my presentation)
Session Report:

This session explored how the Rutgers Law School Criminal and Youth Justice Clinic has addressed
the unmet legal needs of incarcerated youth in New Jersey (U.S.), and, in doing so, created a
powerful pedagogical platform for justice education. The discussion included the following:
An overview of the juvenile legal system in the U.S. and systemic inequities and challenges.
A description of the clinic’s Youth Representation Project (YRP) and its decade-long work with young
people.
A discussion of how the YRP promotes justice education in the following ways:
Teaching justice to law students: Exposure to the juvenile prison system and interactions with their
young clients compels law students to recognize and grapple with systemic biases, to examine the
system critically, and to develop greater empathy and compassion for the children they represent,
even those who have committed serious crimes. The session developed these themes through the
use of student journals and discussion of teaching methodologies.
Teaching justice to youth: The session explored how the experience of being a client enables young
people to become advocates for themselves and for other youth and sparks a renewed commitment
to the pursuit of justice. To illustrate these points, I utilized client narratives writings and artwork.
Teaching legal ethics: The discussion covered the ethical issues that arise in the legal representation
of children and youth, including the allocation of decisional authority and the attendant duty to
preserve client confidences, which are rendered particularly difficult when the client is young, in
custody, and cut off from parents and other guiding adults.
Achieving justice through systemic change: The discussion included examples of how work with
individual clients has led to successful strategic litigation and legislative and regulatory reform.
The participants asked a number of excellent questions and the discussion was robust. The slides
from the session are attached. Thank you so very much for giving me the opportunity to present at
this inspiring conference.
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Combating the Trafficking of Myanmar Women to China and Thailand
Proposal submission:

Nita, Nita (Dasgupta, Nita) - Department of Law, Dagon University, Myanmar
(nitadasgupta@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The research papers will be presented with a slide show and a discussion session about the papers.
Summary:

The problem of human trafficking is commonly referred to as modern day slavery which is still
threatening mankind all over the world. In Myanmar, human trafficking violates women’s rights and
currently, the government is giving a high priority to combat the issue. Myanmar is a major source
country of human trafficking, especially women and girls taken to Thailand and China. During the
period of 2007- 2017, the majority of Myanmar women and girls affected were sold as wives to
China or trafficked for purposes of sexual exploitation to Thailand as forced labor. Trafficking of
human beings is a gross violation of human rights. This paper examines the efficiency of law
enforcement relating to human trafficking in Myanmar, and it analyzes the government policy
measures to combat human trafficking. This paper has attempted to provide analysis and
recommendations for the elimination of human trafficking in Myanmar.

Enhancing Access to Justice for Women with Disability through Pro Bono Services and Clinical
Legal Education
Proposal submission:

Yusuf, Rizwana - Institute of Hazrat Mohammad SAW, Bangladesh (ihmsaw@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The panel aims to discuss the examples of justice education for women with disabilities and how to
take this forward. Hence, feedback and case sharing are of utmost importance. The panel may split
the audience into focus groups, allow brainstorming, and capture their inputs in the areas of rights
awareness, legal support, and economic recovery all within the overarching aim of establishing and
sustaining justice for women with disabilities.
Summary:

Across the world, women with disabilities are often subject to discrimination and hence,
marginalized by society. This happens despite their rights being ensured under the country’s
constitution, as well as the existence of laws to safeguard the rights of women. Regardless of income
levels, be they poor or rich, women in all income strata have been found to be victims of
harassment, domestic violence, and other incidences of rights infringements. The conditions of
disabled women are even worse. Primary reasons for this agonizing scenario are lack of knowledge
and awareness on the part of the victims and their near ones.
Such a situation can be improved through pro bono services such as legal awareness sessions. Such
sessions may be taken by trained advocates who are not only knowledgeable concerning relevant
laws and regulations, but also possess the ability to interact effectively on a personal and
professional level with disabled women. Such services can be further strengthened through clinical
legal education whereby law students can support experienced legal professionals towards
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administering first-level legal support such as strategic consultancy services and technical assistance.
Disabled women in South Asia are often subject to lifelong stigma and painful discrimination. When
such women fall prey to domestic violence, the damage can be very difficult to overcome. For such
victims, in addition to first level legal support, it is equally important to provide them with
counselling to get back the confidence and belief in their abilities. Moreover, disabled women often
find it difficult get office jobs and for many, entrepreneurship may be a viable option. Hence, in
addition to legal support, it is equally important to adopt a holistic view of the victim’s situation and
help her rehabilitation, recovery, and subsequent economic independence.
Almost one-tenth of the world’s population suffers from some form of disability, thereby making
disabled persons an integral part of humanity and all that it implies. Hence, dignity and justice, which
are fundamental to human rights, applies for all, irrespective of physical or mental deficiencies.
Overpopulation, poverty, illiteracy, lack of awareness, social stigma, economic marginalization, and
inadequate medical care and related services determines the overwhelming prevalence of disability
in South Asia.
It is important to provide specialized support for women with disabilities as their situation may be
quite different from issues faced by women in general. Through this panel discussion, we wish to
deliberate on rights issues faced by disabled women and enhance their access to justice through pro
bono services and clinical legal education. The panel will also discuss the economic empowerment
opportunities for women with disability, thereby ensuring that justice is not just achieved, but also
sustained. We would like to propose some recommendations to improve the situation for disabled
women. Persons with disabilities will only get the requisite social justice and resulting dignity when
they are able to exercise their rights as people and citizens.

Justice Education in Emergency Situations
7 December 2019, 09:00-10:30. Attendees: approximately 35
Presenters:

Azhar, Zahra – Shahid Beheshti University, Iran (Zahra.azhar.zm@gmail.com)
Siapoush, Ali Akbar – Shahid Beheshti University, Iran
Karimivahed, Homeyra – Islamic Azad University, Iran
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Presenters mostly used interactive methodology. All presenters used PowerPoints which included
photos, movies, and voice. They also used whiteboard.
Session Report:

First, they spoke about the necessity of education in emergency situations and the definition of
emergency situations in different legal systems. They discussed the current legal literature and the
fact that it is mostly about the limitations imposed on fundamental rights or the process and
limitations on derogation of rights. It has been discussed that to reach that phase, the legal system
must first find an answer to important but neglected questions of qualification and identification. In
the next step, they focus on the main questions of their research, especially on two questions,
namely: What makes the difference between emergency and other similar situations
(crisis/disaster/…)? and What criteria should be used to recognize an affected population? In the
following, they talked about the challenges they experienced in two different emergency situations:
Sardasht chemical attack 1987 and Shiraz Flood 2018. Their analyses focused on two matters: the
problem of emergency situation qualification and recognizing the affected population. The main
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problem is the lack of transparency and judicial review both on qualification of the situation and
recognition of victims. The problem is that, in order to extend the scope of legal protection for
possible victims in such situations, the qualification should sue an extended definition but by so
doing, it gives the state a legal justification to derogate or limit fundamental rights justified by the
existence of the emergency situation.

The Critical and Practical Role of Democracy Education in the Justice Education Project
5 December 2019, 14:00. Attendees: approximately 20
Presenters:

Roy, Denise – Mithcell Hamline School of Law, USA (denise.roy@mitchellhamline.edu)
Jasfin, Jani Purnawanty – Airlangga University, Indonesia
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Discussion questions, doubt & belief exercise
Session Report:

Participants included persons from Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Nepal, and the U.S, including U.S. law
faculty teaching in Hong Kong. The presenters posed the question whether lawyers’ responsibility
for justice entails responsibility for improving and promoting democracy (democratization). The term
“lawyer” was defined to refer to legal professionals who represent clients. Participants agreed that
the belief that lawyers bear responsibility for the quality of justice is reflected in the GAJE mission.
Presenters emphasized that democracy in this discussion would refer to the essence of ideal
democracy rather than to bare majority rule or any particular example of a “democratic” state,
including especially the U.S. It could include democratic socialism and should not be understood to
be synonymous with capitalism. The presentation invited participants to explore the relationship
between law and democracy, between democracy and justice, and between law and justice.
Participants discussed whether justice requires democracy—whether democracy is the only just
form of government. Most agreed that justice does require democracy and were surprised that U.S.
students tend to disagree since they can imagine a benevolent dictator could make just decisions
and otherwise promote justice. There was debate about whether democracy does, in fact, produce
justice. Participants raised several examples of democratic injustice, which led to a discussion of the
question whether injustice wrought through purportedly democratic processes reflects flaws in
democracy or is inherent to democracy. Participants also discussed whether the end of law is justice
or order. To the extent that law’s end is order, participants were asked to consider that law might
tend to injustice, making democracy critically important in bringing an array of perspectives on
justice to governmental decision-making. Participants were then asked to provide examples of
knowledge, values, and skills that should be part of the curriculum of legal education to prepare
students to assist clients in developing democracy within communities and organizations, in
navigating democracy, and in promoting democratic reforms. The discussion was lively, and
participants seemed very engaged with the central questions. Participants from Hong Kong and India
suggested that the presentation would be relevant and helpful in local democracy reform efforts.
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The Right to Access to Justice for Violations of Human Rights in Theory and Practice
Proposal submission:

Schwinn, Steven - The John Marshall Law School, and the JMLS International Human Rights Clinic,
USA (sschwinn@jmls.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

I plan to conduct an interactive session, but the exact interactive form may depend on the size of the
group and the participants' experiences and interests. I plan to design several exercises for this
presentation, and then actually use the one that best fits for the group.
Summary:

I plan to present my work on promoting the domestic constitutional and international human right
to access to justice for violations of human rights of vulnerable populations. This work has
proceeded along several fronts. First, as co-director of the International Human Rights Clinic (an
upper-level student-practice clinic at my law school), my students and I have filed several amicus
briefs in the U.S. courts to promote the right to access to justice in cases involving overseas drone
strikes by the U.S. military, torture at Guantanamo Bay, and the UN's responsibility for introducing
cholera into the water systems in Haiti. I am working on another amicus, in support of Supreme
Court review, in a related Haiti case now. We have achieved some modest success in these cases,
but we continue to press for full judicial recognition of a right to access to justice for these
vulnerable populations.
Second, I have taught, and will teach, a first-year legal writing course in which my students help
work up an amicus brief arguing that the family of a victim of a cross-border shooting of a Mexican
youth by a U.S. Border Patrol agent should have a right to a judicial remedy under U.S. constitutional
law and international human rights law. This is an innovative approach to first-year legal education
in the U.S., because it combines legal theory, legal skills, and actual practice in an introductory law
course--a rarity in U.S. legal education. The topic also challenges students far beyond their typical
subjects in the first year. Finally, the work will support a case now at the U.S. Supreme Court that
tests whether the U.S. Constitution allows for a judicial remedy in these situations.
Finally, my teaching and scholarship focuses on the right to access to justice for vulnerable
populations, and on the educational theory that supports combining theory, skills, and practice in
the first year and clinical law-school classrooms. Following John Dewey, Paulo Freire, and others, and
the Legal-Theory-and-Practice model at the University of Maryland School of Law (where I previously
taught), I consciously integrate theory and practice around access to justice for vulnerable
populations into my teaching, and I have written, and continue to write about, the educational
theory behind this approach. I also have written, and continue to write, on the right to access to
justice under the U.S. Constitution and international human rights law.
My presentation is both descriptive (and thus practical) and theoretical. Just as I strive to integrate
theory and practice into my teaching and practice, I also strive to integrate these into this
presentation. As a result, I hope participants will come away with the theory of this approach (both
the educational theory and the legal theory of access to justice for vulnerable populations); several
models for this approach that they can use in their own teaching; and, ideally, like-minded contacts
(the participants in the presentation) with whom we can all share ideas and resources in the future.
(On this last point, I propose, as a follow-up, to maintain a forum of some sort for an exchange of
ideas, resources, litigation documents, etc., on the right to access to justice for violations of human
rights of vulnerable populations among interested conference participants and others who might be
interested.)
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Recognizing that others have done fantastic work in this area, I also hope to make the presentation
interactive, so that participants might share their work, and their theories, with each other. I
propose to allocate a portion of time for a presentation but leave at least half of the time for
discussion and interactive activities that will promote cross-pollination of ideas, theories, and
practices.
This work is especially important as part of justice education, because, I find, the right to access to
justice for violations of human rights is an under-theorized area in the scholarship, and a somewhat
confused area in the jurisprudence. Those are real problems, especially when we need to rely
increasingly on the courts (as opposed to the legislative branch, the executive branch, and even
independent agencies) to protect human rights and uphold the rule of law. It is critical to educate
our students, policymakers, and the general public on the right to access to justice in order to fully
realize it. My proposal is also a kind of call to interested conference participants to help develop this
area of the law, through justice education and practice. I hope that a follow-up forum can help with
this, as well, by keeping the ball rolling.

Access to Justice for the Poor, Vulnerable, and Marginalized Persons: Lessons from the
Justice, Education Programs in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Proposal submission:

Touray, Thomas Fuad - The West African Institute for Legal Aid, Gambia (fuadthomas@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

We will use a PowerPoint presentation to engage and interact with participants.
Summary:

This paper explores the access to justice challenges and factors that limit the realization of access to
justice for the poor, vulnerable, and marginalized persons and communities in Sub-Saharan Africa. It
also examines the concept of Clinical Legal Education and its importance. It discusses justice
education programs and legal aid schemes that have been developed in most of sub-Saharan Africa
and how justice education programs could be improved to further promote the rights of access to
justice for poor persons and marginalized communities.
Governments and the international community have made efforts to address the lack of access to
justice for poor persons through legal aid schemes, empowering non-governmental legal aid
providers to implement justice education programs, the pro bono schemes run by most law
societies, and allowing law students to offer legal aid services. These have been very helpful to
substantially fill the gap.
However, access to justice remains limited for various reasons. For example, most justice education
programs and legal aid schemes remain in the urban areas and in some central regions. This creates
a physical barrier that may result in the victims or users not attempting to close the distance gap,
hence choosing to relinquish their rights.
The findings of this paper will help justice education researchers, law clinics, and non-governmental
legal aid providers with the resources and complimentary views on the extent to which justice
education could be sustained and efficiently implemented. In addition, the findings will help limit the
major barriers on access to justice.
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Minority Rights and Access to Justice
Proposal submission:

Perangin angin, Harold - Bandung Legal Aid, Indonesia (haroldaron13@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

Small Group Discussion
Summary:

The Bandung Legal Aid Institute, better known as the LBH Bandung, was first established on
February 16, 1981 by Advocates who are members of the Indonesian Advocates Association
(PERADIN). After the ITB White Paper event, members who were members of the Red and White
Defense Team which was an Advocacy team formed by Adnan Buyung Nasution in the defense and
mentoring of ITB Students for compiling white books, later became an important part of the
acceleration of the Establishment of LBH Bandung.
One of the communities that has been a part of LBH movement is minority groups like LGBT,
Religious Groups, Women and Children, and many more.
As a Civil Society Organization in West Java, Bandung LBH has the view that the administration of the
State must protect and provide guarantees for the fulfillment of economic, social and cultural rights,
and basic human freedoms. In addition to respecting and protecting civil rights and political rights, it
has become an important part that is inseparable in the administration of the state. Therefore, the
objectives to be achieved by LBH Bandung are directed at every effort to contribute to the
realization of a democratic law state and guarantee social justice, where law is no longer formed
based on a compromise with the power of capital but adapted to the wishes and aspirations of the
people. Today, LBH Bandung has decided to become an organization based on volunteerism, and it
focuses on advocating for law and human rights with work in West Java.

An Appraisal of the Role of Data & Remand Indicators in Enhancing Pre-trial Processes in
Nigeria
4 December 2019, 14:00. Attendees: approximately 13
Presenters:

Yusuf, Mahmud – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria (mahmudyusuf@nulai.org)
Lagi, Odinakaonye – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria
Agwu, Kenechukwu – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Paper overview by presenters, group activity, brainstorming and Q & A
Session Report:

The presentation was focused on the role of data and remand indicators in enhancing pre-trial
processes in Nigeria and on how the innovative provisions of the Administration of Criminal Justice
Act, 2015 supports the speedy disposal of pre-trial cases.
The presenters outlined the purpose of the new administration of criminal justice law which aims to
ensure that the system of administration of justice promotes efficient management of criminal
justice institutions, speedy dispensation of justice, and the importance of setting a clear road map
for proper monitoring and effective implementation.
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The session then outlined some provisions that required data for effective implementation and how
data and remand indicators are used by law clinics in Nigeria to promote access to justice for pretrial detainees and how the lack of or absence of data impedes effective justice delivery.
Some of the challenges faced by pretrial detainees were identified as follows: lack of effective legal
representation, depravation of liberty, torture and inhumane treatment, denial of access to family,
and prolonged detention.
The session was followed by a brief brainstorming and Q & A exercise where participants were asked
questions about: What are indicators? Why are they important in administration of criminal justice?
And, what are the experiences of participants on using indicators?
The presentation shared the experience of how law clinics working under the Reforming Pretrial
Detention in Kuje Correctional Center, a project being implemented by NULAI Nigeria, have
developed tools and indicators to monitor the implementation of pretrial provisions of the
Administration of Criminal Justice Act.
At the end of the presentation, the feedback from the participants was positive and encouraging.
We received comments from the participants on how indicators could be utilized to push for policy
reforms in the justice sector and how data could help to identify gaps and needs to guide in
providing appropriate and effective interventions to the justice needs of the society.

The Actual Justice of the Right to Counsel and the Right to Appeal in Three Thai Upper
Northern Provinces
Proposal submission:

Srichaiyarat, Panarairat - University of Phayao, Thailand (panarairat@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will use interactive methods such as brainstorming, group discussion, and question and answer.
Summary:

The seriousness and profound effects of being charged with a criminal offense are very well
recognized by all nations. If the defendants are found guilty, they may be sentenced to death,
imprisoned for life, or subjected to other severe penal punishment according to their charged
offence. To pledge for a fair and just trial for the accused and defendants, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights 1948 plays a fundamental role. The Declaration proclaims some protection
measures including the presumption of innocence, stated in the article 11 (1) that, “Everyone
charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to
law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defense.”
Proving that the accused is guilty or innocent is not only a matter of fact but also a matter of
lawyering skills and legal knowledge in which almost all of the accused and defendants are deficient.
The criminal procedure is fair and just, especially when the criminal justice system strongly relies on
the accusatorial system, only if both parties are equal in their trial capabilities, and the judges are
impartial. Then, the right to counsel and the right to appeal become ones of necessary guarantees
for the accused and defendants.
The Thai criminal justice system acknowledges the basic rights of the accused and defendants. Many
necessary guarantees are prescribed in the Thai Criminal Procedure Code, including those
mentioned above. However, these extensive guarantees seem to contrast with experiences and
perceptions of the accused and defendants. Some defendants, even though they had courtappointed counsel to assist them in trial, hardly met their counsel or had only one brief meeting
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right before the trial began. Moreover, some defendants gave up their right to appeal because they
could not afford lawyer fees. Some still exercised their right, but the author of their appeal petition
was their co-inmate who never passed any law school.
The above-mentioned experiences bring about the question whether or not the guarantees of the
right to counsel and the right to appeal actually provide fair and just trial to the accused and
defendants, or these guarantees are merely fair and just a formality. Thus, an empirical research
project is carried on in three of Thai Upper Northern Provinces to find out the answer, and the
research outcomes will be presented in this conference.

Clinical Students as the Catalyst for Guaranteeing Counsel at Bail Hearings
5 December 2019, 16:00 – 17:30. Attendees: approximately 20
Presenters:

Colbert, Doug – Maryland Law School, USA (dcolbert@law.umaryland.edu)
#14 Scrichayiant (plus five collegues) – Justice of Right to Counsel and Right to Appeal in Three Thai
provinces
#17 Pelecan, Gracy – Legal Strategies for Overcoming the Gap in Accessing Justice for migrant
populations, Columbia
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Power point, interacting with attendees through Q & A
Session Report:

The Thailand presentation from a former Law School Dean, colleagues, and law students illustrated
the value of students’ data collection and analysis in showing the difference counsel makes at the
appeals and representation stages of a criminal prosecution. Showing a series of graphs and visuals,
the presenters engaged the audience in a series of questions that highlighted law students’ essential
role in reforming the local justice system.
The Colombian lawyer/clinical professor provided an energetic account of legal strategies used to
address inequities in denying counsel to the migrant population. Using a PowerPoint and obtaining
input from the audience, the lawyer/professor showed how the student and outside community
worked together to ensure legal representation to migrants in a variety of civil matters.
The U.S. clinical professor explained the powerful role of clinical students in representing indigent
clients at bail hearings and initiating a class action lawsuit that eventually led the judiciary to
recognize a right to counsel at the bail stage.

Innovative legal strategies to overcome barriers and gaps in accessing justice and rights by
the vulnerable migrant population: a Colombian justice education experience.
Proposal submission:

Pelacani, Gracy - Los Andes University, Colombia (g.pelacani@uniandes.edu.co)
Teaching methods proposed:

Interactive methods: problem-based learning method - questions and answers starting from a real
case to interact with the audience. The aim is to promote active participation and the sharing of
experience from different context to enrich the debate.
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Summary:

As it is widely known, Venezuela is facing a profound economic and socio-political crisis. Since 2015
till the present, Colombia has received around 1,300,000 migrants coming from the neighboring
country and, at present, in the Latin American region, it hosts the higher number of Venezuelan
migrants. Colombia currently lacks a comprehensive normative framework on migration, although it
adopted a series of mainly administrative acts which provided a temporary migration solution and
resulted in a fragmented migration public policy.
In order to respond to this phenomenon and to the needs of migrants to access to public services
and rights, we created, at Los Andes University, the legal clinic for migrants to satisfy their specific
legal needs.
The clinic provides legal and social tools for a better understanding of this phenomenon and its legal
consequences. Moreover, the clinic enriches the learning process of students by giving them the
chance to understand the complexity of migrants’ situations. The added value of the clinical
education is that through the clinic experience with this specific population, which finds itself in a
condition of multiples and diverse vulnerabilities, students widen their knowledge and legal abilities.
Therefore, they contribute to access to justice of migrants while also filling the void of free legal
assistance and representation which is not available through any other mean, considering the
incapacity of the public authorities to deliver this legal advice.
To better show how the legal clinic education contributes to the achievement of this aim, in the
second part of the presentation, we are going to focus on two concrete strategies that the legal
clinic designed and implemented, respectively. The first are the empowerment legal workshops
(talleres de empoderamiento legal, TEL) and the second is an impact strategy coordinated among
different civil society actors and the clinic’s practitioners. This has aimed at promoting a change in
the legal framework regulating the legal status of foreign minors born in Colombian territory whose
parents are foreigners who find themselves under the risk of being stateless. In order to achieve this
scope, we acted in two different, although complementary, ways. The first one, by lobbying in front
the legislative power to change the national normative framework on nationality and the second
one, by presenting amicus curiae in front of the Constitutional Court in relation to cases which
involve migrant minors at a risk of being statelessness.
The aim of this presentation is to share our learnings and the challenges that we think we are going
to face in the near future. Furthermore, we strongly believe that the exchange of experiences and
approaches will enrich our clinical work. To conclude, we want to contribute to strength the dialogue
on legal clinic education and justice education as a global movement by giving our perspective from
the Global South.
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Stream 2: The Science of Learning - Latest Challenges and Developments
Role of Health Science Professionals in Functional Health Legal Education
4 December 2019, 16:00. Attendees: approximately 20 – 25
Presenters:

Verma, Priyanka – Amity University, India (priyankaverma421@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Polling, Q & A, discussion on pictures (understanding and discussing different perspective)
Session Report:

It was a very interactive session. I tried to explain the triangle of health sciences, forensic sciences
and justice education. Audience responded how students of legal education are taking interest in
understanding the need of health sciences to serve the justice system by solving the cases more
efficiently and how science professionals can help them to do so. Audience takeaways include the
difficulties faced by criminal lawyers in their respective countries while dealing with forensic and
health reports and the different chain of custody and processes followed in various countries.

Using Neuroscience Insights and Empathy to Enhance Justice Education
4 December 2019, 16:35 – 17:30. Attendees: approximately 22
Presenters:

Peters, Donald – Levin College of Law at the University of Florida, USA (petersdon@law.ufl.edu)
Peters, Martha – Elon University School of Law, USA (martypeters7@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Interactive exercises, mini lectures based on slides, and large group discussions
Session Report:

The presenters alternated presenting and leading discussions of 19 slides surveying basic
neuroscience insights regarding perception, decision-making, the centrality of emotion in perception
and decision-making, empathy, cognitive biases, and ways to counter these biases emphasizing the
importance of empathy. Short, interactive exercises linked to slides demonstrated selective
perception, the centrality of emotion even when doing a pattern spotting activity involving numbers,
and how basic emotions are expressed facially across cultures. Active participation occurred
throughout with extensive comments and questions aiding the presentation immensely. The primary
messages were in regard to the importance of empathy in countering and overcoming cognitive
tendencies concerning status quo, the in-out group, and implicit biases commonly confronted in
justice education and action.

Crossed views between clinical legal education and educational sciences
Proposal submission:

Deramat, Marie – Bordeaux University, France (marie.deramat@u-bordeaux.fr)
Jourdan, Pauline – Bordeaux University, France (pauline.jourdan@u-bordeaux.fr)
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Teaching methods proposed:

The session will be organized as a dialogue between clinical legal education and educational science.
On one side, we will work on the concrete problems encountered in clinical legal educations
regarding specific issues. Each participant in the session will be invited to share its experience. Then,
the expert on educational sciences will share its knowledge on these issues. With that input, groups
will be formed to work on the concrete problems with the educational science expert, in order to
make concrete propositions on each issue.
Summary:

The law clinic of Bordeaux University opened its doors in 2013, proposing to 5th year law students,
authentic learning situations, for example through a legal aid service, or applied research. The need
to structure the methodology used in these activities has progressed and so the Bordeaux law clinic
has partnered with an inside structure of Bordeaux University called MAPI (Mission d’appui à la
Pédagogie et à l’innovation – Support Mission for Pedagogy and Innovation) – with one objective in
mind: collaborate with specialists. Indeed, educational sciences can bring another perspective on
clinical education, analyzing the educational facts proposed within it, their frameworks, and the
conditions of transmission of knowledge and skills. The collaboration between the law clinic and
MAPI allow an enrichment of clinical legal education thanks to academic research in Educational
Sciences applying in authentic situations as in clinical legal education.
The session proposed will be articulated as a dialogue on learning mechanisms activated in clinical
legal education, with on one side, the expression of practical difficulties in our clinical legal
education activities, and on the other side, the existing approaches in educational sciences. The
dialogue will specifically address the following points:
- How to articulate experiential learning and traditional teaching
- How to evaluate students’ knowledge and skills in a context where they are mainly working in
autonomy
- The necessary evolution of the traditional positions in the student/teacher relation and what
limitations exist

“The REAL project” - A case study on a collaborative teaching project to integrate and
facilitate experiential learning in law.
Proposal submission:

Heverin, Brónagh – Letterkenny Institute of Technology, Ireland (bronagh.heverin@lyit.ie)
Teaching methods proposed:

The first of half of the session will be a presentation summarizing the progress of the project to date
(at which stage the project will be approximately halfway through). This will be followed by
interactive activities seeking audience feedback and guidance which will be used to feed forward
into the continuation of the project.
Summary:

Clinical Legal Education, which facilitates the development of transferable skills in legal education
through experiential learning, is arguably underdeveloped in Ireland. A key factor is the absence of
appropriate resources. The REAL Project (Reimagining Experiential Academic Learning) - Using
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Experience to Teach and Learn in Law: A Framework for Engagement, Assessment and
Transferability is a collaborative teaching project between Letterkenny Institute of Technology, the
University of Limerick, and Carlow Institute of Technology. The project aims to develop a network of
shared resources in clinical legal education for the first time in Ireland by focusing on the
enhancement of existing, and the development of new, clinical legal education opportunities.
The REAL Project involves several phases moving from comprehensive review of the current position
through research and consultation, through piloting, to the collation and creation of the required
resources including practical resources such as student handbooks and assessment rubrics to the
provision of professional development opportunities and support networks for academic staff and
institutions. It is anticipated that the development of shared resources will facilitate success in terms
of student engagement and employability and ensure a support network for academic staff
professional development.
The REAL project began in January 2019 and the first phase of the research is focused on a
comprehensive review and consultation process with students and academics. This phase allows for
data on the current usage of experiential learning in legal education in Ireland to be gathered and
analyzed. This will identify strengths and weaknesses and provide a solid base from which to
enhance the opportunities for experiential learning going forward.
This paper will present a case study on the progress of the REAL project, including an outline of the
research methods and findings and the resultant implications for the use of experiential learning
through clinical legal education as a solution to the development of the transferable skills of law
students.
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Stream 3: Legal Empowerment & Justice Education
Integrating human rights education within the Street Law curriculum
Proposal submission:

Seow, Florence – Melbourne Law School, Australia (florence.seow@unimelb.edu.au)
Teaching methods proposed:

Examples of methods used in the Street Law Course will be used in the presentation.
Summary:

A balanced knowledge of human rights and how to use them is essential for developing a human
rights culture and using the language of human rights effectively. Establishing a human rights culture
has been a particular challenge in Australia, as the Australian federal government and some state
governments have been reluctant to embrace human rights language and policy in their
jurisdictions.
The language of human rights can support the achievement of a flourishing and robust legal culture.
In Australia, it can be argued that one of the reasons that human suffering has been overlooked in
the name of nationalism and utilitarianism is the lack of a robust human rights culture. Nowhere has
this been more evident than in refugee and asylum seeker issues. In particular, there is a lack of
widespread awareness of entitlements under refugee law, and an understanding of terms such as
“refugee,” “asylum seeker,” “boat person,” and “queue jumper” that have been exploited in political
debate and discourse. This can be seen in the perpetuation of negative terms and misleading
narratives in public discussion.
Street Law is an ideal vehicle for disseminating knowledge about human rights and embedding
human rights ideas and language in a population. This is particularly so in the context of Street Law
which has high school students as its target audience.
Melbourne Law School’s (MLS) Street Law program, which utilizes an interdisciplinary approach, is
an ideal vehicle for integrating human rights education into community legal education delivered to
high school students. This paper considers ways in which the Street Law program at MLS has
integrated human rights education into the curriculum to create more informed citizens in the
refugee and asylum seeker debate. The paper explores how education about pedagogical methods
can be used to foster informed citizen participation in democracy, and the obstacles to this. Lessons
learned and avenues for refining the delivery of human rights education will be discussed.

Furthering the rights of the incarcerated through Street Law: Perspectives from Zimbabwe
6 December 2019, 16:00. Attendees: approximately 20
Presenters:

Hamadziripi, Chengetai Euphemia – Midlands State University, Zimbabwe
(chengehhamaz@gmail.com)
Mlambo, Chiedza – Ezekiel Guti University, Zimbabwe (chiedzamlambo2@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Slides used, Q & A (the audience was free to stop the presenters at any time to ask questions on the
presentation), Games (the presenters shared the games which they use as icebreakers in their street
law lessons – the paper game and animal motem)
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Session Report:

The presentation was a reflection on a street law program in prisons which is being implemented in
Zimbabwe. This street law program is a joint venture between both the faculties of law at Midlands
State University and Zimbabwe Ezekiel Guti University. Presenters shared their experiences in
implementing this street law program and the challenges they have also encountered in trying to
implement this program. The presenters also shared the lesson plan they had developed for one of
the street law lessons. The presenters received helpful feedback from the audience which they will
integrate into the next cycle of their street law programme. Feedback included advice on widening
the target group of participants as opposed to just focusing on prisoners. It was also suggested that
students should be equipped with necessary skills to develop lesson plans to develop a sense of
involvement and deeper commitment to the programme.

Street law for student with disabilities
8 December 2019, 09:50 – 10:10. Attendees: approximately 26
Presenters:

Syahputra, Hendro – Clinical Legal Education, Faculty of Law Pasundan University, Indonesia
(hendro.taur@gmail.com)
Rohman, Ria Nuryani – Pasundan University, Indonesia (rianuryanirohman28@gmail.com)
Dwinita, Putri Amalia – Pasundan University, Indonesia (putriamaliadwinita1@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Ice Breakers, Brainstorming, Visual Material, Mini Lecture, Doing by Practice
Session Report:

The presentation session began with ice breaking by playing a circle of dolls. The reaction of the
audience is very responsive, excited, happy, and a little surprised because they have to remember
the name and country of each audience in the room. Then the presenter asks what we are going to
do to help people who are blind, deaf, or have autism or down syndrome to get their rights. The
presenter explained that street law could help them, and the presenter explained the topics that had
been delivered during street law for children with disabilities. After that, the presenter asked the
audience about the notion of disability. Then the audience reaction that is quite participatory can be
seen from the many audiences who give responses. After that, the presenter gave some facts about
disability like sign language on each region are different.
Then the presenter showed the reason to do street law for children with disabilities. The reason is
that they are marginalized, and their rights are not fulfilled, especially the right to get access to
justice, education, and health. The presenter used the mini lecture method and audience reaction;
participants understood and were interested in the discussion. The presenter displayed several
photos and videos when doing street law at some SLB (Extra Ordinary School). The reaction of the
audience was that they were interested, moved, and sympathized with the videos and photos
displayed. Then the presenter explained the problems when doing street law for disabled students
and showed some methods used to overcome the problems. The presenter demonstrated some
methods that are used to overcome problems, such as when doing street law for blind children,
presenters use the clap of your hand song. The presenter invited the audience to practice a
children’s’ rights song. The song is done by singing and dancing or moving hands. The audience
looked happy and very enthusiastic, which was proven by the audience’s curiosity about the
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movements and their asking of the moves to be repeated several times so that they could
understand and follow the children’s dance. After that, the presenter gave some fun facts and
concluded the presentation.

Legal Aid in Action (Facilitating through Practice)
5 December 2019. Attendees: approximately 20-25
Presenters:

Majid, Chaudhary Abrar – Sheikh Trust for Human Development, Pakistan (dir_sht@yahoo.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint presentation, Session was interactive, Activities were included, Q & A
Session Report:

The session was about legal aid in action: a kind of legal aid project, which was started, in light of the
past experiences, keeping in view the purpose of empowerment, sustainability and human
development.
This project differs from other projects on the basis of its mode of action, how it works and most of
the presentation, after giving a brief introduction of the project, was emphasized on this part of the
presentation.
Actually, this project's camp is in community, not at the premises of the organization. Under this
project, we have legal aid teams, comprised of people from different walks of life, led by local
lawyers from the same societies in remote rural areas.
Upon the occurrence of any incident, our team meets the victim and his/her family and facilitates
them not only legally but leads them to act accordingly. The victim and his family is provided with
full support from the start to get justice, but on the face, the victims are the main actors.
This way of procedure not only empowers the victim in society but also empowers the society
through a model of development.
Here is a summary of the main outcomes of the session:
•
Participants were very interested in the mode of action
•
Participants asked questions about the mechanisms that they did not understand.
•
Participants shared their experiences on their own models.
•
Participants appreciated the new ways to develop the community
•
I also learned a lot from the participants.
Overall this presentation was very productive and fruitful.
In my view, these sessions are a good way to learn and share knowledge & experiences. The beauty
of these sessions is their interactive discussion that boosts our brainstorming allowing us to get
more than our expectations.
The only issue in these sessions is that we miss many other sessions we are interested in because
they are also running at the same time.

Bridging the Gap Between the Functionaries in Legal Aid Clinics of Law Schools: A Case Study
of Institute of Law, Nirmal University
Proposal submission:

Pokhriyal, Purvi – Institute of Law, Nirma University, India (Director.IL@Nirmauni.AC.IN)
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Teaching methods proposed:

Interactive Session with PowerPoint Presentation and Question & Answer session. The presenter
aims to begin the presentation by first asking certain questions to the audience which will pertain to
their understanding of legal aid clinic and then begin the presentation which will have in between
questions.
Summary:

As coined by Pound, lawyers are social engineers and law schools play an essential role in
making them the same. Legal aid clinic forms an essential part of law schools all over the world.
The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in the case of State of Maharashtra v. Manubhai Pragaji
Vash, AIR 1996 SC 1, has opined that legal education should be such that it is able to meet the
needs of the societies and are able to cater to the needs of different complexities in different
situations. Multiple reports of committees on legal aid, have stressed on the importance of legal
aid clinics in law schools based on which almost all the law colleges of India have come up with
their own legal aid clinics. Over the years, we have come to an understanding that there is a
gap in the understanding of legal aid clinic and the role it has to play in the society. It is worth
noting that the government of India and UNDP came up with a study of law school based legal
aid clinics in the year 2011 wherein they have clearly concluded that most of the legal aid
activities that are being carried out are done so just to fulfill the mandate and it lacks consistency,
direction, and purpose in its working. Further, at GAJE International Conference, 2015, held in
Turkey, the delegates of various nations highlighted the need of a clearer picture of legal aid
clinics in order to ensure effective functionality. This disconnect of objectives, purpose and
implementation of legal aid activities between the various functionaries of these clinics, form the
most important reason behind the failure of the legal aid clinics of law schools in India. It then
becomes an imperative for us to resolve the issue and to effectively design a working model for
the same.
Institute of Law, Nirma University, based on this problem, conducted an empirical study
involving all stakeholders involved on both ends of legal aid and based on that study, the clinic
has developed multiple models of need and focused based intervention. News models such as
adoption of a village community, free legal representation at multiple judicial forums, legal
awareness programs at target groups and places, etc. have been designed and implemented on the
lines of problem-solving techniques involving the active participation of all the stakeholders.
Further, the existing programs of the legal aid clinic such as jail visits, paralegal activities at
District Legal Aid Service Authority, public interest litigations etc. have been completely
revamped to bridge the gap between the various stakeholders of legal aid clinic and they have
been structured in way to target not only the issue but also the root cause from where it
germinates. This paper focuses on the steps taken by the legal aid clinic of Institute of Law,
Nirma University to rectify the existing errors and to march on with new models of inclusive
development providing access to justice for all.

What Makes a Quality Law School-based Street Law Program? An interactive discussion of
voluntary global standards and resources needed to implement them
4 December 2019, 14:00. Attendees: approximately 25
Presenters:

Whatley, Jennifer – Street Law Inc., USA (jwhatley@streetlaw.org)
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Teaching Methodologies Used:

Ice breaker, Brainstorming, Small group work with report out, Large group discussion
Session Report:

This session was designed to solicit feedback from participants to inform development of new
Voluntary Global Standards for Street Law Programs (working title). Since the 1970s, the Street Law
model of law students or legal professionals providing practical legal education to non-lawyers has
spread around the world. Street Law varies from location to location and newer programs
sometimes “reinvent the wheel” rather than learning from established best practices. How can
Street Law practitioners ensure they follow best practices while adapting to the culture, context, and
needs in their own communities? Street Law experts from several countries are developing
Voluntary Global Standards for Street Law Programs to help address this question. This session
provided an opportunity for participants to discuss and provide input into essential and
recommended characteristics for key aspects of Street Law programs.
Participants in the session had a wide range of experience with Street Law—from those new to the
concept to those with years or decades of experience leading Street Law programs at their
universities. The session started with an ice breaker, an introduction to the topic of voluntary
standards, and background on efforts to develop standards. Following that, there was a group
discussion and question and answer during which several participants discussed how Street Law is
put into practice at their universities. Participants then divided into small groups for lively
discussions of what should constitute standards related to “Street Lawyers” (those who teach Street
Law lessons to non-lawyers), the audience for Street Law, and Street Law methodologies. The small
group discussions produced a list of essential characteristics which Street Lawyers should have
(enthusiasm and passion, training in the Street Law methodology, sound legal knowledge) as well as
recommended characteristics (flexibility, empathy, open mindedness, respectfulness, willingness to
step out of one’s comfort zone, and self-reflection). The discussions emphasized social justice,
community voice, lived experience, the education of Street Lawyers, and capacity building when
determining where and who Street Lawyers teach. Participants stressed that Street Law
methodologies are learner-centered, interactive, content and process driven, justice focused, and
designed to engage the learner’s head, hand, and heart.

Preventive lawyering in justice education and legal practice.
4 December 2019, 16:00. Attendees: approximately 28
Presenters:

Campbell, Jonathan – Rhodes University Law Clinic, South Africa (j.campbell@ru.ac.za)
Brooks, Susan – Drexel University Kline School of Law, USA (susan.brooks@drexel.edu)
Cole, Liz Ryan – Vermont Law School, USA (lcole@vermontlaw.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

An interactive mix of teaching methodologies were used, namely:
- Explanation of basic theoretical concepts
- Providing of practical examples of how these concepts can be applied (in teaching and practice)
- Inviting participants to reflect on and share their experiences of these concepts
in pairs – a ‘quick write’ exercise.
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- Group work (4-6 per group) in which participants were invited to consider three questions, so as to
share their ideas further
Session Report:

By way of introduction, Jonathan Campbell (lead presenter) shared how he came to this topic,
having discovered the term ‘preventive (or preventative) law’ only very recently, although he and his
clinic have effectively been practicing and teaching preventive lawyering for some 20 years. Notably,
only about three or four of the participants had encountered this concept before, and even fewer
thought that they had applied it in their teaching or practice.
Susan Brooks then provided a brief theoretical explanation of this concept, as well as the related
concepts of ‘therapeutic jurisprudence’ and ‘relational lawyering’. She, by contrast, has published on
these concepts for many years, and is linked into a network of academics who have done likewise.
These ideas are not new, although there has been somewhat sporadic interest by writers on these
topics from time to time over the years (see the bibliography below).
The presenters then provided practical examples of each of these concepts in relation to the giving
of legal advice, practice method, and preventative legal education. The purpose was to give flesh to
these concepts and to ground them in practical application. Participants were then invited to reflect
on their roles as preventive lawyers, whether actual or potential, and to share their experiences of
these concepts in pairs. This was followed by group work in which participants were asked (i) what
preventive law approaches they already adopt, and (ii) could they adopt in the future, and (iii) what
specific action they could consider taking to implement preventive lawyering in their work.
It quickly became evident from the discussion, feedback, and ideas that followed that many more
participants than first indicated are in fact practicing preventive lawyering techniques without
having ever encountered the theoretical concept (as was the case with the lead presenter until
recently). It seems that one of the main goals of the session may therefore have been accomplished,
namely for everyone to be able to take away concrete ideas that give substance to the concept of
preventive lawyering.
The session was concluded by the lead presenter with an exhortation to promote and legitimize
these alternative, fringe lawyering practices such that young lawyers and law students are
encouraged and supported in their professional identity formation. The leadership and mentorship
of senior law clinicians, both in teaching and in practice, are very necessary to achieve this.
There was, in general, a high level of interaction and engagement in the room, and participants and
presenters alike seemed energized and excited by the relatively ‘new’ ideas shared in the session.
One of the most positive outcomes was that the combination of sound theoretical understanding
and practical application of these concepts provided a powerful learning opportunity for presenters
in particular, and hopefully for participants too.

Transforming Justice Education – Rethinking Recognition, Independence and Support for
Frontline Justice Advocates and Community Paralegals {NOTHING RECEIVED}
{} December 2019, {:1. Attendees: approximately {}
Presenters:

Islam, Sumaiya (sumaiya.islam@opensocietyfoundations.org)
McQuoid-Mason, David
Asfinawati, Asfin
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Designing of Legal empowerment programs for married Indian women in Noida(India) : A
Case study.
Proposal submission:

Gupta, Smita – Delhi Metropolitan Education, India (dr.smita.gupta10@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will share the case studies which I have done in communities along with my students.
Summary:

This paper is an experience-based paper where it summarizes various legal empowerment programs
organized for Indian married women living in various communities of Noida, with an objective to
shape the potential of these women to use law as an instrument of gaining power and improve wellbeing. Women are legally empowered when they are able to use law and mechanisms established by
law for transforming their own social, economic, and political well-being. In Indian perspectives, this
has been of utmost priority in society; one should be able to use law and justice as an instrument for
own improvement. Legal empowerment has been limited to few legal experts; it is the need of times
when wider legal activism must be spread across the countries and become more relevant to the
progress of nation.
Position of Indian women had never been impressive and that too when we are discussing about
married Indian women. Society has structured women’s position in such a way, where they are said
to be free but they don’t exercise freedom, they are equal to men but only for the namesake. She
has been placed lowest, especially when it is the discussion about her “will.” If she wishes to work
after marriage, she needs to still look upon for permission from in-laws, if she desires to spend her
time with her friends, she need to take permission. The scenario for Indian women is quite
depressing. It is expected that married women will keep their priorities at the lowest in the list;
husband, in-laws, and then children are top priority.
Paper enumerates problems of married women and examines the various remedies which could be
made available to them. With the objective to change lives of at least some women, legal
empowerment programs were designed and conducted by Community Connect society of our
institution in Noida. Programs were designed keeping in mind their problems like domestic violence,
harassment, female infanticide, sex selective abortion, dowry, etc. Programs focused on suggestive
remedies which were available as per the provisions of the Indian law. Programs adopted
methodology of not only making women aware but also providing remedies. Parallel counselling
sessions were coordinated to make women feel and act legally empowered. Students and faculty
members of Community Connect society designed programs and rethought that how these
community women can be transformed to legally empowered women.

Imparting Justice Education and empowerment through Legal Aid clinics in India
Proposal submission:

Mishra, Abhinav Kumar – Lloyd Law College, India (mishra.abhi@live.com)
Mishra, Ashish (adv.ashish.gola@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The interactivity shall be made consistent with the use of real examples from India and discussions
with the audiences over improvements.
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Summary:

Legal education in India imparts the clinical legal education in the law graduation syllabus. Legal Aid
and Services Clinic are statutorily mandatory as part of the same CLE. Although there has been
research showing fewer operations of LASCs, the trend seems to be changing. Few of the Legal Aid
Clinics have started working through promoting Access to Justice and Legal Awareness to the poor in
Indian society. The teaching through use of Legal Aid in common society exposes students against
unwritten questions which one encounters only when he enters in legal professional field- not in
academic field while studying.
On the other hand, the LASC are the lions shareholder for encouraging, engaging, educating and
empowering common people in country like India. Upon the same premises, the presentation shall
put forth some of the questions brought in Indian Legal Education with the introduction of LASCs.
Furthermore, it would present real time examples of LASC and would present an overview to update
that on given comments from Audiences.

A Street Law Experience in Brazil: teaching children about the value of Rule of Law
7 December 2019, 09:00 – 10:30. Attendees: approximately 30
Presenters:

Pagani, Andre de Souza – Mackenzie Presbyterian University, Brazil
(andrepagani.souza@mackenzie.br)
Roe, Richard Lewis – Georgetown University, USA (roe@georgetown.edu)
Avelino, Pedro Buck – Mackenzie Presbyterian University, Brazil (pedro.avelino@mackenzie.br)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

•

•

•

•

•

As a warm-up, participants were invited to share, in small groups, their childhood
educational experiences. Then, participants were invited to share those experiences with the
whole group and to reflect on them. For example, participants were invited to answer the
following question: “Were the experiences positive or negative regarding awareness of
justice, citizenship and the legal system?”.
A mini lecture was used to explain the origins of the Street Law Program at Mackenzie
Presbyterian University and the important role played by Professor Richard L. Roe in the
implementation of the program, as well as the inspirational session led by Professor Lindsay
Ernst at the IX GAJE Conference in Mexico (2017). A small PowerPoint presentation was used
to show pictures and a video of students at a Public School in São Paulo (Brazil) working with
Law Students as instructors supervised by members of the Law Faculty.
The participants were invited to one first activity intended to foster reflection of the role of
law and law-abiding, among other issues, such as collaboration. The participants were
invited to split into small groups and build together a ragged doll. More details will be given
in the “Session Report” below.
The participants were invited to a second activity intended to develop a sense of the rule of
law in a conflict resolution context. The groups of the previous activity were invited to join
two other groups in order to do a role play using three dolls. The name of the role play is
“Save a Swing for Me,” and more details will be given in the “Session Report” below.
Debrief
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Session Report:

The session's proposal was to share Mackenzie Presbyterian University's Street Law experience,
which has been developed in the past 12 months. In partnership with a Public School, the program
aims at 06 to 07 year´s old public-school students, in a community known for its poverty and
violence. The methods developed intended to teach and foster a sense of Rule of Law, through
which students start to reflect on the social and institutional role of laws and law-abiding. What is
the law? Are they necessary? Are all laws fair? Are laws necessary or even aimed at fostering public
interest? Should we follow and abide by them?
It presented the methodology used in two specific classes that applies a highly interactive approach,
in which students are asked to play specific roles and collaborate with each other. Participants at the
session were invited to play the exact same role as the students in the Street Law program. The
session ended with a debrief and a reflection about the effects of the interactive method, regarding
the target audience (school children at the Public School) and the necessity of rules.
The first activity was called “Ragged Doll Abayomi.” A brief explanation was given to participants:
“When slavery was considered legal in Brazil, between 1550-1888, slave mothers used to make dolls
with pieces of their own clothes to their children in an effort to lessen suffering. These dolls were
called ‘Abayomi’ and nowadays, they are still being made by a number of Brazilian communities in
order to remember important issues regarding the history of African people in Brazil.” Then the
participants were invited to split into small groups and each group built one doll with pieces of cloth
and scissors. The participants were asked to play with the dolls and debrief.
The second activity was called “Save a Swing for Me.” New groups were formed, each group with
three dolls. The groups were invited to do a role play. The story is about some dolls who had an
“argument.” Two dolls are school children playing in the playground during recess time. The two
dolls are using the only two existing swings in the playground. One doll asks the other to save a
swing next to hers and the second doll agrees and skips off to the swings. Then the third doll arrives
and asks to use the swing that is being saved. The end of the role play must be created by the
participants (from: Educating for Citizenship K”, Aspen’s Law Related Educational Series,
Constitutional Rights Foundation, Law-Related Education Program for The Schools of Maryland,
National Street Law Institute, 1982).
Finally, there was a debrief of the whole session. Comments about both activities were made.
Students and participants were able to discuss values, responsibilities, negotiation, tolerance,
control of emotions, policies for scarce resources, joint action, collaboration, agreement and law
enforcement. It was also important to talk about equal treatment, how to avoid violence and unfair
treatment.
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Stream 4: Pro Bono & Justice Education
Does law student pro bono increase access to justice, or should it? Hard questions &
responsive models
7 December 2019, 14:00 – 15:30. Attendees: approximately 25
Presenters:

Whalen-Bridge, Helena – National University of Singapore Faculty of Law, Singapore
(lawhwb@nus.edu.sg)
Schechter, Sue – University of California Berkeley Law School, USA (sbschechter@yahoo.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Debate to articulate and explore the different positions on the issues, and then sharing of student
pro bono models with strengths and challenges from panelists and from participants
Session Report:

Student pro bono is now an accepted activity in many law schools. Student pro bono exposes
students to the community obligations they will have as lawyers, and it provides service
opportunities to apply legal knowledge, develop lawyering skills, and explore or clarify values, but it
also raises some hard questions. Does student pro bono actually increase access to justice? If it
does not, what does it accomplish, and how do we measure and assess the goals of student pro
bono programs? This session considered some of the harder questions and dilemmas posed by
student pro bono, and it articulated the goals underlying different approaches. The session first
explored assumptions and values underlying student pro bono in a debate by having participants
argue for the primacy of either education or access to justice. The debate articulated the different
positions well, but it also revealed the intimate connection between education and justice. Second,
panelists shared the models of student pro bono used in their law schools and reflected critically on
their strengths and weaknesses. To wrap up the session, participants shared their models as well.
The session concluded with agreement that student pro bono programmes should accommodate
both education and justice, and that when choices between the two are made, programmes should
be clear about their goals. Also, even when education is prioritized, programmes should consider
how to support access to justice, e.g. by changing the programme focus to serve a more pressing
justice need, or by incorporating exercises that sensitize students to the wider need for legal
information and services.

Pro Bono: Role of Law Students and Aid to Public
Proposal submission:

Shah, Nishit – Advocate, Supreme Court of India (nishitlawyer@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

Interactive methods will be used; the presentation will be through slides and a section of the
presentation will solely comprise of interacting with the audience and doing a comparative analysis
of how pro bono activities take place in their country.
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Summary:

Law students in the present scenario are more actively engaged in pro bono activities like filing PILs,
setting up legal id camps, social awareness, etc. There are two benefits of this, first and foremost it
creates awareness among the masses and also aids the needy and secondly, it benefits the law
students. The complete paper will discuss in detail how law students can more actively be a part of
pro bono activities and what the benefits are for law students doing pro bono.

Just Lawyer for a Just Society: Educating Future Lawyers Through Literacy Clinics
7 December 2019, 14:00-15:30. Attendees: approximately 45
Presenters:

Shukkur, Sheena – Kannur University, India (sheenashukkur@gmail.com)
Firos, Palullakandiyil (pkfiros@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint Presentation
Session Report:

The need to educate the lawyers on their role in extending social justice was discussed with certain
examples. Two important live cases in Kerala, state of India, widely known as the “Walayar case,”
were discussed. Judiciary has miserably failed to extend justice to the death of the two minor girls
who were sexually assaulted. None of the accused were convicted nor found guilty. The prosecution
failed in proving the case beyond reasonable doubt, and the police did not investigate the cause of
the death. The judge himself had never, at any stage of the case, inquired or found out the reason
for the so-called suicide of the 9-year-old girl! Hence the point that the change in the quality and
content of the legal education through literacy clinics for a better lawyer community is now a social
necessity. The three tier legal services authorities provide for maintaining a just and fair society
governed by law through free legal aid and legal services in India. Law schools join hands with these
authorities in this mission of legal literacy and legal awareness through the Legal Literacy Clinics.
These literacy clinics would definitely help the future advocates to have a first-hand knowledge
about learning and applying the law for the social good and to meet the social need. The literacy
clinicians thus extend a holistic legal education and help the student bring out a JUST lawyer. Clinical
law students are the future lawyers who are professionally and socially educated.
There were about 40-50 attendees amongst the audience. Many questions at the conclusion related
to the functioning of legal clinics in India and the government support for the same. NALSA (National
Legal Services Authority), ADALATH (Mega campaign for outside court settlement using ADR
techniques), etc. were explained.

Questioning the knowledge and practice of legal empowerment
Proposal submission:

Mirza, Angbeen – Shaikh Ahmad Hassan School of Law, Pakistan (angbeen.mirza@lums.edu.pk)
Teaching methods proposed:

Once the idea is introduced with an example from my own experience, I want the audience to break
into groups to discuss their own experiences and jot down, on chart paper, the problems they faced,
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the source of those problems, and how they dealt with them. Each group can report back using their
chart and the entire group can then have a discussion to bring together everyone's experience.
Summary:

Launching a clinic is a difficult process anywhere. There are university policies to abide by, people to
convince of its value, and legal processes to follow. We began street law two years ago and have
since engaged with multiple schools, an orphanage, and are assisting a charity school with
developing a basic lesson plan to roll out in approximately 1400 schools across the country.
We learned a lot along the way; we tweaked our methodology, figured out what worked better for
us (something we revisit regularly), tried to incorporate what we felt was most important in our
quest to empower school children with basic knowledge of their rights as citizens of the country.
However, whether we achieved any empowerment remains a question for us even today. We all
appreciate legal empowerment as a noble goal; the idea that our intervention will somehow
improve lives by placing people in greater control of their lives and by helping them understand their
rights. For example, their rights at arrest, as consumers, as tenants, or as women, we will leave them
stronger than we found them.
Knowledge of one’s rights, however, does not automatically translate into a realization of them. In
Pakistan, for instance, when we tell children that they have a right to be in school, it doesn’t change
the fact of their employment. When we tell minorities of their fundamental right to equality in all
spheres of life, it doesn’t change their unemployment. The list goes on.
What then, does legal empowerment mean?
We launched a criminal legal aid clinic, with the hope of providing student support to lawyers
representing indigent clients deserving of legal aid. The idea was to assist people in accessing justice,
something seen as another form of legal empowerment. Our teething problems have been plentiful.
Access to prisons, delays in the criminal justice system and politics of the bar are but a few things
that stand in the way of effective legal service delivery by a clinic.
This brings us back to our question: what does it mean to empower people? What tools do we put to
use from our CLE repertoire to bring about effective empowerment in a target audience? This
session aims to share experiences from Lahore and learn from the challenges faced by other
jurisdictions.

Challenges and Future: 10 years of Clinical Legal Education in Brazil
Proposal submission:

Lapa, Fernanda – University of the Region of Joinville, Brazil (f.blapa@icloud.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

We intend to use a participatory approach to present our work. First, we will describe the main
characteristics of Freire's pedagogy and some results of our research with students from clinics in
Brazil and Canada and then I intend to work with some interactive tools to reflect and debate about
Freire's method for Justice Education.
Summary:

The Clinical Legal Education (CLE) emerged in Latin America in the 90’s, rooted in Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, and Peru. This movement aimed to foster the use of the legal system as an instrument for
social change and also to improve legal education by focusing in strategic litigation of emblematic
and public interest cases.
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In Brazil, this trend started in the 21st century (2007) when legal clinics were organized at Brazilian
universities as an alternative to the traditional legal education. From their beginning, the legal clinics
in Brazil prioritized the leading role of students, the interaction between theory and practice (praxis),
and experiential learning.
We understand that, regardless of the region of the world where CLE is implemented, the
philosophical and pedagogical contributions of Brazilian educator Paulo Freire could serve as a
theoretical foundation for the clinical pedagogy. Paulo Freire has already inspired emancipatory and
successful pedagogical experiences around the world; we defend that his philosophy can also be a
theoretical basis for Justice Education.
Justice Education serves to develop skills that will contribute to build the professional and ethical
identities of Law students. With CLE, students learn through practice and can experience what Paulo
Freire would call praxis, an ontological condition of any human being. For that, the CLE must
guarantee the students autonomy and a leading role. Despite the active methodology chosen for the
pedagogical practice, the students’ direct participation must be prioritized, as the philosophy of legal
education is learning by doing and doing by learning.
Therefore, the CLE must be more student-centered than teacher-centered. The students must be
protagonists and have active voices to propose ideas and new solutions for the challenges/problems
presented. When working in a case, through the mediation of a professor, the student must have
the opportunity and autonomy to think and act like a legal professional and, at the same time, must
learn how to analyze and balance the impacts of her or his potential interventions and, then only act
after this evaluation.
This Conference will focus on:
a) how Freire’s Pedagogy can be used in CLE;
b) the impacts of using this Pedagogy from students’ perspectives (research we are developing now
during the sabbatical); and,
c) sharing some good practices of clinical activities based on Freire’s pedagogical philosophy.

Unearthing the Yet to be Explored Path in Africa: Lessons from Library Based Legal Clinics in
the United States
Proposal submission:

Bamgbose, Oludayo John – Ajayi Crowther University, Nigeria (oj.bamgbose@acu.edu.ng)
Teaching methods proposed:

I intend to use interactive delivery mode. I intend to achieve this by throwing some poser questions
intermittently with the view of eliciting contributions from participants. Similarly, I will make use of
certain experiences from participants in fleshing up my presentation.
Summary:

World over, Clinical Legal Education (CLE) has been widely acknowledged for its pivotal role in
equipping budding lawyers with the requisite skills and competencies required for effective legal
practice upon graduation from the law school. Besides being a nursery for nurturing would-be pro
bono lawyers, CLE provides unfettered access to justice for individuals who ordinarily would have
been excluded if left to pay for their legal services.
With time, there continues to be an increase in the number of law clinics, most especially, in the
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western world, with some law schools having multiple clinics and thereby, increasing the scope of
operations of these clinics. However, despite the increase across different jurisdictions, there seems
to be a great disequilibrium between the level of increase in the number of clinics and the demand
for justice, particularly in developing economies, hence the call for an increase in the capacity of law
clinics in Africa to attend to the geometric rise in the demand for justice by the poor.
In response to the general request for multiplicity of law clinics, there have been commendable
efforts by law libraries to have independently managed law library legal clinics that will attend to the
justice needs of persons. Meanwhile, despite the efforts of these library-based clinics in augmenting
the efforts of conventional faculty-based law clinics, review of literature reveals dearth of scholarly
efforts at documenting the experiences and achievements of these library-based clinics. It is against
this background that this research examines the concept of law library legal clinic and its role in the
advancement of legal education using the Unites States as a case study.
To achieve the set objective, the study comparatively investigated activities of a total of ten law
library legal clinics comprising of five university-based law library legal clinics and the remaining five
clinics from the public law library, using doctrinal and non-doctrinal approaches. The findings
revealed that despite the under reportage of the role of law library clinics, these clinics have actually
been instrumental to providing access to justice in the United States.
The study further highlights the inherent benefits and perceived constraints in the adoption of law
library legal clinic above the conventional legal clinics. It is recommended that Africa adopts the
American-styled law library legal clinics. Beyond ensuring that Africans are able to access justice
through this new bride, law library based legal clinics could potentially attract more users to the law
library, thereby, addressing the decline in the general use of law library by leading to improved
academic and technical performances.
The study also asserts that while much can be achieved in Africa through law library-based clinics, it
also rekindles the hope of attracting other forms of legal clinics. Finally, while the study explores the
benefits of law library legal clinics in Africa and to Africans, the findings might be of benefits to legal
systems in other jurisdictions.

Justice education through promotion of the idea of pro bono work and supporting the system
of primary legal assistance & citizens advice in Poland
2.) A Spectrum of View on Legal Clinics of Western Balkan Countries
4 December 2019, 16:00 – 17:30. Attendees: approximately 50
Presenters:

1.) Skrodza, Marta Janina – Lomza State University of Applied Sciences, Poland (skrodzkam@life.pl)
2.) Czernicki, Filip – Legal Clinics Foundations, Poland (filip.czernicki@gmail.com)
3.) Duricin, Biljana – University of Montenegro, Podgorica (biljana.djuricin@fulbrightmail.org)
4.) Spaic, Aneta – University of Montenegro, Podgorica (anetaspaic@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Working in groups, Brainstorming, Groups’ work presentation, Discussion
Session Report:

The session was dedicated to the presentation of projects taken by Legal Clinics in Central Europe
(Poland and Montenegro) as well as to the development of clinical legal education in those
countries.
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First speakers, Marta J. Skrodzka and Filip Czernicki, described clinical movement in Poland and
activities taken by the Polish Legal Clinics Foundation which has undertaken further steps to
promote justice in the Polish society. They talked about a clearinghouse project – creation of the Pro
Bono Center which supports non-governmental organizations in seeking free legal assistance and
substantive support from legal experts, as well as coordinates communication between
organizations and law firms and provides lawyers with proposals for pro bono cases and projects.
Moreover, they explained how the Legal Clinics Foundation has been engaged in supporting the
system of primary legal assistance & citizens’ advice in Poland; the main objective is to develop
directions and principles of state policy in the field of strengthening and development of that in
Poland. Then workshop participants were asked to share their ideas of possible use of the presented
activities based on the actual lessons learned in Poland but happen to be lessons adequate for other
parts of the world. At the end of the presentation, participants were encouraged to share their
respective experience and suggestions in achieving the aforementioned described goals.
The next speakers, Biljana Duricin and Aneta Spaic, presented a spectrum of views on legal clinics of
Western Balkan Countries generally, as well as clinics in Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro.
Then they presented the next step that has been taken in clinical legal education in Montenegro.
The session finished with the discussion on how the presented activities support justice education.

Is the State legal aid system viable without pro bono?
7 December 2019, 14:00-15:30. Attendees: approximately 50
Presenters:

Havelková, Mária – Faculty of Law, Comenius University in Bratislava, Slovakia
(maria.havelkova@flaw.uniba.sk)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Paper presentation, Brainstorming
Session Report:

My presentation was focused on the research I have conducted as a part of my dissertation on The
Right to Legal Aid in Civil Matter. So far, it has been the only dissertation concerning access to legal
aid ever written in Slovakia.
In the beginning, I explained the state-funded system of civil legal aid in Slovakia, its flaws and
shortcomings, and the fact that the whole system of state-funded legal aid is fully dependent on the
goodwill of attorneys to provide their services Pro Bono.
Subsequently, I presented the results of research focused on the motivation of attorneys to provide
free legal services and how factors such as gender and age affect their attitude. According to the
data collected (the research was conducted on the sample of almost 10 percent of all Slovak
attorneys), young attorneys are not motivated enough to contribute to the system of legal aid. This
finding might be considered surprising, but it’s also problematic. Is it possible that in the future,
there will not be a sufficient number of attorneys interested in social justice?
Therefore, at the end, I presented an opinion on what might be the reasons for an insufficient
motivation of young attorneys, as well as ideas regarding how to change their attitude through
clinical legal education and how to raise future lawyers with a sense of social justice.
My presentation was followed by a fruitful 20-minute discussion and exchange of views among
professionals from all over the world.
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Personally, it was an enriching experience since it was the first time that I gave a speech in English on
my own. I was pleasantly surprised by the interest of the audience and the fruitful discussion. We
have found out that we are all facing similar problems concerning access to legal aid across different
jurisdiction. Therefore, I would like to follow up on my research by conducting international and
comparative research on this issue in cooperation with fellow colleagues from different jurisdictions.
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Stream 5: Academic Writing and Justice Education
Aiding the Disabled Transcend Limitations in Nigeria: The Law and Policy on Education in
Perspective
Proposal submission:

Oziegbe-Anozie, Alunegbe – Rivers State University, Nigeria (acanozie@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presentation will be highly interactive. Through the use of a PowerPoint presentation, real
picture slides and 'bullet points' will be used to convey the presenter’s message.
Summary:

Acquisition of knowledge is a human right that accrues to every member of the human family
irrespective of birth or other status. This is why it is often re-emphasized: “education is the most
powerful weapon which you can use to change the world; an investment in knowledge pays the best
interest.” In Nigeria, it is estimated that over 25 million people are physically impaired, and evidence
shows that a good number of this group do not attend high schools or universities. The difficulty
faced in the learning environment has remained a constant challenge to those who in their disability
have ability. Indeed, it appears that to be physically impaired is to be subjected to a life-long denial.
Except for the wealthy class, it has become a norm for the less privileged to attain no form of
education or assistance of the sought. For the strong-willed, there is difficulty in movement as they
have to deal with the means of transportation. On the road, there are bumps as well as staircases in
the hostels and lecture halls where there are no allotted spots for this kind. Thus, the desire to attain
higher education is threatened as this challenged group has to constantly depend on people for
minute-to-minute assistance making them vulnerable at every instance. Notwithstanding the
enactment of the Discrimination Against Persons with Disabilities (Prohibition) Act, in Nigeria, it can
safely be said that the physically impaired remain a marginalized group. This gives room for thought:
“in this glaring denial, how do we realize the possible ways our world can be positively impacted by
these persons? With no investments, there can be absolutely no gain.” This paper aims at drawing
awareness to measures that must be put in place to ensure full and effective implementation of
justice education for the physically impaired in the contemporary Nigerian society. In so doing, a
doctrinal research methodology is adopted hence, majority of the physically impaired persons on
the streets have little or no formal education and consequently, are unaware of their entitlements as
human beings, let alone any denial making it challenging to conduct a formal interview. The study
finds that just like other laws which remain inadequate until given apt implementation, the Nigerian
law and policy on education is still yet mere print on paper. It therefore recommends measures
which must be put in place to aid the physically impaired transcend the limitations of attaining
justice education in Nigeria.

An Appraisal of the Role of Data & Remand Indicators in Enhancing Pre-trial Processes in
Nigeria
Proposal submission:

Yusuf, Mahmud – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria (mahmudyusuf@nulai.org)
Lagi, Odinakaonye – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria
(odinakaonyelagi@nulai.org)
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Agwu, Sunday Kenechukwu – Network of University Legal Aid Institutions, Nigeria
(keneagwu@nulai.org)
Teaching methods proposed:

This session will be interactive and engaging. There will be opportunities to utilize case studies, small
group discussions, and brainstorming
Summary:

The target for this session includes clinical teachers, practitioners, and legal aid providers. The
session will discuss and highlight innovations in the Administration of Criminal Justice Act designed
to enhance and promote access to justice and the role of law students in the reform of the criminal
justice system in Nigeria.
The Administration of Criminal Justice Act was passed into Law in 2015. It aims to ensure that the
system of administration of criminal justice in Nigeria promotes efficient management of criminal
justice institutions, speedy dispensation of justice, and protection of the society, defendant, and the
victim.
One of the topics will highlight innovative pre-trial provisions under the Nigerian Administration of
Criminal Justice Act and discuss its relevance in ensuring access to justice and enforcement of
fundamental rights.
Another topic will discuss the need to collect data, track, and monitor how the Administration of
Criminal Justice Act is being implemented, especially in pre-trial detention cases.
The session will also brainstorm on the role that law clinics play in promoting access to justice and
challenges that impede justice delivery in pre-trial cases.
We will show how the use of data and remand indicators help to address the challenges in pre-trial
processes in Nigeria through the Reforming Pre-trial Detention Project in Kuje Prison and how it
supports the provision of legal representation and coordination among key justice sector
institutions.
Participants should have a better understanding of the need to adopt initiatives that support
institutional capacity and working with key stakeholders as sustainable and indispensable tools
towards consolidating clinical legal education and promoting access to justice.

Fostering lawyer effectiveness and empowerment ! Street Law - the trainee lawyer
perspective
Proposal submission:

Lunney, John – Law Society of Ireland (j.lunney@lawsociety.ie)
Teaching methods proposed:

While the proposal will share the results of an empirical research study we will introduce these in an
interactive way through having groups identify what factors they think Street Law positively
contributes towards, compare and contrast this with our results, identify research needs in this area,
and facilitate discussion on our results and future research opportunities.
Summary:

The Law Society of Ireland actively supports community legal education projects through a series of
initiatives and engagement with solicitors, law students, and the community. These projects are
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founded on the dual principle of:
1. Providing law-related justice education to the community
2. Fostering the professional development of the law students (trainee solicitors) involved in
facilitating the programs.
While those of us who are involved in community legal education can provide a wealth of anecdotal
material to support the positive impact these programs have on both constituents, Grimes (2018)
notes that “there is little by way of clear empirical research to substantiate these claims.” This paper
discusses an attempt to address this shortcoming as it pertains to the positive impact Street Law can
have on participating law students.
Our empirical research study relied on Shultz and Zedeck’s (2009) “lawyering effectiveness factors”
as a standard to evaluate the impact of the Street Law experience on the core factors attributable to
effective lawyering. Interestingly, the research subjects, former trainee solicitors who were involved
with our Street Law program from 2013 to 2016, are now qualified practitioners. They offered a
unique reflective perspective on how Street Law prepared them for practice and its importance as a
source of their professional development.
This presentation will share the research findings which identify legal practice skills, professional
identity formation, and character development as all being positively affected. We hope that this
study can be used as a support for other legal educators working in community legal education to
demonstrate potential impact or for individuals looking for institutional support to launch new
programs.

The Working of Legal Aid Clinics in Law Schools - Case Study
Proposal submission:

Lukose, Lisa – University School of Law and Legal Studies, GGS IP University, India
(drlisarobin@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

Discussions, Question and Answers, PowerPoint, and Group work
Summary:

India, the world’s second most populated country, has a population estimated at 1.37 billion in 2019
which is equivalent to 17.74% of the total world population. 22% of India’s population is below its
poverty limit as per official record. This figure itself will be sufficient to assume that there is
inequality in access to justice, though there are some programs to improve access to justice. Some
surveys show that “the lives of at least 33 crore men, women, and children, which comprises over
25% of India’s population are affected directly in the legal tangle.” India has more than 1200 law
schools consisting of government law schools, aided law schools, and private law schools. India also
has nearly 20 national Law Universities wherein students receive “super special legal training.” There
are legal aid clinics attached to almost every law schools. However, in many cases these clinics end
up with its inauguration itself. On the contrary, there are some legal aid clinics which perform
marvelously with active participation of students and faculty. Previous studies reveal some crucial
reasons for the ineffectiveness of legal aid clinics such as: (i) legal aid programs are not reaching the
targeted group, (ii) since no academic credit is assigned to Legal Aid, the students are less enthused
in many colleges to take part in legal aid and legal literacy activities, (iii) there is a very meager
budget for legal aid programs, (iv) the influential and powerful personnel bully the students who do
legal aid program so that the society remains uninformed, etc. This paper is an attempt to analyze
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the functioning of legal aid clinics in India with a special focus on Delhi, to find the reasons that they
are not effective and to propose the suggestions, as India has to go a long way in “access to justice
endeavor” - from the experience of successful law aid clinics.

Legal literacy research in Czech republic: searching for the definition of "an average person"
Proposal submission:

Madlenakova, Lucia – Palacky University in Olomouc, Czech Republic (lucia.madlenakova@upol.cz)
Teaching methods proposed:

We will use discussion firstly in small groups, then all together (we will use the snowball method).
We will prepare specific questions for each group. The result of the discussion will be displayed on
the banner we can post to be seen by all the participants of the conference.
Summary:

We have started research at Law Faculty of Palacky University which the goal is to provide the basic
framework for legal knowledge and skills of each Czech citizen. Thus, we are trying to find this
knowledge and skills for "an average person" that is the legal term occurring in our legal system (civil
code). By defining this basic legal knowledge and skills, we will be able to adapt the school system,
especially the content of school subjects related to law in primary and secondary schools. We would
like to discuss our idea with participants who have experiences in this field all around the world. We
would like to discuss if we can find the "average person" and thus "average" legal knowledge or legal
skills across the countries.

What various jurisdictions across the world require before an individual can be “called to the
bar” – (advocate/barrister/solicitor), including the process of admission: A comparative study
Proposal submission:

Cole, Liz Ryan – Vermont Law School, USA (lcole@vermontlaw.edu)
Campbell, Jonathan – Rhodes University, South Africa (j.campbell@ru.ac.za)
Fernandez-Artiach, Pilar – University of Valencia, Spain (pilar.fernandez@uv.es)
Nwedu, Cosmos Nike – Nigeria (cosmosnike.nwedu@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

We will create a survey that we will invite all conference participants to answer, share the glossary
with all participants at the conference, and will work to identify the areas of greatest challenge with
regard to identifying goals of legal education and implementation. Depending on turnout at the
session, we may work in small groups to review what we have accomplished in advance of the
session and brainstorm what steps should be taken next.
Summary:

No matter the country, there are, and have always been, regular calls to change the legal system. In
order to evaluate these calls for change, we need to understand what the legal system actually is,
how it is supposed to work, and how it works in practice. This is a massive undertaking, parts of
which have been attempted from time to time. While we, as members of GAJE, cannot undertake
this entire task, we can encourage and help inform the discussion from the perspective of Justice
Education. Addressing the relationship between legal education and the legal system is of particular
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importance in the context of GAJE’s work: Justice Education, a mechanism for making the world a
more equitable place. As people interested in and experienced with legal education, we can provide
a framework for learning about how a country’s system of legal education affects that country’s legal
system overall.
An initial step toward developing answers about the relationship between legal education and a
legal system is learning more about the differences between what various countries/jurisdictions
require in the way of licensure, and the process by which licensure requirements are enforced. This
panel will advance that inquiry.
For the upcoming GAJE 2019 conference, we propose a panel that will provide the beginnings to a
comparative study of what various jurisdictions require before an individual can be called to the bar
(advocate/barrister/solicitor), defined as one who may appear for a client in court proceedings.
We will begin by drafting and circulating a series of questions and circulating across both common
law and civil law jurisdiction, asking whether systems of law that are religion-based should also be
examined as part of this undertaking.
Questions we know we will ask include:
- Whether any sort of legal licensure is required and if it is, what is required
- Whether requirements are part of an undergraduate/graduate level education
- Whether there is a particular focus, and if so, what is the particular focus
- Whether classes that count toward licensure must be taught in-person or may be taught using
technology without in-person contact, in a synchronous or asynchronous manner
- Whether there is an apprenticeship component to qualification and who oversees that
- Who, if anyone, oversees the agreed upon system of education
Our host university, recognizing that society leans heavily upon lawyers for solutions to its social,
economic, and political problems, recognizes a moral obligation to develop the nation through
active, creative, and ethical legal education. We wonder what active, creative, and ethical legal
education looks like and what sorts of lawyers it creates.

Street Law - a London Experience
Presenters:

Kerin, Lughaidh (L.Kerin@mdx.ac.uk)
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Stream 6: Best Teaching Methods, Information Technology and Innovative Ideas for
Justice Education
Inspiration and Diversification in Mock Trial Training: Using an ‘Instant’ or ‘Pop-up’ Mock Trial
in Justice Education
4 December 2019, 16:00 – 17:30. Attendees: approximately 35
Presenters:

McQuoid-Mason, David – Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
(mcquoidm@ukzn.ac.za)
Coetzee, Lindi – Nelson Mandela University, South Africa (Lindi.Coetzee@mandela.ac.za)
Gayretli Aydin, Seda – Karadeniz Technical University, Turkey (sedagayretli@gmail.com)
Tomoszkova, Veronika – Palacky University, Olomouci, Czech Republic
(veronika.tomoszkova@upoi.cz)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Q & A, Role play, Small group discussions and preparation, Engagement in a mock trial, Practice
asking direct and leading questions, Presentations on the applicable law.
Session Report:

The presentation showed participants how to teach law students and others about criminal court
procedure in an inspirational and interactive manner by actively engaging the participants in an
‘instant’ or ‘pop-up’ mock trial arising from a role play. The session began with an introduction to the
outcomes for the session. Ther1eafter, the steps in a mock trial were elicited from the participants
during a question and answer session. The participants were asked to hand in their cell phones to be
displayed on a table in front of the room which became a cell phone shop. Prior to the session, three
volunteers were recruited to play the roles of a thief, a store detective, and a cashier. The other
participants were then asked to observe what happened in the shop during the role play, and the
role play commenced. The thief was arrested by the store detective just before she reached the
cashier. The participants were asked to describe the elements of theft and what the prosecution and
defense had to prove. They were then asked whether anyone had observed the theft and, if so,
whether they were prepared to act as witnesses to support the prosecution or defense. One witness
volunteer was chosen to assist each side. The participants were divided into teams of eight
prosecutors for the prosecution and seven for the defense. A team of three judges and a timekeeper
were also appointed. The store detective, the cashier and the witness for the prosecution, and the
accused and the witness for the defense consulted with the prosecutors and defense lawyers on
their respective sides. The mock trial then commenced. As many of the participants were ‘first
timers,’ a considerable amount of time was spent on the introductory matters, so there was only
time for the prosecution to present their evidence and for the defense to cross examine the state
witnesses before the session ended. Although no formal evaluation was done, after the workshop
several of the participants told the facilitators that they thought that they could use a ‘pop-up’ mock
trial in their law school and community outreach programmes.

Designing or Re-Designing a Clinic for Justice Education
4 December 2019, 14:00-15:30. Attendees: approximately 65
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Presenters:

Galowitz, Paula – New York University School of Law, USA (paula.galowitz@nyu.edu)
Stege, Ulrich – International University College of Turin, Italy (ustege@iuctorino.it)
Lagi, Odinakaonye – NULAI, Nigeria (odinakaonyelagi@nulai.org)
Klein, Catherine – The Catholic University of America, USA (klein@law.cua.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Quick-write, Pair and share, Small group discussion, Large group discussion, Brainstorming, Minilectures
Session Report:

After a welcome and orientation to the session, participants were asked to imagine what they could
do to make their school, clinic, or program more justice focused. Participants were asked to write
down one or two things that they would like to change. After the quick write, the participants were
asked to “pair and share” what they would like to change. This was followed by a debrief/synthesis
in a large group.
Participants then engaged in a Mission/Purpose/Statement Exercise, brainstorming the goals and
values that are important to a justice education clinic. This exercise demonstrates, among other
things, the importance of having students take ownership and responsibility for defining the values
and goals of the clinical experience, the importance of giving students the opportunity to collaborate
at the beginning of the semester, and letting students take control and negotiate what “their” clinic
experience will look like. The Mission/Purpose/Statement can be discussed amongst staff and
participants and used as a tool to refresh/redesign the clinic commitment to justice education. It can
also be used during the course of the clinic experience in the context of client representation,
community contact, collaboration and learning.
Values and goals elicited from the participants were discussed in a large group. Some of the specific
values and goals were addressed in mini lectures. Those values and goals were respect for
community, client empowerment and autonomy, social justice and justice education, roles and
relationships of students and teachers, and reflection and reflective practices.
The session ended with some ideas moving forward, including staying in touch with each other and
broadening the “team” throughout the conference and beyond. A Top 10 Literature List was
distributed to the participants.
The audience was very engaged throughout the session. The feedback was very positive.

Session on Innovative Clinical Curriculum for Enabling Law Graduated to Become PracticeReady
Proposal submission:

Sivakumar, Sivanandan – Indian Law Institute (profssiva@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

This session will formulate/draft a model Course Structure and Curriculum without any overlap or
conflict with the Regulatory Body/Licensing Authority’s interest and statutory framework.
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Summary:

The law colleges offering the Five-Year LL.B program were not ready to impart the requisite skill sets
for the different types of jobs the legal services market was throwing up in the changing economic
scenario. The object of the clinical component in the LL.B curriculum is to impart the necessary skills,
attitudes and ethics among law graduates who want to take a career in the field of law and
administration of justice. They did recognize the importance of clinical teaching and introduced
moot court practice and internship in law offices during vacations, largely as a co-curricular activity.
Some of them involved students in para-legal work in legal aid clinics and legal literacy programs in
communities. However, in the absence of trained clinicians in the Faculty and lack of financial
resources, law schools were managing so-called clinical activities without proper design and
preparation to suit the aspirations of students, without necessary protocols on procedure,
supervision and assessment and without attempting to integrate the scheme with the rest of the
curriculum to achieve the object of turning graduates practice-ready. The object of the session is to
address this gap to benefit future law students aspiring to become legal professionals. This proposed
session will address the following issues:
_
Role of and social responsibility of law schools
_
Role of clinical teachers
_
Role and responsibilities of law students
_
Clinical curriculum
_
Integrating clinical program with the rest of curriculum
_
Lawyer incubation clinic in the law school
_
Community development lawyering
_
Ethics and professionalism training

Developing Legal Education Through Curriculum
4 December 2019, 11:00 – 12:30. Attendees: approximately 60
Presenters:

Septianita, Hesti – Pasundan Univeristy, Indonesia (hesti.septianita@unpas.ac.id)
Tedjabuwana, Rosa – Pasundan University, Indonesia (rosa.tedja@unpas.ac.id)
Mulyani, Leni Widi – Pasundan University, Indonesia (leniwidimulyani16@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Ice breaking (DOWN), Visual Aid (PowerPoint), Q & A
Session Report:

The presentation overall went very well. Ice breaking was definitely a good method considering we
were the second presenters. We started our session by asking the attendees to sing and dance.
However, since the class was full, we could not have the audience move, so instead of everyone
singing and dancing, we asked some volunteers to come in front of the class and do the singing and
dancing, while other audiences did the moves in their seats. After ice breaking, we presented our
session through PowerPoint.
We were so lucky to have a great audience that seemed to be interested in our work. Some
audience members asked about how we choose our communities for the students to have their
Street Law Programs in, how we determine the topic to be taught to the community, how we fund
the street law program, and what the process is that the students have to go through before going
to the community.
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While asking us, the audience from Nigeria also asked whether or not we also prepared the
community to have a peer-to-peer community teaching activity. This comment was excellent and
gave us an idea to develop a peer-to-peer community teaching program.

Professionally Efficient and Socially Committed Law Graduates: the Role of Law Schools in
India and Legal Aid Activities
Proposal submission:

Sivakumar, Sivanandan – Indian Law Institute (profssiva@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

It will be an interactive session.
Summary:

The very aim of legal education is to build socially committed lawyers with “justice orientation.” The
law students must be instilled with “justice conscience,” hence, the shift from “black letter law” to
“justice spirited law” should be reflected in the pedagogy of law as well as the legal process. In India,
clinical legal education (CLE) is at the developing stage. Neither the Bar Council of India-BCI nor the
University Grants Commission-UGC (the regulating bodies of UG and PG legal Education in India
respectively) is emphasizing the need CLE as part of the law curriculum. Client interviewing and
counseling are two very important components of a successful lawyering along with other aspects of
advocacy skills, which have to be taught in the legal education period itself in order to mold
“practice ready lawyers” while leaving the law school itself. In this context, the unique efforts by
Professor N. R. Madhava Menon, - an eminent jurist and architect of modern legal education in India
who is often referred as the “Father of Indian Legal Education” - to introduce legal aid and the
clinical legal education in the University curriculum is highly appreciable. According to his vision,
students must be trained to develop their counselling and interviewing skills along with advocacy
and legal research skills. There are few law schools in India experimenting his innovative pedagogy.
As per his dream, the aim of the LLB course shall be practice-oriented and action based. The course
would essentially be self-directed learning on the principle of “learning through doing, with
emphasis on how to perform.” This curriculum incorporates other social science methodologies also.
Through these efforts, few Law Universities and some law colleges aim to render legal education
more socially relevant and professionally significant, by developing the skills and techniques of the
art of advocacy. They can test this acquired knowledge in the society through a legal aid activity. In
India, apart from the Legal Services Authorities, there are some bodies/commissions like Human
Rights Commission; Women’s commission; Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes Commission;
Minorities Commission, etc. whose special mandate is to monitor particular sections, especially
vulnerable groups of the society in order to achieve the constitutional goal of social justice.
In my present paper, I am proposing to incorporate CLE as a compulsory component of LL.B
teaching. There are many ways to do this. Every law paper can be given a practical approach. There
can be involvement of students in CLE/ legal aid/ Community service at least for a year in the law
school while doing law and their services can be assessed for evaluation/marking. The Bar Council
and UGC can effectively include the community service module as internship or practical aspect for a
short period before awarding degree or allowing them to enroll. This will enable the new generation
of advocates to be both professionally efficient and socially committed.
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Developing virtual and long-distance clinics which challenge clinical metro-normativity
Proposal submission:

Harrison, Judith – Australian National University (Judith.Harrison@anu.edu.au)
Mangiafico, Liliana – Northeastern University, USA (lmangiafico95@post.harvard.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

The session will be interactive, involving focus questions and small group discussion. The session will
include two short case studies, for sharing and as a prompt for discussion. Participants will have the
opportunity to share their contacts for circulation back to the group. The write up of the session by
the session conveners (co-presenters) will be available for all conference participants.
Summary:

This session will engage participants in relation to the causes and effects of clinical metronormativity. This term describes how the urban is dominating clinical legal education. The session
will explore why this matters and will explore the opportunities and challenges participants see in
their own contexts around the world.
The session will include two short case studies as a prompt to consider potential sustainable
alternatives. The case studies will descriptively and conceptually contrast experiences in developing
clinical initiatives for communities in rural and remote areas. The first aims to benefit Aboriginal
people in the Kimberley region of Australia. The partner is the Australian National University 4,000
km away and the approach includes a full-time clinical back-office at the ANU campus in the national
capital in Canberra. The second is the Northeastern University collaboration with Vermont Legal Aid
to develop a potential Virtual Clinic. This would see clinical law students in Boston provide legal help
by distance to clients with debt problems in rural Vermont.
Outcomes from this session will be synthesized and written up by the presenters for participants and
the conference as a whole. The session also aims to establish an ongoing international collaboration
regarding virtual and long-distance clinical models to overcome clinical metro-normativity.

Using Interactive Polling Software to Engage & Support Students
Proposal submission:

Spencer, Mai Linh – UC Hastings College of the Law, USA (spencerm@uchastings.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

The entire presentation is interactive, beginning with the open-ended poll, "What would you like to
learn in this session?" So long as there is a good internet connection, any participant with a smart
phone or laptop will be able to participate in the polls and even build their own polls during the
session.
Summary:

Students overwhelmingly report that polling helps them learn, self-assess, and engage with both the
material and the classroom community. Polls are not only an important formative assessment tool;
they can also spark policy discussions, build community, and even contribute to student well-being.
An enthusiastic but unsophisticated user, Mai Linh Spencer has found polling to be invaluable when
teaching a large doctrinal class, because it allows her to connect with each individual student. She
has also used polling in small classes to ensure greater participation and understanding. She will
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demonstrate a range of possible uses of polls, from comprehension checks to exam preparation to
classroom community-building. The workshop itself will be conducted in part through polls, using
PollEverywhere software.

The Role of Game-based Learning in Advancement Street Law Case Study: Domestic and
Sexual Violence against Women and Children
5 December 2019, 11:00-12:30. Attendees: approximately 70
Presenters:

Azhar, Zahra – Shahid Behesthi University, Iran (Zahar.azhar.zm@gmail.com)
Siapoush, Ali Akbar – Shahid Behesthi University, Iran (a_siapoush@sbu.ac.ir)
Karimivahed, Homeyra – Islamic Azad University, Iran (Karimi_vahed@yahoo.com)
Janat, Zahra
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Mostly presenters used interactive methodology. Each of the 4 presenters used PowerPoints which
included photos, movies, and voice. They also used the whiteboard and their board game.
Session Report:

First, Zahra Azhar introduced presenters and explained the panels road map. For 10 minutes, she
spoke about games as an interactive method of teaching and talked about the reasons that made
games a different way to teach. In the following, Zahra Janat spoke about her experience in street
law in Turkey and Iran and how this works in the development of human rights. She also shared
some of her notes in different newspapers. After her presentation, Ramin talked about different
types of internet games and their contribution in teaching human rights. He categorized games into
different groups and analysed their features. Then Zahra and Ali talked about their experience on
teaching human rights, and they played a game with the audience. This game was designed for a
course on children’s rights in their university, and it’s based on a very famous board game named
Snakes and Ladders. The learning object of this game is learning about the United Nation’s
convention on the rights of the child, and the target group is a number of law bachelor students. The
main idea follows the rules of the original Snake and Ladders, but two categories of squares are
important:
1) Those that indicate a breach of a right
2) Those that indicate the fulfilment of a right
In these two blocks, one should answer a question and determine whether this is a breach of a right
or a fulfilment of a right.
The situation could be either chosen from the real world or it could be fictional. Examples from the
real world can be selected from current media streams.
Among many purposes, the main purposes of the game can be defined as:
1) To know the content of the CRC
2) To become vigilant to recognize manifestations of rights in real world
3) To prepare oneself to provide one’s local society with solutions for some major defects
It is important that as more users participate in the game, the achievement of the goals become
easier.
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At the end, Ali concluded the session and there were lots of questions and comments. Lots of
audience members enjoyed the session, and the team hopes to have new games for the upcoming
Gaje conference.

Tackling Advantages and Obstacles of Using Active Learning Methods at the University of
Phayao
5 December 2019, 11:00 – 12:30. Attendees: approximately 30
Presenters:

Lao-amata, Ploykwan- University of Phayao, Thailand (ploykwan@gmail.com)
Jiragarnkulgasame, Udomsak – Thailand (Stark.up99@gmail.com)
Muangchoo, Worraluck – Thailand (M.woraluck@hotmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Lecture, Discussion, Idea Sharing, Board Game
Session Report:

The session was presented in 45 minutes. There were about 30-35 attendees. The session began
with basic information about the University of Phayao, and it demonstrated the ground of the
beginning of using active learning methods in teaching. The main reason was the School of Law,
University of Phayao has had a very high drop-out rate in regard to grading results. Hence, active
learning methods were one of the choices that the school opted to use.
Then the presenter shared the challenges that the school had to cross to encourage the teaching
staff to use active learning methods in their classes and to communicate with the students the
reasons for changing the teaching methods. However, the school was well-equipped with facilities
for active learning methods.
After that, the presenter let the attendees share their experiences. The discussion heated up as the
topic was quite common and the participants were familiar with the issue. A participant shared his
experience of teaching street law in a very big class of 1,500 students, another raised the issue of the
importance of using a reflective journal, while another was not really convinced of how effortless
the process of using active learning methods was for some participants. The debate was so
enthusiastic that the time ran out quickly.
In the end, the presenter and the team brought a class board game to demonstrate for the
participants. The game was developed from basic Bingo game; the numbers on Bingo cards were the
number of Thai property law sections from the Civil and Commercial Code. The referee would read
aloud the provisions of the section, and the players had to recall the number and pinpoint the
section number that matched with the provision. If the player pin-pointed the number in a line of 5
points down, across, or diagonal, then he shouted “BINGO” and he won the game. The attendees
were satisfied with the game methods and some would take it away.

Developing Context-Appropriate Interactive Teaching Materials
Proposal submission:

Lyman, Jennifer – USA (jennifer.lyman25@gmail.com)
Mukhtar, Nasiru – University of Abuja, Nigeria (nasmalleri@yahoo.com)
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Teaching methods proposed:

The workshop itself is completely interactive, and it's all about collaboration within and between the
teacher-groups.
Summary:

We will conduct a "speed-dating" workshop for creating interactive teaching materials that fit the
needs of a particular clinic or program.
Handouts will include a guide to the elements of an interactive exercise, and they will list dozens of
interactive methods. In small groups, facilitators will guide participants through a sequence where
they will 1) identify a small-scale specific teaching goal to accomplish with their exercise, 2) pick one
of the listed methods from a "hat" and use it, along with any other methods they want from the list,
3) to develop a short exercise using the selected methods to teach their goal, 4) teach their exercise
to a "class" of other participants, 5) receive brief specific feedback from each "class-member," 6)
plan improvements to the exercise, based on the feedback. Each participant will leave the workshop
with their own exercise adapted to their local needs, ideas for other exercises gained from watching
others teach, a brief on-the-feet experience of interactive teaching, and experience giving and
receiving feedback. (This is an accelerated version of two-and three-day teaching methods
workshops that I have run in Russia, China, Egypt, and Nigeria.)

Clinical Legal Education: The convergence of Technology and Social Justice
Proposal submission:

Adelakun, Olanike Sekinat – American University of Nigeria, Nigeria (nikegolden@yahoo.com)
Odumosu, Talwo – University of Nicosia, Cyprus (taiodu@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The session will be delivered in three parts by three presenters.
The first part of the interactive session examines in-class gaming activities to develop students’ skills
towards engagement in social justice. The second part focuses on the use of technology in street
law, and it is examined to determine the success of this approach both to the students and the
target audience. This part of the session also examines cinema and the filming approach in street
law. The final part of the session focuses on the general role of technology in teaching and learning
law. This will be achieved within 45 minutes by allocating 15 minutes to each presenter. Thereafter,
participants will be expected to partake in some tasks during the interactive session to have a better
understanding of some of these approaches. This will facilitate the productive discussion of the
interactive session and equip participants with requisite knowledge of the intendment of technology
in clinical legal education. If time permits, a new approach incorporating the ideas shared will be
agreed on and virtual collaboration will take the discussion further beyond the conference.
Summary:

The idea of clinical legal education is perceived differently across Nigeria. To some, it has to do with
the pedagogy of teaching which entails a shift from the traditional lecturing method to a more
interactive and facilitative teaching approach. To some, clinical legal education is a manner of
getting law students on the field of legal practice by getting involved in real life legal problems. To
others, however, clinical legal education is a combination of these two perceptions as well as a
means to equip and prepare students to solve social problems with legal inflexions and get students
involved in social justice. The overall objective is to equip students with life skills to solve legal
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problems and advance social justice in the society. The objective of this interactive session therefore
is to examine and harmonize several innovations and the advancement of technology adopted in
getting students involved in social justice. The interactive session examines in-class gaming activities
to develop students’ skills towards engagement in social justice. Also, the use of technology in street
law is examined with effort to determine the success of this approach both to the students and the
target audience. This part of the session also examines the cinema and filming approach in street
law. The final part of the session focuses on the general role of technology in teaching and learning
law. Participants will be expected to partake in some tasks during the interactive session to have a
better understanding of some of these approaches. This will facilitate the productive discussion of
the interactive session and equip participants with requisite knowledge of the intendment of clinical
legal education. Some writing pads, flash cards, and flip boards, as well as a projector, will be
required for the session. If time permits, participants will be required to contribute to how clinical
legal education should be perceived and construed in the light of the Nigerian legal education
system. The presenters have a wide range of experiences teaching in Nigerian universities, and they
are clinicians in their respective institutions. The presenters have been involved in setting up clinics
and developing curriculum for clinical legal education in Nigeria, and they have participated at the
international level.

Use of Social Media in Teaching and Learning Law (Learning from experience of three
continents and Thirteen Universities)
8 December 2019, 09:00-10:30. Attendees: approximately 35
Presenters:

Upadhyay, Niteesh Kumar – Galgotias University, India (niteesh_marshal@yahoo.co.in)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Jig Saw Group discussion, Pairing and sharing
Session Report:

The virtual world has crossed the country borders and has made the intercountry and intercultural
exchange of knowledge and ideas. In the present era, there is a strong need to learn from different
jurisdictions. Our recent project is based on the same motive and vision. Under this project,
Galgotias University (India), in collaboration with Romanian-American University (Romania), and
Anadolu University (Turkey), University of Gothenburg, Law Faculty, University of Tirana, Albania,
Liverpool John Moores University, UK, Ankara University Law Faculty, Turkey, Snmar Law And
Research Centre, Nepal, Universidad Autonoma De Bucaramanga, Colombia, United World School of
Law, Karnavati University, India, Cambridge Centre For Applied Research In Human Trafficking, UK,
Alexandru Loan Cuza University, Romania conducted various programs on women’s rights between
the 1st and the 8th of March. They celebrated, in true spirit, the International Women’s Rights Day
on the 8th of March. Various activities were conducted in all the thirteen Universities for spreading
awareness about Women’s Rights and Rights enshrined under CEDAW (Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women).
The awareness project started first on Facebook by creating a group of students and faculty for
spreading awareness about human rights. This group was almost a virtual legal aid and awareness
clinic, which worked in thirteen different states at the same time. All of the thirteen universities
conducted various lectures, awareness programs, and photography competitions to teach women’s
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rights. All events got many hits and likes on social networking sites like Facebook, etc. (which
reached over 15 Million viewers).
Under this paper, we are proposing and suggesting how social media can be used for teaching and
learning law subjects. This paper will also discuss the possibility of using this model to teach subjects
other than human rights.
Participants discussed the idea of using social media to teach subjects and also create games, apps
and pictures to teach people. Participants also discussed possibility of future participation in the
present project of “empowering all.”

Digital Justice: incorporating technology into legal education
Proposal submission:

McFaul, Hugh – The Open University, United Kingdom (h.j.mcfaul@open.ac.uk)
Ryan, Francine – The Open University, United Kingdom (f.m.ryan@open.ac.uk)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presenters will engage in discussion with the audience to identify examples of similar projects
within other institutions, to discuss best practice, and to provide practical solutions to incorporating
law-tech within a clinical legal education program. The audience will be engaged throughout the
presentation.
Summary:

This session will report on how the Open University Law School’s Open Justice Centre has
experimented with student led development of smartphone apps for the purposes of justice
education.
Technological innovation is changing the way in which legal services are delivered and is opening up
new possibilities for citizens to engage with the justice system. This paper will report on a smallscale empirical study of an interdisciplinary project where law students worked with computing
experts on the design of smartphone apps to provide an accessible form of information and
guidance to the public. The project was designed to engage students with the realities of
professional legal practice in the information age by exploring how their academic legal knowledge
and skills can be put to practical use by making the innovative application of technology.
The presenters will argue that justice educators can embrace the possibilities provided by
advancements in technology to enhance the teaching of law and to create new opportunities for law
students to support social justice in their communities. We will discuss the possibilities presented by
integrating smartphone app design into the curriculum and propose a framework for teaching law
students design skills. Our paper will assess the impact of law-tech projects as an effective
pedagogical approach to learning and teaching legal education.

Coaching Community Connection On-Line: Examples from a Housing Justice Chatbot Building
Clinic
Proposal submission:

Juergens, Ann – Mitchell Hamline School of Law, USA (ann.juergens@mitchellhamline.edu)
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Teaching methods proposed:

I would ask those attending to brainstorm about a piece of legal information that would be helpful
for their organization to disseminate using a chatbot and then brainstorm the steps for doing that.
These could range from text message reminders to clients about appointments to keep, to steps to
take before making a complaint to a landlord or city office. I am certain people are doing many
different things with technology to enhance justice education, and we would seek to share those.
Summary:

The ability to connect with a community and assist in its justice challenges is a competency that
every law student should acquire. A substantial number of students at Mitchell Hamline School of
Law are enrolled in a program where they are on campus only one week each semester; they take
the rest of their courses on-line. This session will explore two professors’ efforts to reach these
students that are already so connected with their communities that they chose not to leave them in
order to attend law school and teach them to engage in housing justice issues in their disparate
towns and cities across eight states. Our pathway for that engagement was collaboration of each
student with a housing justice organization in her or his own locale and the building of a small
chatbot (using free software) for each organization. The chatbots gave relevant legal information in
interactive format posted on the organizations? websites.
This session will investigate methods for involving students who study online in social justice issues
where they live. We will also identify key lessons for taming artificial intelligence, e.g., chatbots, so
that it can assist rather than take over--justice education.

Mobile Legal Clinics: From planning to assessment
Proposal submission:

Upreti, Nirmal – Forum for Nation Building Nepal (nirmalkupreti@gmail.com)
Guatam, Manju – Forum for Nation Building Nepal (manju@fnbnepal.org)
Hubbard, Britane – Missouri Western State University, USA (bhubbard1@missouriwestern.edu)
Frye, Seth – Missouri Western State University, USA (sfrye@missouriwestern.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presenters will collaborate with panel 1 to continue the interactive projects that groups were
asked to form in the first panel to plan and implement new projects in their community.
Summary:

This panel should be paired with the panel on Collaboration to create projects for your community:
Lessons from Myanmar and Nepal. On this second panel, we will go from the more general topic of
collaboration to raise funds and create programs to the more specific details of involving the
practical logistics of creating and assessing Mobile legal clinics to provide community education. In
this second panel, participants from Nepal will discuss mobile clinics created by an NGO in
collaboration with law schools and volunteer attorneys. A graduate student from the U.S. will discuss
assessing mobile clinics in general.
Mobile legal aid clinics were created in Nepal to educate the public on legal rights on two main
topics. One set of clinics tackled the issue of domestic violence and obtaining orders of protection
under Nepal law.
The other set of mobile legal aid clinics addressed the legal needs of survivors of the April 2015
earthquake. These clinics are ongoing, as is the assessment of them.
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In both cases, the panel will discuss how mobile legal aid clinics can reach out into the population to
educate people on their legal rights. Ideally, mobile clinics will also provide representation to those
in need of assistance to assert their rights, obtain benefits or to appeal decisions to wrongly deny
services. This kind of advocacy can reduce the number of people wrongly turned away from or never
knowing about crucial rights or benefits available to them.
For example, in disaster situations a common legal problem that mobile legal clinics can assist with is
one where victims have lost their legal documents. Earthquake, storm, or flood survivors who lost
their home have numerous document problems arise, from lost citizenship cards, birth certificates,
land ownership documents, wills and deeds which need to be remade, and they need legal
assistance in many cases. These documents are most important because people need them to make
claims for relief. To address this problem, people have to go through numbers of legal and
procedural hassles. Attorneys, paralegals and law students can support them in the process of filing
applications for the foundation documents needed to apply for relief and rehabilitation packages.
Many of the documents needed will have long lasting benefits for the clients of the mobile legal
clinic. For example, property deeds are needed to maintain ownership and possession of property
that is rightfully the clients.
This panel will also discuss assessment of mobile clinics and how that assessment may be useful. For
one, it can help inform clinic creators on how to improve future clinics. It can also be useful in
creating a case for future funding of ongoing clinics. Finally, it may be useful in teaching and learning
how to do research about needs in the community.

Collaboration to create projects for your community: Lessons from Myanmar and Nepal
Proposal submission:

Hubbard, Britane Suzann – Missouri Western State University, USA
(bhubbard1@missouriwestern.edu)
Tushaus, David – Missouri Western State University, USA (tushaus@missouriwestern.edu)
Upreti, Nirmal – Forum for Nation Building Nepal (nirmalkupreti@gmail.com)
Frye, Seth – Missouri Western State University, USA (sfrye@missouriwestern.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presenters will provide an allotted time of the presentation for an interactive activity. Those
attending will be asked to form groups or pairs. The presenters will request that the groups discuss
ways in which to create a special project such as the example given during the panel. Specifically,
each group will be asked to report their plans for forming and implementing a special project. The
proposed projects should include aspects of what the community needs, identifying the issue, as
well as how the issue will be addressed and who will be conducting the project.
Summary:

This session will discuss the benefits and logistics of international collaborations between law
schools, NGOs and private bar members to create projects that serve specific needs in the
community. We will use unique case studies from various countries to illustrate ways to make
collaborations work in your own institution and country. This session’s content will be beneficial to
law professors, NGOs and law students.
Environmental Law: Environmental issues affect everyone, but they tend to adversely affect lowincome persons disproportionately. This presentation will discuss how law schools can expand into
this human rights issue. This discussion will center around a collaboration between a NGO
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(BABSEACLE), law professors and students in Australia, the United States and a new clinic in
Taunggyi, Myanmar.
The project’s goal was to focus on the nearby, beautiful Inle Lake. The project set out to conduct a
Community Needs Assessment of residents’ attitudes toward the environmental issues in and
around the lake and their community. We would then use the results to help develop community
teaching programs to be delivered by Taunggyi University law school students. We will discuss the
results of this work in the panel.
We will also discuss the benefits of teaching law students how to conduct a community needs
assessment. We will approach this topic from the standpoint of having upper level law students at
the University of Taunggyi conduct community needs assessments by helping to develop surveys and
administering them. This includes surveying NGOs (non-governmental organizations) and community
members.
Disaster Relief: Natural disasters are an increasingly common occurrence. They affect low-income
persons disproportionately. Law clinics can play a role in helping this vulnerable population in many
ways. Creating Mobile Legal Clinics is one way to reach out to vulnerable populations in these
circumstances.
Lack of access to help with legal problems experienced by Nepal Earthquake survivors is similar to
access to justice issues for other people who are displaced by natural disasters (e.g. floods or
hurricanes) or life circumstances, like gender-based violence.
This presentation will discuss a collaboration between a Nepal NGO, private attorneys, law schools
and a U.S. professor and students. The collaboration was used to help obtain grants to recruit
volunteers, set up trainings, advertise and conduct mobile clinics to help Nepalese people shortly
after the April 2015 earthquake. The clinics have been so successful that they have received
continued funding through 2019.
Surveys were used to evaluate mobile clinics each year after the earthquake. Preliminary data on the
success of these Mobile Clinics was presented at the last GAJE conference. This year we will have
new data from more recent clinics. We will use this data to discuss possible needs right after a
disaster, and changes in those needs as time goes on and we get into year 4 after the earthquake.
We will give you the tools for addressing natural disasters in your own community with mobile
clinics.

Diversifying Data and Inspiring Code: Using Technology and Design Tools to Promote Social
Justice
Proposal submission:

Starger, Colin – University of Baltimore School of Law, USA (cstarger@ubalt.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

I would use interactive methods. With the goal of having activities that are not too rushed, I would
likely conduct "mini simulations" concerning topics (a) how to identify and "solve" a legal problem
using data; (b) how to design a useful "app" to address a need that has already been identified; or (c)
how to deal with a "bad idea" put forward by a student or colleague that might unintentionally
create more problems (replicate injustice) than it solves. I suspect that a simulation based on the
ethics of the misuse of technology would probably spark the most discussion within the wonderfully
international GAJE community.
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Summary:

Not a week passes without another headline uncovering corporate abuse of big data in service of
private greed or government abuse of technology in service of public surveillance. Does this mean
data and technology are inherently tools of injustice? This session will critically address this timely
question while reflecting upon the pedagogy and practice of the University of Baltimore’s new Legal
Data and Design Clinic (LDDC).
The mission of the LDDC is to train students in “digital advocacy:” applying technology and
principles of data and design to understand and address legal problems. The LDDC domain context is
Maryland’s criminal (in)justice system. This session would explore the reasons for, and challenges in,
facilitating student learning in in the use of spreadsheets, pivot tables, SQL databases, visualizations,
coding, APIs and more in order to design applications, create websites, and produce detailed and
evidence-informed legal memoranda and briefs on behalf of organizational clients like the Office of
the Public Defender.
Diversifying justice education requires diversifying the tools used to combat injustice. At the same
time, it also requires a critical perspective on how new technologies are used to replicate old
patterns of structural injustice. This session would facilitate discussion on how to best “walk the
line” through action and reflection in the clinical context.

The utilization of information and communication technology as a method for improving the
performance law clinics
Proposal submission:

Jelinic, Zvonimir – University of Osijek, Croatia (zvonimir.jelinic@pravos.hr)
Teaching methods proposed:

During the presentation, interactive methods will be put to use as all attendants will be invited to
identify the difference between comprehensive and non-comprehensive legal information.
Summary:

In his paper presentation, the author will argue that different ways of utilization of ICT technology
have immense capacity to improve the legal aid delivery by law clinics. After realizing that they have
a legal problem, people nowadays tend to firstly look at their smartphones hoping that it will be easy
to find a coherent and inclusive answer and explanation to their legal troubles. However, finding the
proper answer can be very hard, often even impossible. On the other hand, in case one finds the
information he needs, it might lack some crucial details or be out of date due to the changes in
legislation or it will not be free of charge, but payment per click or some other option will be in use.
The starting point for further elaborations lies with the fact that there are many common legal issues
faced by people worldwide. No matter what the type of the problem in question is; debt collection,
housing, divorce, custody or something else, some specific issues that are common to all problems
of the same type can regularly be identified. Essentially, the idea that the presenter wants to reflect
on is one tailor made process of digitalization of legal opinions and advices commonly given in the
course of clinical activities with strong search support options. By making clear, intelligible, user
friendly and comprehensive answers available to virtually anyone confronted with specific legal
problem, access to legal information would improve overnight, at least in the matters in which
people do not need assistance of a lawyer to protect their rights.
During the presentation, different models of online provision of legal information will be highlighted.
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Other issues, crucial for building the efficient system of digitally accessible legal information will be
discussed.

Critical Clinical legal education model: Theoretical framework and practical challenges
Proposal submission:

Awan, Hadia – University of Central Punjab, Pakistan (haadiaawan@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

We would like to make a short presentation of the model and the rubrics as a whole in the
introduction. Then we would divide the model in chunks and on each chunk, we would invite the
comments and feedback of the participants on the forms generated for the purpose so that we may
not miss out any valuable comment of the participant. Towards the end of session, we would show
all of the comments to participants on a multimedia screen to further clarify the suggestions and to
wrap up the discussion.
Summary:

This presentation would discuss the pedagogy and theoretical framework of the critical clinical legal
education model and the challenges in its implementation by examining a case study of the
university of central Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan. The purpose of this presentation is twofold. First, to
showcase the blending of Freirean critical model with existing experiential model, generally used for
clinical legal education. The second is to solicit assistance of the participants who are already using
the clinical method for law teaching at their places, for authenticating and improving the proposed
model. This model is run on 100 students divided into three sections. There are 5 full time and 5
visiting teachers along with 3 administrative staff members dedicated for the program. We want to
replicate the model for other programs if it proves successful.
The model is concentric, having core values in the center whereas, general and specific skills untwine
outwards. The curriculum sits at the outermost rung wherefrom core values and skills are extracted
by using tools such as simulations, role playing, externships, live clients, field visits and surveys etc.
The core values and general skills are borrowed, in some measure, from the McCrate report
however, specific skills are the indigenized skills required by lawyers for legal practice in the courts
of Pakistan.
During preparation and implementation, we faced a few challenges: the first was to translate the
theoretical framework into a quantifiable model. The second was to search for appropriate faculty.
The third was to motivate and train the existing teaching faculty to proceed with new pedagogy. The
fourth was to monitor the implementation of the method. The fifth was consistent revisions to
improve the method further in the light of implementation process. And finally, the comparative
learning outcomes.
To the first challenge, the model was developed by fusing John Dewey’s experiential learning with
Freirean critical learning model to make Dewey-Freirean critical clinical model of learning. The
biggest challenge in adopting it was to change the mindset of the teachers. As the existing models of
clinical legal education are experiential generally, for fusing it with critical learning requires teachers
to come down from their traditional pedestal of authority and to join the class as a critical learner in
environment which would be more learning centric than teaching centric.
To the second challenge, a daunting task was to select suitable, willing teachers ready to learn and
adopt the model. The third challenge was met by exercising a vigorous trust building drive to
motivate the existing faculty without doubting their capabilities. For the fourth challenge,
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quantifiable rubrics were generated. The fifth challenge was also met by generating rubrics. There is
still a challenge of determination of the learning outcomes in comparison with the traditional model.
For that, data is being collected on a semester basis.

Building Bridges and Breaking Barriers: Facilitating Pro Bono Activities for Students
5 December 2019, 11:00-12:15. Attendees: approximately 6
Presenters:

Treuthart, Mary Pat – Gonzaga University School of Law, USA (treuthart@gonzaga.edu)
Thiri Win, Soe – Taunggyi University, Myanmar (soethiriwin30@gmail.com)
Session Report:

This session had a rather complicated history. It was originally envisioned as a joint session among
three presenters with similarly themed projects: me from the U.S., Kate Fischer-Doherty from
Australia, and Nasiru Mukhtar from Nigeria. Unfortunately, neither of the others was able to attend
the conference. Then the session was moved from Wednesday, December 5th to Sunday, December
8th. Upon my request, it was moved back to Wednesday, the 5th, and I was partnered with two new
presenters. In the end, each of my new partners experienced some logistical challenges, so I ended
up as the solo presenter for the 90-minute session.
Only six people attended this session, which may have been due to the time change or to the fact
that the subject matter of the presentation was unclear. It was also scheduled against other
excellent options. I was enthused to present this information to GAJE attendees because I thought it
was an excellent student-oriented project: surveying the 38 county jails in Washington State, USA for
disability access and services.
Although I was not able to complete the interactive exercise that I had planned, the group had a
spirited discussion about creating pro bono opportunities for students. The general response from
the group was positive.

Inculcating Professional Skills Training Into the Clinical Legal Education Curriculum: A Case
Study of Project PLACE
Proposal submission:

Mukhtar, Nasiru – University of Abuja Law Clinic, Nigeria (nasmalleri@yahoo.com)
Madu, Chima Frankline – University of Abuja Law Clinic, Nigeria (frankkline16@gmail.com)
Odaghara, Chidinma Therese – University of Abuja, Nigeria (cibekwe.odaghara@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The session will involve a PowerPoint presentation, and the participants will be divided into
syndicates to further interact with the presenters on the relevance of core management skills in the
clinical curriculum. We will also need cardboard papers and markers.
Summary:

The Clinical Legal Education Program has been a powerful tool for measurable social impact in both
local and urban communities.
In tertiary institutions, the Clinical Legal Education Program stands out as a platform for both
theoretical and practical learning which exposes students to the realities of the legal profession and
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equips them with valuable skills needed to excel in the legal profession and the promotion of social
change. These skills include research skills, communication skills, client interviewing and counselling
skills, drafting skills, dispute resolution, and problem solving skills. Students who benefitted from the
Clinical Legal Education Program have always added more value to the Legal Profession.
Over the years, the Clinical Legal Education Program in Nigeria is positioning itself to work with other
stakeholders in championing public interest issues of development and social change. Law clinics
have now evolved into social organizations within the universities by embarking on different
community projects.
The continuous exposure to community projects calls for a new set of core professional skills which
will enable the law clinics and student clinicians effectively and efficiently organize and implement
such projects to achieve maximum impact. These core professional skills include project design,
project management, project monitoring and evaluation, project communication, project
sustainability and leadership skills. Every standard organization, from law firms, NGOs, private
companies and government bodies require almost all the above skills to function effectively.
Equipping students with these skills from the university will not just be beneficial to the clinical legal
education program and the law clinics but to the nation as a whole. It also brings about the multidisciplinary approach to the study of law which is an essential feature of modern legal education and
practice. The fact that law clinics already provide an avenue for practical experience places it in a
strategic position to inculcate these skills trainings into its curriculum.
The presenters will elaborate on these core professional skills and its relevance to the Clinical legal
Education Program, the Legal Profession and Sustainable Development of Nigeria.
They will equally showcase how the University of Abuja Law Clinic has taken strides in this direction
with measurable progress and impact.

Deliberations: A structured teaching method for discussing controversial issues
4 December 2019, 11:00. Attendees: approximately 35
Presenters:

Perdue, Ben – Street Law Inc., USA (bperdue@streetlaw.org)
Marimon, Efrain – Penn State, USA (eam5761@psu.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Deliberation – a structured methodology for teaching about controversial issues that includes
intensive group work.
Session Report:

In this session, participants took part in a deliberation – an innovative teaching strategy designed to
address controversial issues and encourage students to listen to those they disagree with,
understand multiple perspectives on an issue, and engage in respectful discourse.
The deliberation methodology offers a highly structured way to practice these skills. As opposed to a
debate, the goal of a deliberation is not to pick a side and “win” the argument but is instead to
search for consensus across differences. In a deliberation, participants read a neutral briefing of the
issue. They are then assigned to a side of the issue, and in groups, they articulate the best arguments
presented in the briefing document for their side. Once they have advocated for their assigned side,
they switch and argue the other side. Only after they have argued on both sides of the issue are they
allowed to drop their assigned roles and begin discussing their own personal opinions about the
issue.
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In this session, participants deliberated the question, “Should voting be compulsory in a
democracy?” In groups of four, the participants discussed this question and searched for consensus
in their group. Although most of the groups did not ultimately agree on the questions (which is
okay!), they did find some consensus. They agreed that voting should be easy and that elected
representatives should reflect the will of the people.
In debriefing the session, the participants were asked three concluding questions:
1. Who changed their mind? As is normally the case, very few participants fully changed their
opinion as this isn’t the goal of the lesson.
2. Who considered an argument that they hadn’t considered before? Nearly every participant
indicated that they thought about the issue in a new way and considered something new. This is a
great indication that they were fully engaged in the methodology.
3. Who felt listened to? Every participant indicated that they felt listened to. This is one of the most
critical outcomes of the lesson because it indicates that people were not just speaking but were truly
engaging with the others in their group.

Internships on identity rights advocacy: achieving sustainability through student commitment
Proposal submission:

Santos Peralta, Lucía – Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (l.santos@pucp.pe)
Vargas, Genesis – Peru (genesis.vargas@pucp.pe)
Casaverde, Patricia – Peru (pcasaverde@mafirma.com.pe)
Teaching methods proposed:

Interactive methods, such as videos and PowerPoints will be used.
Summary:

The key for the sustainability of a legal clinic is directly linked to the commitment of the students
with the purpose that the legal clinic fulfills in their community. The Legal Clinic on Identity Rights
has achieved all year sustainability for their cases and, at the same time, has managed to enhance
the reach of our project with the help of those students granted with the summer internships. The
internship is a great opportunity for the students to continue with the work they started in the
semester by continuing to provide legal aid in the Canto Grande community, an impoverished
community in the capital city of Lima. It also empowers them to voice their perspective and help
reshape and improve our class program and our project according to their experience during the
semester. The summer internships allow us to create better tools of justice education while also
giving us a chance to share a committed working environment with law students and create a
cohesive community of alumni of the Legal Clinic on Identity Rights.

Legal English for Criminal Law
5 December 2019, 11:00. Attendees: approximately 30
Presenters:

Yap, Adrian (adrian.penerjemah@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint presentation and Demo on Moodle
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Session Report:

The participants, among others, were law professors from Egypt, Malawi, Ethiopia, Czech; paralegals
from South Africa; a legal counsel from Maldives; a district court judge and prosecutors from
Cambodia; and delegates from Laos and Myanmar. During the session, we highlighted our materials
on Moodle as many law professors and legal professionals contributed to the development of the
materials. In fact, one of our contributors, Professor Richard Roe from Georgetown University, was
among the GAJE participants. Even though he was not in our session, we met him during lunch and
showed him that his recordings were used as some of our materials.
In our presentation, we also highlighted how we helped our students enhance English skills while
developing their legal knowledge on the U.S. common law system and practicing their soft skills
through a domestic violence victim interview and a mock trial. Several law professors in the session
were very interested in the mock trial as they also conducted mock trials with their students. During
our session, we had the participants logged into Moodle to navigate through the materials of their
interest. Unfortunately, the internet was quite slow. They could get into the Moodle and browse
through the materials, but they could not play the recordings. We played one audio recording
through the loudspeaker, and we explained what discussion topics or activities and games we could
use. Overall, the session went well, and the participants showed positive feedback.
Our main purpose is expanding the use of the materials. The pilot program for the Indonesian
prosecutors showed favorable results in improving the students’ legal English skills. GAJE conference
has enabled us to meet with those who might benefit from our materials, particularly Sadat City
University (Egypt) and the prosecution service of Cambodia.
Thank you to GAJE organizers, Bruce, Freda, Ulrich, and everyone else involved for all your hard
work.
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Stream 7: The Development and Sustainability of Justice Education Initiatives
The Who, What, Where, When, Whys and How’s of Justice Education-An Introspective and
Evolutionary Discussion
Proposal submission:

Lasky, Bruce – BABSEACLE, Thailand (blasky@babseacle.org)
Morrish, Wendy – BABSEACLE, Thailand (wmorrish@babseacle.org)
McQuoid-Mason, David – University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Teaching methods proposed:

The entire session will be an open discussion, eliciting input from those participants in the plenary,
to provide their own views and analysis as to what is meant by Justice Education. Methodologies
expected to be utilized will include: Panel discussion, Debate, Pair and Share, Whole group
discussion, Take a stand, Question and Answer
Summary:

I am requesting that this session be one of the main plenaries for the GAJE 10 WWC. The session will
focus on an in-depth participatory discussion on what is actually meant by the term Justice
Education, with a specific focus on exploring the paradigms of who we mean are justice educators,
who are the recipients of justice education, where and how justice education is delivered, and other
core components of justice education. The discussion is meant to generate thoughts, discussion, and
debate, by those involved in GAJE as an organization, with the goal of the substantive information
generated by this thought-provoking plenary being used as a type of guide by GAJE in the future.
This guide will likely assist GAJE as it continues to make structural and other decisions related to
what its own definition of Justice Education as an organization is and should be.

Incorporating Clinical Methodologies in Academic Courses: A Model of Experiential Learning
from Qatar University College of Law
Proposal submission:

Mattar, Mohamed – Qatar University (mmattar@qu.edu.qa)
Teaching methods proposed:

I will engage the audience in seven exercises to be discussed by seven groups. Each group will be
asked to design a clinical project in the areas of comparative constitutionalism, international labor
law, access to justice, legal aid, legal ethics, combating corruption, and corporate social
responsibility. A representor from every group will explain the project, its clinical component,
methods of its implementation, and its objectives in enhancing the value of justice among students.
Summary:

While clinical legal education is focused on the work of law clinics, integrating clinical methods of
teaching in all academic courses enhances experiential learning and achieves the three pillars of
legal education, knowledge, skills, and values. The Law Clinic at Qatar University College of Law, in
close collaboration with professors who teach academic courses, proposes projects to be
implemented by the students who are taking the academic course. The Law Clinic prepares the
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materials and set the requirements of the project. The students, individually or in groups, work on
the project under the guidance and supervision of the professors. The students are asked to present
their work in the classroom and their peers are encouraged to discuss, inquire, and debate. The
audience will be engaged in several exercises to demonstrate this model in comparative
constitutionalism, international labor law, access to justice, legal aid, legal ethics, combating
corruption, and corporate social responsibility.

Improving educational programmes in legal clinics considering a changing generation of
curators
Proposal submission:

Biarozka, Dzianis – Vitebsk State University, Belarus (berezkodv@tut.by)
Rebitska, Kateryna – Belarus (rebits2013@yandex.ru)
Teaching methods proposed:

We plan to use the discussion on the basis of a presentation and case-method.
Summary:

Recently, the Belarusian legal clinics have been faced with the problem of a shortage of qualified
personnel. Today we are witnessing a change of generations of teachers of legal clinics. Those who
started this activity 10-15 years ago give way to young people. In this regard, there is an acute
question of the continuity of knowledge and competencies of teachers and curators of legal clinics in
the long term. We see that young people do not express much interest in remaining in a legal clinic.
Of course, there are many different reasons for this. However, after talking with talented students
(potential curators, heads of legal clinics), we found out that the existing forms of legal education
are simply not interesting for students.
Indeed, the forms of presenting legal information that have been established over the years become
less effective over time. We understand that legal education should meet the needs of the current
generation and become one of the mechanisms for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.
Legal clinics face a new challenge: promoting literacy of the population and the formation of a new
way of thinking based on the priority of international standards of human rights and freedoms, using
modern technologies.
The solution to this problem is impossible without the support of the younger generation of legal
clinical education.
The goal of our project is to prepare highly qualified young people to work in a legal clinic using new
forms of legal education.
As a result, legal education will become more effective at all levels.
To achieve the above goal, the Belarusian legal clinics concluded that it is necessary to develop a
training manual for future curators of legal clinics. The manual will include two main elements of
legal education: street law and advising citizens on legal issues. Each of the sections is a step-by-step
guide for supervisors in the organization of work in a legal clinic. The manual is based on
interdisciplinary approaches to learning. For example, in order to study issues of legal ethics, we plan
to involve psychologists in the work. In addition, a specific case will be developed for the curators in
which several human rights are violated. This will allow introducing into the activity of legal clinics
new forms of legal education aimed at developing the skills of applying international standards of
human rights and freedoms in the professional activities of future supervisors of legal clinics. A
special place in the manual is given to the dissemination of legal information. The rapid development
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of technology requires a new form of legal education, with which legal information will be
communicated promptly and interestingly with the help of social networks. After all, young people
today receive 90% of the information from the Internet, preferring to perceive the material in short,
bright fragments in a visual form. We are currently developing the idea of using social networks as a
platform for covering the most important, relevant legal issues for a larger number of viewers.

Broader and Deeper: Guaranteeing Access to Clinical Legal Education for all Students
5 December 2019, 11:30. Attendees: approximately 25
Presenters:

Giddings, Jeff - Monash University, Australia (jeff.giddings@monash.edu)
Ernst, Lindsay - Hong Kong University (lernst@hku.hk)
Wortham, Leah - The Catholic University of America (wortham@law.cua.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

To start, every participant was invited to introduce themselves and talk about what they were
hoping to gain from their participation in the workshop. This process worked well to enhance the
focus on making the session as useful as possible for participants.
Small groups considered the ways in which to approach the strategic growth of clinical programs and
the merits of such growth.
Session Report:

The objectives for the session were:
1. To share experiences in the development and the expansion of clinical programs
2. To identify opportunities for local, regional, and international collaboration.
This session provided a framework and practical resources for considering, designing, and
implementing strategic development of clinical programs and experiential learning-based courses.
Using Monash Law and the University of Hong Kong’s experiences as case studies, participants had
the opportunity to engage in active brainstorming and mapping out of their own program’s vision,
future growth, and potential collaborations.
Monash Law now offers all commencing students a guarantee that they can participate in our clinical
program. The development and implementation process to date has raised a multitude of issues
including purposes, planning, building consensus, structures, policies and processes, and research
and resourcing. In expanding its clinical offerings, Monash has built on areas of existing strength
such as Family Law and Community Law and has developed new models of service delivery. The
session involved a discussion of a wide range of new clinic areas.
As a second case study from a different perspective, the session considered the current stage of
clinic development at HKU and how HKU’s collaboration with Monash seeks to strengthen and
broaden both university’s clinical programs. HKU launched its clinical legal education programs in
2009, and it currently has five legal clinics, all at varying stages of development. HKU’s faculty is
discussing whether to require all students to participate in at least one experiential education-based
course during their academic studies. The HKU case study highlighted the role and value of crossinstitutional mentoring and partnerships when establishing, growing and sustaining legal clinics.
Social justice issues are central to the Monash Clinical Program and HKU’s legal clinics. The aim was
to draw on the Monash and HKU Programs to strengthen understanding of the potential and
pedagogy of justice education.
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There is caution around requiring all students to have a clinical experience, especially when such
requirements are not adequately resourced and implemented by people who do not understand
how to make the most of the potential of experiential education.

Sustainable Justice Education in the Prison Context ; Perspective from Sindh Prisons in
Pakistan
Proposal submission:

Zahid, Haya Emaan – Legal Aid Society and Legal Aid Office, Pakistan (hayazahid@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presentation will use a short video documentary to engage the audience as opposed to slides on
a PowerPoint and will narrate the project through a story telling method of a prison paralegal. There
will be room for question and answers.
Summary:

Eighty percent of the prison population in prisons in Sindh, Pakistan is made up of unconnected
prisoners languishing behind bars, waiting for protracted trials to come to an end. Profiling of
prisoners indicates that most earn below the minimum wage and are largely unaware of their
situational context and have very little to no knowledge of their basic constitutional rights. In this
context, the Legal Aid Society and Legal Aid Office collaborated to provide legal education through
classes conducted on a weekly basis by lawyers. The lawyers provide these services free of cost and
provided training through eight classes which covered basics in criminal law and trial processes with
an objective of legally empowering prisoners so that they could make the right decisions and could
demand justice and due process. In order to build in sustainability, the program was tweaked to
include educated convicts who were screened and trained as master trainers. These convicts were
deployed in the most densely populated three male prisons and one female facility and started
working as prison paralegals providing legal information to newly admitted prisoners. The classes are
conducted in the close supervision of lawyers to ensure accuracy of the information that is passed
on. To date, hundreds of prisoners have attended these sessions wherein they have gained
information that has improved their own legal position vis a vis pending cases and has also shown a
multiplier effect to other prisoners and community outside of prisons. The program is 100%
sustainable as the convict paralegals are not paid and are incentivized through non-financial
incentives of a reduction in their sentences known as remissions. This model has been highly
acclaimed and showcased as a best practice by the World Bank in 2018 in DC and by the Asia Pro
bono Conference in 2018. The presentation will showcase the evolution of the program, its key
components, challenges, and sustainability and scalability prospects in addition to sharing success
stories evidencing human impact. The project has also led to key advances in enforcement and
implementation of entitlements for prisoners as the awareness amongst prisoners who are
otherwise unaware and has improved, advanced, and led to an enhanced demand in rights.
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Stream 8: Justice Education Collaboration
The Kuje Reform Project: Hub for Access to Justice
4 December 2019. Attendees: approximately 30
Presenters:

Oke, Tosin Yemi – Baze University Law Clinic, Nigeria (tosineokey@yahoo.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Brainstorming, Impromptu networking
Session Report:

The session discussed access to justice for pre-trial detainees under the Kuje Reform Project. It
highlighted the role of clinical legal education in gaining access to justice, and it gave a background
to pre-trial detention in Nigeria. The Kuje Reform Project is funded by International Narcotics and
the Law Enforcement Office of the United States Department of State to support the Government of
Nigeria.
The objective is to reduce pre-trial detention at Kuje Prison at the Federal Capital Territory of
Nigeria.
It was implemented by a consortium led by PartnersGlobal USA and locally by the Network of
University Legal Aid Institutions.
Improving case management at Kuje Prison
Provision of Legal Aid to Pre-trial Detainees
Enhancing coordination between the actors in the criminal justice system
The Session highlighted the innovations to gaining access to justice, the role of all the actors in the
justice delivery sector in the project, and the gatekeeping role of the Administration of Criminal
Justice monitoring committee.
The Reform Kuje Project has
•
Facilitated stakeholder meetings.
•
Highlighted the role of law clinics.
•
Developed indicators and monitoring framework for the pre-trial provisions of the
Administration of Clinical Justice Act 2015.
•
Enhanced case management at Kuje Prison. (ICT)
•
Highlighted causes of prolonged pre-trial detention
•
Facilitated the training of personals in the criminal justice sectors, law students and
teachers.
•
Promoted access to justice.
•
Supported prison decongestion through reduced pre-trial detention in Kuje Prison.

Justice Education Collaboration
Proposal submission:

Mohamed Nazeri, Norbani – University of Malaya, Malaysia (norbanim@um.edu.my)
Rastam Shahrom, Zuraida – Malaysia (zuraidars@um.edu.my)
Mohd Soberi, Aisyah – Malaysia (aisyahsoberi@um.edu.my)
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Teaching methods proposed:

Role play and simulations
Summary:

At the University of Malaya, elements of professional conduct and legal ethics are infused into core
courses taught to the law students through lectures and tutorials which are conducted based on the
“Socratic” method. Recognizing the importance of clinical programs to achieve the necessary
integration of substantive law and professional skills, values and legal ethics in its students, the
university embarked on clinical legal education with the establishment of the Faculty of Law legal aid
clinic known as the Legal Aid Clinic, University of Malaya. The Legal Aid Clinic is run by 40 law
students comprising of 30 third year students and 10 final year students with two Law Faculty
lecturers as managers of the clinic.
By the establishment of the Legal Aid Clinic, the university aims not only to provide service to the
community, but also to expose its students to a broad range of lawyering competencies such as
interviewing and advising clients, fact investigation, extensive application of problem solving skills,
and a deeper understanding and appreciation of professional conduct and legal ethics through
servicing real live clients. The Legal Aid Clinic has also established a collaboration with the Legal Aid
Department of the Prime Minister’s Office which allows its students to be exposed to a wider range
of clients and cases. To compliment the learning experience in the Legal Aid Clinic, the university also
offers an elective Clinical Legal Education course to its third-year students.
This proposal elaborates on University of Malaya’s experience in establishing and operating its Legal
Aid Clinic and its collaboration with the Legal Aid Department of the Prime Minister’s office. It seeks
to illustrate how the Legal Aid Clinic and this collaboration has aided its students to have a deeper
understanding and appreciation of legal ethics and professional conduct and responsibilities.

Clinical Legal Education at the Market Place: The Importance of Collaborative Approaches in
Justice Education
Proposal submission:

Mbogoh, Annette Mudola – Kenya (annette.mbogoh@gmail.com)
Rogo, Ronald – University of Nairobi, Kenya (rogo.ronald@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

The presenters will use participatory and interactive methods such as brainstorming, plenary
discussions, and group work. The brainstorming method will be used to compare benefits and
challenges between in-house clinics and externships for students within the industry. The
participants shall be divided into small groups to deliberate on ways in which potential collaborators
can be identified, the activities that can be undertaken, and the positive outcomes of such
partnerships in enhancing justice education. The presenters will mainly use plenary discussions
throughout their session to share their experiences and allow participants to share their own
experiences.
Summary:

Our presentation will focus on the experience of the students who undertake clinical legal education
in the non-university settings. We analyze the importance of strategic collaborations and
partnerships between law schools and organizations within the public and private in providing
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clinical legal education. The presentation will focus on the strengths and unique advantages such as
collaborations brought to the students by going beyond the classrooms and right into the industry
and the marketplace. Through these collaborations, the industry actively participates in training
holistic and well-rounded law students that are useful within their respective communities.
The standard form of clinical legal education has been through legal clinics within the university or
organized by the university. However, this idea presupposes the availability of the necessary
infrastructure and funding from the university. These include, at the very least, a room where the
students get to meet and interact with the clients. However, this ideal situation is not always
possible. Reasons for this could range from security concerns, lack of suitable premises to lack of
funding from the university. A solution to this conundrum has been to offer clinical legal education
outside the premises of the university in collaboration with external organizations.
The University of Nairobi presently collaborates with various institutions to offer clinical legal
education to the students outside the university premises. These institutions include public sector
organizations such as the Judiciary, Prisons Department, the Director of Public Prosecutions, the
Attorney-General’s Office, the Children’s Department and the Ombudsman office. Other
organizations the university has partnered with include non-governmental organizations and
community-based organizations. The university has collaborated with private sector organizations
such as law firms and corporations.
Each week, a number of the university students will be assigned to each of these offices to assist in
offering services to the public. A supervisor will be assigned to the students in order to give them
responsibilities and follow up on their progress. As a result, the students are exposed to the needs of
members of the public and on how to assist in the process. They then write up weekly reports to the
lecturers about their experiences and what they are learning. The lecturers also interact with their
supervisors regularly and get reports on their progress. The result will be that young lawyers learn
how to do things properly - both from the business side and the law practice side. They get
assistance every step of the way and at the end of the collaboration can actually understand the
needs of the marginalized and vulnerable communities.
The presentation hence emphasizes the importance of collaborations and partnerships in clinical
legal education. The voices of students who have participated in these initiatives will be shared to
support the need for such collaborations.

The Birth, Growth, and Nurturing of a CLE Program in Myanmar
4 December 2019, 14:00 – 15:15. Attendees: approximately 18
Presenters:

Treuthart, Mary Pat – Gonzaga University School of Law, USA (treuthart@gonzaga.edu)
Win, Soe Thiri – Taunggyi University Department of Law, Myanmar (soethiriwin30@gmail.com)
Sharp, Kaylee – Western Missouri University, USA
Htin, Kyaw - BABSEACLE
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Presentation, Q & A, Discussion
Session Report:

We shared half of a 90-minute slot with others who had spent time working on different aspects of
the CLE program in Myanmar. As the lead presenter for panel one, I served as the facilitator for the
session. Our presentation was divided into four discrete parts, and all of us contributed to the
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creation of the accompanying PowerPoint slides. Each of the presenters covered one of the sections
and the other panel members provided additional commentary.
The audience for the session was composed mostly of people who had some connection to
Myanmar, which was somewhat unexpected. As a result, the session turned into more of a
facilitated dialogue than we initially anticipated. In retrospect, we should have created greater
opportunities for an interactive experience. Fortunately, the second panel with Professor Davis
Tushaus as the lead presenter was more interactive, which balanced out our overall session nicely.
The participants seemed satisfied with the session, and I answered additional questions after the
session ended.

Myanmar Empowerment: Best Practices in Global Collaborations
17 December 2019. Attendees: approximately 20
Presenters:

Tushaus, David – Missouri Western State University, USA (tushaus@missouriwestern.edu)
Soe, Thiri Win – Tuanggyi University, Myanmar (soethiriwin30@gmail.com)
Sone Lwin, Zwe Pyae – Tuanggyi University, Myanmar (zwelwin.tgi.28@gmail.com)
Ardussi, Carly – Missouri Western State University, USA (cteater@missouriwestern.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

We used PowerPoint lecture, which incorporated some questions and answers for about half of our
total time. For the other half of our total time, participants were broken into small groups to design
a community needs assessment for their own community. They were asked to pick an issue or issues
to research. The group was then asked to develop a research plan for these issues that included
developing a literature review and creating some draft survey questions. Groups reported back on
their proposed process and some draft questions. Groups participated very well in this.
Session Report:

This panel was made up of a Taunggyi University Law School faculty member and a U.S. student and
professor who have worked there the last two summers doing peer to peer teaching and community
needs assessments. We discussed how law school clinics can empower their students, faculty, and
communities through community needs assessments (CNA). We tried to provide the tools for
audience members to do their own community needs assessments. We used an activity to start the
groups on the process of planning such a CNA for their own community. The goal is to have at least
some of them return to do such a clinic project.
Participants learned that in a CNA clinic, faculty teach students the knowledge, skills and values that
are a hallmark of clinical legal education (CLE). In such a clinic, you form a research team to study a
legal issue, develop a research plan and determine the community’s needs. Few CLE activities
provide a more well-rounded scope of learning activities.
The case study discussed here involved Myanmar and U.S. research students and faculty as noted
above. We discussed the benefits of a CNA through the experience of conducting three different
research projects in Myanmar. Students developed research and writing skills through literature
reviews. They learned interviewing techniques by surveying community members or NGO personnel.
Finally, students practiced presentation skills by presenting the CNA results to the law school clinic
first, then at this academic conference.
Conducting a CNA is engaging in best practices and professional responsibility. As professionals, we
must ask the community or our client about their needs in order to serve their best interests. Having
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students engage in a research project to ask the community what it needs empowers the community
and the students. It also provides an opportunity for students to engage in best practices by being
client and community centered.
Some qualitative feedback and quantitative data were received from surveys of the Myanmar
students. The presentation was relevant to clinics that already engage in CNA and those that do not.
The activity gave audience members something to take away from the session.

Empowering the Sexually exploited and at-risk women trough Entrepreneurship and Legal
Education
7 December 2019, 14:00 – 15:30. Attendees: approximately 40
Presenters:

Widi Mulyani, Leni – CLE Pasundan University, Indonesia (leniwidimulyani16@gmail.com)
Milam, Jane – KITA Design, Indonesia (ibujane62@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Visual Aid, Mini Lecture, Q & A
Session Report:

This session began by giving the audience an overview of the history of the formation of KITA
organization. The founder of this organization started by visiting prostitution places in the city of
Bandung and made a personal approach. They are given the understanding that the job of being a
prostitute is dangerous and there is no better future. The approach was continuously carried out so
that 12 women were gathered. Initially they were only placed in one safe house and given the skills
to fill their time. Furthermore, these activities become more serious with the sewing experts called
to teach them, so that until now they have succeeded in making products that can be sold. The
collaboration with CLE of Pasundan University Law School is the holding of street law activities
regarding their legal rights so that they are no longer victims of sexual exploitation. Street law
activities are carried out routinely once a month with different topics.

Mobile Legal Clinics: From planning to assessment
7 December 2019, 09:00 – 10:30. Attendees: approximately 50
Presenters:

Upreti, Nirmal Kumar – Forum for Nation Building Nepal (nirmalkupreti@gmail.com)
Guatam, Manju – Forum for Nation Building Nepal (manju@fnbnepal.org)
Frye, Seth – Missouri Western State University, USA (sfrye@missouriwestern.edu)
Hubbard, Britane – Missouri Western State University, USA (bhubbard1@missouriwestern.edu)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint Presentation, Group Exercise and Presentation, Group Discussion and Report Back
Session Report:

The session started with the introduction of presenters and a welcome speech to participants. Ms.
Manju Gautam, presenter of the session, highlighted the discussion topics of the presentation and
the methodology of the session. She also highlighted the glimpses of mobile legal clinics that were
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conducted in Nepal for supporting the earthquake victims regarding their legal needs. Advocate,
Nirmal Kumar Upreti, president of Forum for Nation Building Nepal, has shared the ideas of starting
mobile legal clinics and an implementation strategy for reaching the maximum number of victims
and addressing the problems. He said the mobile legal clinics model piloted right after the
earthquake after evaluating the needs of the earthquake survivors. They had lost their legal
documents, and they were not aware of the services the government had announced to support the
building of individual houses. Thus, the mobile clinics were designed to address the problems that
the survivors were facing. For organizing the mobile legal clinics, the FNB recruited the volunteer’s
lawyers and law students through open call and provided them ToT for five days. The volunteer’s
lawyers and law students were mobilized in the field for educating the survivors and providing legal
assistance on their cases. He said the clinic reached nearly 320 places covering more than 27,000
survivors and resolving more than 60% of cases coming to the clinics. Follow up services have been
provided through central and district offices of FNB. The survey that had been designed in
coordination with Missouri Western State University, USA was distributed at clinics in order to
understand the outcomes of the clinic and get feedback from the participants. He also explained that
FNB has been conducting training for local government authorities to facilitate the clinics and
educate them about their rights and duties and how can they assist the service holders coming to
their offices.
Professor David Tushaus assisted in dividing the group, and he also shared his experiences of
organizing the global project with special reference to Nepal and Myanmar and collaboration work
for raising the funds for domestic violence and earthquake mobile legal clinics in Nepal.
After the brief presentation, the participants of the session divided into groups of 4 to 5 persons and
were asked to design their mobile legal clinics on particular cases. The groups came with their model
mobile clinics after 15 minutes of the discussion. The groups came with the different areas for
mobile clinics, for instance; cyber law, women’s rights, environmental rights, and children’s rights.
They also shared that they could use judges, teachers, lawyers, and social science students for
conducting mobile legal clinics. The group discussion was facilitated by all presenters of the session.
The problem of gathering participants for the mobile legal clinics was also discussed during the
report back round. The lead presenter of the session suggested to coordinate with local government
authorities and announce through the radio in order to gather participants for the clinic.
Ms. Britane Hubbard and Mr. Seth Frye, the presenters of the session, highlighted the results of the
assessment of the clinics. They shared that the survey conducted among the participants of the
clinics during the years 2017 and 2018 assured that they benefited from the clinics regarding their
problems of losing their homes followed by loss of legal documents, loss of incomes, land disputes
and family cases. Out of 767 participants involved in the survey, 63% were male and 37% were
female. Most of the participants were literate, but economic status was not sound. 87.10% of
participants informed that clinics were helpful and very helpful for them. Ms. Hubbard also shared
that mobile legal clinic was one of the best examples for how the global project can be conducted
without meeting counterparts, and she discussed with the participants if they have organized similar
projects in their areas.
The session ended with the group photos and exchanging contacts for further collaboration.

The Future is in the Minds: Using Education and Global Partnerships to Achieve SDG 16
7 December 2019, 09:00-10:30; 11:00-12:30. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Horovitz, Sigall – Austria (sigall.horovitz@un.org)
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Petkov, Alex – UNODC (alex.petkov@un.org)
Deehring, Melissa – Qatar University (melissa.deehring@qu.edu.qa)
Whalen-Bridge, Helena – National University of Singapore (lawhwb@nus.edu.sg)
McFaul, Hugh – The Open University, United Kingdom (h.j.mcfaul@open.ac.uk)
Williams-Elegbe, Sope – Stellenbosch University, South Africa (sopewe@sun.ac.za)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Presentations, Group discussions, Role play, Interactive exercises
Session Report:

The session aimed to discuss how education and global partnerships with academic institutions can
support the achievement of SDG 16 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. During this
session, the participants were introduced to the UN Office on Drugs and Crime’s E4J initiative which
aims to promote rule of law and crime prevention through education and particularly the E4J
University Module Series on Anti-Corruption and Integrity & Ethics. The participants discussed how
to use the Modules to teach on rule of law and crime prevention related issues and thus to
contribute to SDG16. The panelists of the session shared their own experiences with using the E4J
Modules to teach on anti-corruption, integrity, and ethics in various disciplines and universities. They
also provided insights on how to adapt the modules to specific local and disciplinary contexts.

UN E4J Training Session
7 December 2019, 11:00-12:30. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Petkov, Alex – UNODC (alex.petkov@un.org)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Presentations, Group discussions, Role play, Interactive exercises
Session Report:

The session aimed to familiarize the participants with the content of the E4J Modules and to
enhance their capacity to use them in their courses. The session was conducted in an interactive
manner and several exercises from the Modules were demonstrated. The participants played the
role of students while the facilitators of the session acted as teachers who are using the Modules. In
addition, the participants discussed innovative teaching methods, which can be used to teach the
E4J Modules more effectively in various contexts.

Role of inter-disciplinary professions in clinical legal education around the world
4 December 2019, 16:00 – 17:30. Attendees: approximately 30
Presenters:

Upadhyay, Ankita – Dentist, Blogger and Campaign head at www.knowledgesteez.com
(sainiankita@yahoo.com)
Shukla, Samarth – India (samarth88@hotmail.com)
Gautam, Abha – Bansthali University, India (abhagautam9@gmail.com)
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Teaching Methodologies Used:

Fishbowl approach of teaching, Tabula rasa
Session Report:

Inter-disciplinary has been variously defined in this century: as a methodology, a concept, a process,
a way of thinking, a philosophy, and a reflective ideology. It has been linked with attempts to expose
the dangers of fragmentation, to re-establish old connections, to explore emerging relations, and to
create new subjects can adequately handle our practical and conceptual needs.
The word ‘clinic’ implies one to one interaction. Many professions can deliver legal education.
Likewise, teachers, lecturers, professors in schools, colleges, universities can inform, teach, and help
the young generation understand the human rights provided by the nation and how to seek legal aid
when justified and needed. This will make the young generation educated, legal-sounded, and
responsible citizens.
Guides and translators can be hired by national tourism to deliver legal information, aid, and relief to
foreign visitors to ensure their pleasant stay.
Medical Practitioners can teach about the right to health and medicine to students, and they will
also be useful to teach subjects like patent and medical negligence, etc.
Cab drivers, buses, and transport aids can be involved in reaching out to the public by painting
human rights, legal quotes, slogans, and legal clinic information such as address and phone numbers
on vehicles.
More health inspectors and educators can be involved to reach out to rural and far-off areas and
help by delivering legal knowledge such as claiming of free birth deliveries, medicines, food, and
education to children provided by the government and help to provide legal aid when denied by
such government facilities.
Architectures and engineers through the law clinic can help the buyers by educating them about the
building design, construction approval, and aiding them in design approvals. Likewise, bankers can
help not only in the legal process of home loans, car loans, informing about the interest, taxes, and
selecting the suitable deals, but also the legal ways that can be sought in case the consumer feels
conned. Consumer rights can be taught and safe guarded.
Social workers can be involved on a large scale. By running law clinics, they can reach schools,
colleges, residential societies, and rural areas. They can spread legal education regarding the rights
and ways to seek legal justice on a large number of issues such as child abuse, domestic violence,
rape, and property disparity.
Police officers can be involved by delivering legal education and rights such as the right to equality
before the law, right to freedom from arbitrary arrest, and the right to be considered innocent until
proven guilty.
Health care professionals, such as doctors, can be involved by delivering legal education to patients,
such as informing them about patient rights including the right to make decisions regarding medical
care, the right to accept or refuse treatment, and the right to formulate advance directives (written
instructions, such as a living will or durable power of attorney for health care as recognized under
National law, relating to the provision of such, when individual is incapacitated). This also includes
informing the married couple about heir legal responsibility when consent of husband or spouse is
required, for example, in cases of abortion. Legal aid can also be provided to the patient or family in
cases of medical negligence.
Celebrities, models and actors can be involved by promoting clinical legal education through
advertisements and short movies as they attract and have a good impact on the public.
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Individuals studying or practicing law can play the lead role in this inter-disciplinary team by
motivating the professionals, educating, training, and guiding them so that legal education can be
spread effectively.
Cutting across all of these theories is one recurring idea. Inter-disciplinary is a way of solving
problems and answering questions that cannot be satisfactorily addressed using a single method or
approach.

Horizontal Drop In Clinics In Brazil: Case study from 02 Universities in Brazil
Proposal submission:

Avelino, Pedro Buck – Mackenzie Presbyterian University, Brazil (pedro.avelino@mackenzie.br)
Roe, Richard – Georgetown University Law Center, USA (roe@georgetown.edu)
Teaching methods proposed:

Participants will be asked to be a part of a training method that both clinical programs have
developed (interview role play). A regular vulnerable client will be depicted, in which he or she
presents multiple legal issues. Participants will be asked to identify the legal issues and to propose
an advice methodology. In the end, the advice methodology developed will be presented to
participants, for critical assessment.
Summary:

Horizontal Drop-In Clinics are hard to implement. Legal advice is not restricted to a specific subject.
Hence, clinical students must deal with multiple legal problems, which require a broad
understanding of legal solutions and institutions. Countries such as the UK have the support of legal
resources, such as Citizens Advice, that provide trustworthy guidance for multiple legal issues,
allowing students from different stages to give the same legal advice, regardless of their previous
knowledge.
In Brazil, Law Schools that are at the forefront of clinical legal education avoid such clinical models,
opting for policy clinics (advocacy) or thematic clinics. Notwithstanding, horizontal drop in clinics
provide organizational and pedagogical advantage points that overshadows its difficulties.
From an operational point of view, drop in clinics allow for a constant influx of legal clients,
overcoming one of the main obstacles in establishing clinical programs: enough clients for the
enrolled students.
From an educational standpoint, horizontal drop in clinics provide students with (i) an
interdisciplinary approach; (ii) a general overview about the legal professional, since students must
face varied legal issues, getting to know and how to deal with criminal, family, labor, welfare, health,
civil rights, consumer rights etc. Moreover, having to deal with unexpected legal problems, which
arises during the interview, helps students to build up their confidence and other professional
abilities and attitudes, such as teamwork, legal research, feedback, communication, active hearing,
empathy, and many others.
Mackenzie Presbyterian University, located in Sïo Paulo/Brazil, in partnership with UniCesumar,
located in Parana/Brazil, have developed since 2017 clinical courses, as a regular course in their
course curricula. Both are experiencing Horizontal Drop-In Clinics, tailored to help citizens in
hardship (illegal immigrants, unemployed and unassisted street population), but with different
approaches.
MPU½s Clinical Program consists of a regular course, open for students from different stages during
their course track. UniCesumar drop-in clinical program is organized as mandatory course subjects,
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from the 2nd to the 4th semester (in a 10 semesters program).
The session will present results from the past 3 semesters, stressing the hurdles and the benefits
from both experiences, considering the following perspectives: (i) administrative support; (ii)
relationship between faculty members and their role in the success or failure of the clinical
experience; (iii) student readiness; (iv) networking with NGO?s; (v) infrastructure; (vi) quality of
legal advice (what are the issues presented, how students react, research and inform the clinical
client) and (vii) evaluation and assessment.

Incorporating International Human Rights Conventions and Norms into the Domestic Legal
Framework through Community Legal Education and Cross-border Collaborations
7 December 2019, 11:00. Attendees: approximately 40
Presenters:

Ernst, Lindsay, University of Hong Kong (lernst@hku.hk)
Gascon Cuenca, Andres – University of Valencia, Spain (andres.gascon@uv.es)
Artiach, Pilar Fernandez – University of Valencia, Spain (Pilar.Fernandez@uv.es)
Klein, Catherine – Catholic University, USA (klein@law.cua.edu)
Stege, Ulrich – International University College of Turin, Italy (ustege@iuctorino.it)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Small group sharing and discussion, Full class discussion, Speed dating
Session Report:

The session engaged participants in the group discussion and in “pair and share” and networking
through “speed dating” with the goal of envisioning, developing, and fostering cross-border and
cross-cultural student and instructor collaborations that focus on the protection, advancement, and
internalization of human rights through Street Law and legal clinics.
The session started with a discussion about what human rights mean to each of us individually.
Themes included: providing minimum standards for all humans, creating a common language,
ensuring equality and non-discrimination, protection, relationship between government and
individuals, human relationships with animals and the environment, responsibilities, inclusion, and
something we are all born with.
Once the participants had an opportunity to draw on their prior knowledge and establish a common
understanding of the personal relationship to human rights, the session facilitators invited the
participants to call out answers to the question, “Where are these rights recognized?” The aim of
this question was to encourage participants to go beyond their personal connection to human rights
to think about how the international community thinks about/values human rights. Participants
identified the formal international human rights conventions and treaties which the facilitators
recorded on the white board.
Participants then took 5 minutes to discuss with their “elbow partners” the status of those
conventions in their individual domestic legal systems: “Which international conventions are
recognized, and how, by your legal system?” The aim of this question was to encourage participants
to think about how countries and domestic legal frameworks think about/value human rights.
Finally, the participants were given a few minutes to think about how their clinics already engage
with international human rights conventions and norms as well as ways that they might want to
further develop their engagement. Participants then shared their ideas with each other through a
speed dating format where they had 1-2 minutes to tell their idea to a partner, the partner then had
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1-2 minutes to share their idea, and then participants switched partners and shared again. After
everyone had switched partners at least 5 times, the facilitators asked people to return to their
seats, think on their own for a few minutes about what they had just heard, and then share with the
whole group something they had heard from someone else and how they might incorporate that
idea into their own work or seek to work with that person.
If we were to do this again, we would recommend a few changes: use a bigger room so people have
more space; provide more time for partners to discuss how they might collaborate and to ask
questions after each person has given their 1-2 minute pitch; provide more time for people to think
and jot down notes about what they HEARD from other people after the speed dating round
finishes.
Through the visual Prezi (climbing a mountain) and the progression of questions, participants
engaged in a journey that encouraged everyone to share, develop, and explore new methods for
“bringing international human rights home,” incorporating international human rights and norms
into the domestic legal framework through clinic projects, clinic collaborations, and enhanced
community legal education.
The oral feedback we received from the participants immediately after the session suggested that
people enjoyed hearing about other people’s projects within the human rights framework and that
people gained new insight and ideas about how they might develop cross-border collaborations or
incorporate international human rights into their clinic work.

Global Community Lawyering and Sustainable Development: Drawing on Cross-Border
Collaborations to Address Vexing Social Justice Concerns
5 December 2019, 14:00 – 15:30. Attendees: approximately 18
Presenters:

Lopez, Rachel – Drexel University, Kline School of Law, USA (rel62@drexel.edu)
Bhandari, Vandana – University of Delhi, India (vandana969@gmail.com)
Brooks, Susan – Drexel University, Kline School of Law, USA (sb589@drexel.edu)
Odigie-Emmanuel, Omoyemen Lucia – The Nigerian Law School, Yenagoa
(lawschoollucia@yahoo.co.uk)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Quick-Write, Group Discussion, Sharing Examples of Global Community Lawyering in a Variety of
Contexts
Session Report:

The goals of this session were for participants to:
• Explore what it means to take a global approach to community lawyering
• Explore the role of law clinics in achieving sustainable development goals
• Consider a range of possible global tactics and strategies
• Come away with a set of concrete ideas for how they might re-structure their own clinics to foster
cross-border collaborations
The presenters began by defining community lawyering and asking participants to do a quick write
identifying what unites the communities they work with.
Then, the presenter explored the different models for cross-border collaboration that they have
employed in their contexts, specifically in the Stern Community Lawyering Clinic in West Philadelphia
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in the United States and the Nigerian Law school Yenagoa Clinic in in Akenfa, Agudama, and
Yenegwe.
The session was then divided into smaller groups that generated possible ideas for incorporating
more global perspectives and innovation in their clinical teaching and lawyering. Specifically, the
groups discussed the following:
• What are the diverse ways to identify opportunities for cross-border collaboration?
• What roles could/should lawyers play in facilitating these cross-border collaborations?
• What are the unique skills that our students might gain from a global approach to community
lawyering?
Participants then reported back to the group to share their ideas for building and sustaining global
community lawyering partnerships.
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Stream 9: Professional Responsibility, Legal Ethics, and Professional Identity
Formation Through Justice Education
A Human Rights Code of Conduct: Ambitious Aspiration for a Public Interest Law Office or
Law Clinic
Presenters:

Bartlett, Lauren

Access to Justice for Victims of Domestic Violence: A Case Study of Male Victims of Domestic
Violence in Northern Nigeria
Proposal submission:

Abdulkadir, Maryam Idris – Baze University, Nigeria (maryam.abdulkadir@bazeuniversity.edu.ng)
Teaching methods proposed:

PowerPoint Presentations (with pictures), Question and Answer session, Ice-breakers
Summary:

Domestic violence against woman is quite prevalent not only in Nigeria, but globally. The outcry has
given rise to public awareness, advocacy, and policy making to grant access to justice to women who
fall victim of domestic violence. According to World Health Organization, almost one third (30%) of
all women who have been in a relationship have experienced physical and/or sexual violence by
their intimate partner. Globally, as many as 38% of all murders of women are committed by intimate
partners. However, there has been an alarming increase in the deaths of 'husbands caused by their
wives' globally. Some jurisdictions like New Zealand, United States, and Australia have made efforts
to address this issue. In Nigeria, especially Northern Nigeria, after the death of such victim, in most
cases, during investigation, it will be discovered that the victim was abused over a period of time,
which is an indication of domestic violence against men, but such abuse was never reported. This
means that such victim did not have Access to Justice. Why did the victim not get access to justice?
What factors impeded the victim’s access to justice? Was the victim marginalized in their quest to
get access to Justice? Were the victims discriminated in their cause to gain access to Justice because
of their gender? Are such victims not aware that they can have access to justice? These questions
and many more are what this research work seeks to answer, and such results/answers will only be
achieved through empirical research. How these 'overlooked' victims can get justice before it’s too
late will also be an objective of this research.

Experiential Learning to Teach Transformative Professional Legal Ethics within the South
African Context: University of Witwatersrand Law Clinic
Presenters:

Dass, Daven
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Clinical legal education as a mechanism for transformative changes
5 December 2019, 14:00. Attendees: approximately 25-27
Presenters:

Kislova, Alina – Kazan Federal University, Russia (alinkislova@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

In the introduction to the session, the presenter shared a personal story which showed how certain
life events and locations affected the presenter’s research and academic interests. There was an
overview of the transformative learning theory and its application, with the allocated time for the
attendees to share their thought followed by a short presentation of the methodology used to
develop the three empirical studies in the area of clinical legal education. The first part of the
research findings was presented, followed by an interactive activity (a task was done in mini groups
with a report back to the whole audience). Then, the second part of the research findings were
presented, followed by another interactive activity (a task was done in the form of brainstorming
with the main group). The aim of these activities was that the audience would engage deeper with
the session’s topic and the research findings.
Session Report:

A personal story is an effective instrument to start a presentation with. It allows the presenter to
grasp the audience’s attention and make the audience more curious about the session’s topic. A
personal story as a presentational instrument has also been proven to be successful for the session
under description. Getting familiar with the presenter’s personal story developed an overall interest
to the session’s topic that made the attendees more curious and attentive to the rest of the session.
The research projects presented at the session, that have been conducted at three different
geographical locations, intrigued the participants even further. It feels to me that showing an actual
map and all the respective movements of the researcher helped the attendees comprehend the
geographical spread of the conducted studies.
In regard to the transformative learning theory, it was presented in a concise and listener-friendly
version; hence, the audience was not overwhelmed by the theoretical part. Moreover, the attendees
had a chance to contribute to the description of some of transformative learning theory’s elements,
in particular to its prerequisites and outcomes. Many of the attendees already had some knowledge
of the TL theory prior to the session; this allowed them to actively contribute to the process of
defining TL’s prerequisites and outcomes.
Since the actual set of the research findings, which come from the research projects, is heavy, only
the summaries were presented. This allowed the attendees to look closely at the research findings
and afterwards, to deeply engage with these findings while applying them to clinical legal settings.
Overall, an active engagement of the attendees with the interactive activities, offered straight after
the research findings’ presentation, have proven that they well understood the research findings’
nature.
Once the presentation was over, many attendees raised the question of whether or not the research
findings presented at the session were already published. And in the case that they were, they
wanted to know where and how so that they could get familiar with the publications to gain further
knowledge on the session’s topic. Some of the attendees also shared their positive feedback on the
good structure, coherency, and audience–friendly format of the PowerPoint presentation.
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The Role of Clinical Legal Education to Enhance Professional Responsibility in Bangladesh: An
Appraisal
Proposal submission:

Kabir, Ahmed Ehsanul – Jagannath University, Bangladesh (kabirlcls@yahoo.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

It will be an interactive session.
Summary:

A lawyer has the professional responsibilities to the court, the clients, and the fellow colleagues as
enshrined under the Bangladesh Legal Practitioners and Bar Council Order, 1972. Many of the
provisions of this order are general in nature. The verbatim of the order are not the manifestations
of ethical considerations. Moreover, only a very small number of lawyers are charged with violating
the order. To overcome these shortcomings, clinical legal education can play a vital role because it
examines the lawyering process and require the student to confront the lawyer-client relationship.
The student may experience direct responsibility for a client and this, in turn, requires the student to
make decisions which effect the client's best interests. The article aims to identify the three crucial
educational variables for the study of professional responsibility i.e. the teacher, the curriculum, and
the student. Finally, the article will recommend that teachers must be genuinely interested in
professional responsibility, be prepared to become specialists in the field, and be willing to have
their feelings and attitudes tested by their colleagues and students. Finally, the article will emphasize
the necessity to introduce continuing legal education programs which focus on the lawyering
process and professional responsibility.

Professional, social, and ethical responsibility of society craftsmen
7 December 2019, 09:30 – 10:30. Attendees: approximately 19
Presenters:

Nautiyal, Navtika Singh – The ICFAI University, UK (navtika20@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Questionnaire, Role Play, Pledge by Members
Session Report:

The session started sharp on time, and it began with the question ‘Who is or can be a society
Craftsman?’
Answers were taken and then the definition of society craftsman was given.
In the second phase of the presentation, the presenter took the audience on the journey of
professional responsibilities.
The third part was devoted to social responsibility: A questionnaire was given to the audience. The
answers were well-written, and the execution of those answers were provided by the presenter, as
she is doing in her day to day life.
The last part of the presentation was ethical responsibility, where a small role play was done
through ‘Chai pe Charcha,’ that is discussion on tea.
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The last part was a deliberation on the pledge taken by the attendees ‘that being Society Craftsmen,
this is our ethical and social responsibility towards the society to take care of everyone who is living
in our global Family.’
After the presentation, the presenter was open to questions, and some very good questions came
from the attendees. The answers were given by presenter. The attendees even complimented her
while saying that the pledge gave them a line of understanding that they can start the practice in
their own countries.
The presentation ended with a warm thanksgiving.

Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility as a Means of Enhancing Justice Education
7 December 2019. Attendees: approximately 15-20
Presenters:

Nwauzi, Linus Onyekaozurule – Rivers State University, Port Harcourt, Nigeria
(librow4u@yahoo.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

The topic was introduced briefly, and questions were thrown to the participants on certain issues for
discussion and comment by the audience.
Session Report:

The session discussed Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility as a means of enhancing justice
education. In the cause of the presentation, certain concepts were examined, like the concept of
“Justice,” “Ethics,” “Education,” “Professional Responsibility.” Ethics are seen as rules of moral
conduct guiding a particular profession and, in our context, – the legal profession, in the
performance of her duties or discharge of her responsibilities. It was part of the discussion in the
session that the lawyer owes duties to not only his client, but also to the Court, society and even his
opponent. The session was of the opinion that it is necessary to teach law students, in the law
clinics, legal ethics and their professional responsibility, especially now that more lawyers all over
the world are being charged for misconduct and criminal offences in the performance of their duties.
The session also was of the view that those who are elevated to the bench as judges must also be
taught professional ethics now that a lot of judges are accused of corruption. The students must be
taught these ethics to direct them either as practicing lawyers or judges. The rules of professional
ethics for lawyers in Nigeria and the code of conduct for judges in Nigeria were used as reference
materials. A major class activity was taken from what happened in Nigeria after the 2019
Presidential Election wherein the incumbent president of All Progressive Congress (APC) was
declared the winner and the candidate of the People’s Democratic Party (PDP) challenged the result
of the election in the Election Tribunal. The issue that arose at the preliminary stage was whether
the chairman of the Tribunal Justice Bulkachuwa, who is also the president of the Court of Appeal,
should disqualify herself from presiding or sitting on that panel because her husband is a member
and a senator under the same Party with the winner and the incumbent president. Every participant
was of the opinion that she should disqualify herself. Finally, the session stated that the conference
was generally interesting and educative besides the fact that the organization was near perfection.
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Towards authenticity: Ruminating on identity
Proposal submission:

Taylor-Barnett, Pamela – The Australian National University (pamela.taylor-barnett@anu.edu.au)
Teaching methods proposed:

The session will be interactive through the use of short individual exercises and small group debriefs.
Summary:

The notion of professional identity is fluid and will inevitably change over time but “is more
adaptable and mutable early in one’s career (Herminia Ibarra, 1999).” John Bliss’s work at Harvard
University on professional identity in lawyers identified that students who pursued careers in public
interest roles “maintained a central conception of lawyer identity, which often overlapped with
political, racial, religious, and gender roles. In contrast, students who pursued positions in large firms
tended to describe substantial distancing from professional identity (Bliss, 2016).” In respecting the
diversity of the individuals who make up the legal profession and also in helping students to align
their values with their chosen careers such that they can work with authenticity, an examination of
professional identity through roles empowers students to direct their careers. In our work with
students at the juncture of legal practice, we see early career legal professionals beginning to
articulate their professional identities.
In this session, we will ask participants to engage in a visual process of sketching out their
professional identity, which inevitably is inextricably linked with their personal identities too. With
an accompanying examination of values and strengths, participants will be invited to undertake a
reflective process of self-identification and to critique this as it applies to law students. The session
aims to encourage collaboration between educators who work with students at a similar stage in
their justice careers and will provide an opportunity for people to discuss the challenges to students
bringing an authentic legal professional self to their justice work.
Previous attendees of the GAJE conference will have participated in the Giving Voice to Values (GVV)
plenary session with Professors Leah Wortham, Lisa Bliss, Catherine Klein, Veronika Tomoszkova,
Paula Galowitz, and Ulrich Stege. We teach the GVV too and the tasks that we include in this session
accompany our GVV teaching. That is, for some participants, this may be an extension of the values
work done in the GVV plenary in 2017, and it relates to the GVV work about acting authentically and
through an understanding of oneself.

Pro bono guideline in Nepal
Proposal submission:

Gautam, Moti Raj – Nepal (motiraj_gautam@yahoo.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

I would use an interactive method. I can take the questions and reply to them respectively, as far as
possible. If Nepali language is allowed, I would like to present in Nepali. My first priority would be
Nepali language and second will be English as far as possible.
Summary:

Whereas every person has the right to fair hearing from the independent, impartial, and competent
court or judicial entity and incapable parties has constitutional right to get free legal aid as provided
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in law, and therefore, in order to provide speedy, easy, and affordable access to justice to those who
are incapable of protecting their legal rights as they are economically weak and socially backward, it
deemed necessary to enhance access to justice of those citizens through systematizing and making
effective of the service of those lawyers who are interested to provide Pro-bono.
Definition: “Pro Bono legal service” means the legal opinion and advice, preparation of drafting of
document, pleading at the court on behalf of the party, work related to judgment execution, and any
other legal services provided by a lawyer without taking any fee in a pro bono manner for the public
interest, which is to be provided to incapable person or helpless, disable, children, indigent, or
persons in detain.
Conduct of the Lawyer providing Pro Bono Legal Services:
(1) In addition to the prevalent professional code of conduct, the lawyers providing Pro Bono Legal
Service shall follow the following Conducts:
(a) Maintain confidentiality about the issues and talks in between the party that has been provided
Pro Bono legal service and the Lawyer.
(b) The case should not be left stranded other than in the situation where the party wants it or in the
unavoidable circumstance of the lawyer.
(c) If the party of the case himself/herself wishes or the lawyer had to leave the case pursuant to
Sub-section (b), the information thereof should be provided to the concerned Bar Unit, concerned
Court, Lawyer and the party.
(d) Work in the maximum interest of the party.
(e) Should not charge for anything from the party.
Legal education is a science which transmits to students’ knowledge of certain principles and
provisions of law to enable them to enter the legal profession.
Bachelor of Arts Bachelor of Laws (BA LLB in Nepal) is a five-year bachelor program and three years
of LLB program. Recently there is a faculty of Law added in +2 high school program. Choosing law for
study is an increasing trend among students as this is one of the prestigious courses. It is a course
program designed in order to make legal education compatible with changed national and
international context. The main motive behind this study program is to provide law students the
comprehensive theoretical and practical knowledge in indigenous as well as foreign legal traditions,
lawyer skills, and research to meet the challenges of the age.
The law component provides professionals with legal skills including the ability to analyze legal
material, understand fundamental legal principles, understand the relationship between law and
society and gain general analytical skills for critical thinking and problem solving. Special emphasis is
placed on the development of skills in advocacy, negotiation, legal drafting and legal research.
Through these programs, it has been helping to provide justice education.

Five decades of legal education in Kenya: are our future lawyers really prepared for ethical
legal practice?
Proposal submission:

Osiemo, Lynette – St. Augustine College, South Africa (lynbonareri@yahoo.com)
Teaching methods proposed:

After making a factual presentation of how ethics are taught at the undergraduate and professional
level in my country, I will have specific questions to invite the audience to share their practice in
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particular areas. For example: whether ethics is a compulsory course, in what year it is offered, how
long the course is/how many credits it has; and how it is taught, i.e. what methods of teaching are
applied, and if they have an ethics clinic (its main features). The idea will be to compare and contrast
the suggestions I make with existing practice, and hopefully to get from the audience - from their
experience - what would make good practice and what would not.
Summary:

At the inception of legal education in Kenya, the British who passed on their heritage in their historic
“civilizing mission” had a certain idea of legal education that they sought to introduce. Lord Denning,
who played an important role in the early development of legal education in Africa, spoke of
importing the British heritage which he defined not as the technical rules of the law, but rather the
English legal professionalism “the spirit of the profession” which comprised frankness, fairness,
honesty, courage, and the recognition of one’s duty to the court and client. Denning proposed the
imparting of knowledge through participation in the relevant activity, thus advocating for articled
clerkship, which he saw as necessary for the lawyer to get “those hidden things that are learned by
the contact of mind with mind and spirit with spirit.”
Five decades into the history of legal education in Kenya, the state of legal profession mirrors the
larger society which is plagued by scams of poor ethics in virtually every sector and corruption of
indescribable magnitude. At the heart of a professional society gone wrong is blatant disregard by
members for the ethics of the profession, the values and ideals that the profession stands for, and
which ought to guide them in their relations with each other, and with the client and society they set
out to serve. As everyone steps back to look at what role they could have played in enabling the
mess or failing to stop it, the lawyers too must take their place in the self-introspection. A major
question for legal educators would be: could we have taught them better in law school?
To change the face of the legal profession, this paper proposes the teaching of ethics as a core
course in law schools in Kenya, suggesting that it be taught through practical methods akin to the
participation that Lord Denning envisaged at the beginning of legal education in the country.
Presently, clinical teaching in Kenyan law schools is reserved for the Kenya School of Law, the
practical school that all lawyers must attend after their undergraduate studies to prepare for
admission to the bar.
However, owing to the very rapid expansion of higher education in Kenya in the recent past, the
capacity of Kenya School of Law is way too small, and the classes of students are way too large for
the effectiveness of the clinical methods intended. Because of this, and in view of the fact that the
situation is not likely to change in the near future, this presentation makes the case for introduction
of clinical teaching of legal ethics at the undergraduate level of LLB studies.
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Stream 10: Justice Education from the Students’ Perspectives
Redefining My Career path: Students' Personal Reflections on the Clinical methods
4 December 2019, 11:00 – 11:45. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Nsereko, Arthur Junior – Makerere University, Uganda (nserekoarthur@gmail.com)
Veronica, Kange – Public Interest Law Clinic, Uganda (kangevero@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Case studies, Videos, Reflections
Session Report:

The presenters of the session set out to share the impact that Clinical Legal Education has had on
students that have gone through the CLE program at Makerere University, with special emphasis on
how their career paths have been influenced.
The presenters also sought to share how clinical methods not only guaranteed additional knowledge
to law students, but also skilled their hands and influenced their hearts.
In attendance was a mixture of representatives that were already running full-fledged Legal Aid
Clinics and two participants that were in the initial process of establishing Law Clinics at their
university.
Two videos of students sharing their experiences and lessons from attending the CLE program were
shared, and another video highlighted how clinical methods can be explored in a transactional law
clinic. We also used placards with catch statements on the impact of CLE on students which we read
out to the participants. Two career path life stories were shared with the participants to show how
advocates, who are largely engaged in private practice, were continuing to be guided by the spirit of
social justice in their everyday practice.
The session was largely interactive; the participants were kin to draw comparisons between their
Jurisdictions and the Ugandan experience, which allowed those pursuing establishment of Clinics an
insight on some best practices.
The challenges faced during the presentation included the occasional language barrier, especially
because of the varying pronunciation of words.
We also incurred some technological challenges which delayed the starting of the session and
disorganized the team.
I recommend sharing the conference program a bit earlier to allow the starting presenters to make
travel arrangements that align well with the program.
Finally, I propose that the presentations are sent before the conference and are compiled and
availed in every room where the particular presentation is being made in order to speed up the
access to the soft copies and to encourage attentive listening.
I am happy to report that I enjoyed the session and learned so much from it.

Justice Education from the Students’ Perspectives
R M Bakri, Rizq Nurrqausar – University of Malaya, Malaysia (rizqausar@gmail.com)
Hakiim Izani, Mohammad - Malaysia (hakiimizani@gmail.com)
Binti Talhah, Alya Tadwini – Malaysia (alyatadwini@gmail.com)
Azimah Binti Arifin, Wan Nurul – Malaysia (azimahoppo@gmail.com)
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How Clinical Legal Education (CLE) give the impact for fresh graduate in order to keep the pro
bono spirit
Proposal submission

Pitaloka Riswandini, Nindia - Clinical Legal Education (CLE) Pasundan University, Indonesia (Email:
nindyapitalk04@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed

Visual Aids, Brainstorming, Q&A
Summary

Clinical Legal Education (CLE) through university programs offer classroom simulation lesson based
on real-life cases and/or clinic experience involving interaction with real client. CLE volunteer desire
to help people understand about the law, rules and access their legal rights and service. As a fresh
graduate which joined CLE more than a year, was do the pro bono service for many times and
meeting kinds of people with varying level with a different problem, specifically cases related
marginalized people which hard to reach access to justice. For example, they can be easily cheated
by employers, driven from their land, preyed upon by the powerful and intimidate by violence. As
we know, no matter how lack of their legal education, justice should work for all of us. Not only CLE
teach us how to work with ethical standards, but also CLE teach us to enhance our sense of human,
give us a spirit to empowering each other’s because there so many people who often face multiple
forms of discrimination, violence and sexual harassment are particularly affected by legal exclusion.
Addressing these legal challenges as a fresh graduate we have to bridges the gap between theory in
school and practice, we need to solve this problem together through pro bono service, focused on
how law works in action, necessity for a clinical approach to legal education and contribute to
national development and social change in a much more constructive manner.
CLE provide much impact for fresh graduate, because we have live client that is difficult to replicate
in any classroom setting, however life cases sometimes so much different by text books exercises,
Beyond these skills is the awareness of real life advice and an ability for the students to gain
experience of dealing with people with problems - and the consequences of these problems.
Students advising clients are exposed to the emotion faced by clients, an awareness of their
obtaining the relevant facts from the client and focusing their advice on areas of law where the
client has a legal challenge; a sense of responsibility to be honest to the client – even where this may
involve informing clients of outcomes which may be unpopular; and an appreciation of the pressure
and dedication which is required of lawyers. All of these elements contribute to the professionalism
which students are expected to demonstrate when they train and begin to practice, and as such
they are required to be introduced as soon into the students’ education as possible. That’s why spirit
on provide pro bono service always become our commitment.

Impact of legal education on the development of civil society - lesson from Poland
Presenters:

Kwiatkowski, Daniel – Jagiellonian University, Poland (dnl.kwiatkowski@uj.edu.pl)
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Benefits and experiences joined clinical legal education for law students
Proposal submission

Denis, Yudistya - CLE Pasundan University, Indonesia (Email: yudistyaputrad@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed

Small group discussion, visual materials
Summary

Clinical Legal education is an activity in faculty of law to help students develop their soft skills and
help poor and marginalized people get access to justice through legal education. I joined as a
volunteer CLE, and we have to do some procedures such as administration and interview from
internal committee team CLE, and after we are chosen by a comittee team as a volunteer, we have
to attend training of trainer (TOT) from a lecturer supervisor. As a volunteer fourth semester
student, I joined as a volunteer, and we really get a big achievement and big benefits. I can feel the
invaluable, non-material benefits from experiences such going through the street law project and
meeting the community. It is important for street law that, as a volunteer, we have practice and we
are educated through formal school and through the street law project. We develop empathy and
sympathy to poor and marginalized people, because they are our target in street law. How we can
benefit others is also important because we think good people should benefit others. Other than
that, after joining as a volunteer, we are prepared with many teaching methods, tools, and we have
prepared a trial run to make sure we are ready to give legal education to our target. For us, all of the
things we do in CLE has a value and learning is obtained either directly or indirectly. We didn’t get
benefits as a material/money, but we build our empathy and sympathy, and we saw directly how the
condition of a community is more valuable than money. We, as a facilitator, have to adjust with our
target to make learning run smoothly. The other side, not less important, since joining CLE, we have
learned how to develop our networking with Indonesian people or foreigners. When we get friends
or students from Singapore, Thailand, Cambodia, etc. is not less important. While we can develop
our networking, we can directly give and share our knowledge and our experiences with each other,
especially about law or legal education. Finally, someday we hope develop this project together like
we develop pro bono organizations to help poor and marginalized people around the world.
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Stream 11: Well-being and Reflective Legal Practice
Strengthening Students and the Legal Profession by Showing Weakness: The Use of Positive
Psychology and Personal Sharing to Help Students Develop a Healthy and Sustainable
Professional Identity
Proposal submission

Silver, Marjorie - Touro College Law Center, United States (Email: msilver@tourolaw.edu)
Teaching methods proposed

Yes, the session will invite discussion and sharing among all of the attendees.
Summary

This session will explore how we can support our students' well-being, professional development,
and commitment to serving others by using positive psychology, sharing ourselves and inviting our
students to share themselves in our roles as justice-oriented teachers.
Lawyering is a service profession. It is about serving other people. It is also a profession that is
known for its high risk of substance abuse and stress-related illness. Studies have demonstrated that
at least in the United States, entering law students have the same indicia of well-being as other
college graduates. However, in a very short period of time, their incidence of major depression,
anxiety, and substance abuse escalates dramatically. These realities should not be detached from, or
ignored in, the learning process.
Whether law students begin their careers in pathways that focus on social justice or not, they will
need to develop emotional competence, empathy, compassion, and self-awareness in order to
thrive. They also need knowledge, strategies, and tools to help them manage their own well-being.
That involves stress management, self-care, and breaking through imposter syndrome. Few, if any,
law schools consider such skills or knowledge as key elements of the standard curriculum.
We have the opportunity to focus on the personal skills neglected by the rest of the curriculum. We
bring into our teaching the accumulation of all the innate and environmental influences and
experiences of our entire lives. While these influences implicitly affect how we teach, each of us
strikes a balance of how much of the personal we explicitly bring into our interactions with students,
both in the classroom and outside. For example, two of us share with our students, as appropriate,
very personal details about our own mental and other health challenges. Another who was the
chosen faculty commencement speaker at her school’s graduation ceremony in 2018, emphasized
the importance of their relationships with colleagues, friends, and family, and not (always) thinking
like a lawyer. We believe that modeling confidence and competence “while also normalizing
struggle, different ability, illness, and doubt” is good for the mental health of our students and,
concomitantly, good for the legal profession and for society.
The lead presenter put out a general call to the GAJE listserv inviting participation in this proposal.
Interest was evident by the six responses received in fewer than 24 hours. Because all of us have a
range of experience and expertise, we agreed that a roundtable format could accommodate all who
expressed interest. Although this submission form is limited to three co-presenters, Professor Mai
Linh Spencer of UC Hastings College of Law has expressed interest in joining us and has much to add
to the discussion. There are possibly one or two additional non-U.S. presenters who expressed
interest initially. The presenters will discuss the challenges and opportunities we face “or avoid
facing” in introducing our students to the science of well-being, including Mindfulness and other
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aspects of positive psychology, in addition to the professional risks we have faced in “swimming
against the current.” We will invite the participation as well of all those who attend the session.
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Stream 12: Cross-cultural Lawyering and Justice Education
Law Students and Global Mobility: Do international programs really develop students'
intercultural skills?
7 December 2019, 09:00. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Campbell, Catherine – Queensland University of Technology, Australia (c.campbell@qut.edu.au)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

PowerPoint, Whole group discussion
Session Report:

The presentation generated discussion about the following:
Skills developed by students from international placement experiences:
•
Appreciation of diversity and differences
•
Ability to consider issues from different perspectives
•
Problem solving and new ways to look at problems
•
Time management and organizational skills (e.g. travel planning and in-country meetings)
•
Reflective skills; understand themselves and respect others
•
Cultural humility and sensitivity
•
Knowledge of other cultures and languages
•
Communication skills (verbal and non-verbal)
•
Better understand their own laws and culture
•
Deeper understanding of globalized world
•
Appreciation of many faces of injustice in other places
•
Confidence to travel and work in different countries
Session participants added organizational skills, such as time management, to the list developed by
the presenter.
Students taking responsibility for their own travel arrangements and planning meetings and incountry visits were suggested as a way for students to engage more deeply in the placement and
take more responsibility for their learning and behavior in-country. Participants also considered how
international placements develop students’ problem-solving abilities and new ways to look at
problems. The opportunity for students to develop an appreciation of the many faces of injustice in
the world was discussed; however, the fact that international travel is a privilege, which is not
accessible to all students, was recognized.
2.
Challenges of international placements
Attendees agreed that experienced mentors who can ‘seize the learning moment’ and assist
students with regular reflection were essential – although this mentoring could be done remotely
through Skype or Zoom.
Countries which pose challenges with visas may not be suitable for placements.
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The need of innovation to achieve greater rule of law in a cross-cultural situation: The case of
La Garita and the goal of active citizenship
7 December 2019, 09:00. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Grandez Mariño, Agustin – Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (agustin.grandez@pucp.pe)
Aparco Terrazas, Eva – The Legal Clinic on Identity Rights, Peru (eva.aparco@pucp.pe)
Mandujano Mogollùn, Valeria – The Legal Clinic on Identity Rights, Peru (vmandujano@pucp.pe)
Calagua Jara, Karen – The Legal Clinic on Identity Rights, Peru (karen.calagua@pucp.pe)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Group dynamic for ice breaker - got to know our names; countries; and share some common things,
PowerPoint presentation, Questions and feedback from the attendees
Session Report:

The presentation gave a full scope of the challenges of the Legal Clinic in the Identity Rights project
of community teaching in a rural area of Peru. After our first visit to La Garita in April of 2018, it was
clear that we needed to do something different than free legal aid services, so we began applying a
semi-structured interview to all members of the community. The first goal of this interview was to
identify cases of problems with the birth certificates or lack of ID card. The second goal was to
identify the use of their ID card in their everyday life and determine if this document was useful for
the access to rights. The interviews to the community revealed a new challenge for the Clinic: to
think beyond the formal access to rights and what a citizen with full access to their rights really is.
The interviews continued in the first semester of 2019, and they revealed that the labor regime of
the agro-export regime deeply affected the community life of La Garita. By the end of the second
semester of 2019, the results of the interviews were presented to the community, and we started a
campaign regarding the access to governmental social programs in health, education, and social
security.
The identification of the needs of the community started a search for a dialogue with the community
in which intercultural skills were needed. The key of our project was not to apply the same strategies
that worked in urban areas, but to approach the community in a humble way, learning from them
and identifying their needs, using language that made us relatable.
The community teaching experience for the students was very important, and it taught them
another way to apply their knowledge of law by attending to the needs of a rural community.

Women Lawyers and Their Role in Three Islamic Countries: Iran, Kuwait, and Pakistan
4 December 2019. Attendees: approximately 68
Presenters:

Savadkouhifar, Zoha – Qaisar and Metlo Law Chambers, Pakistan (zoha.savadkouhi@gmail.com)
Khazaeipol, Zeinab – Isfahan Bar Association, Iran (zeinabkhazaeipol@gmail.com)
Al Melhem, Shahad – Meshari Al Osaimi Law Firm, Kuwait (almelhem.s@gmail.com)
Sheeraz Metlo, Faiz Ali – Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto University of Law, Pakistan
(fas.metlo@yahoo.com)
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Teaching Methodologies Used:

Speech, Media presentation, Workshop and clinical active methods of learning, Q & A
Session Report:

The panel started at exactly 11 am, on December 4th (2019), by giving a short summary of our plan
for the dedicated 90 minutes. Then, Mrs. Khazaiipur started her presentation on how she herself, as
a woman lawyer, has worked and played a role in the legal system of Iran. She talked about her life
experiences and the two sets of laws that she has been a part of the changes towards the
betterment of women’s situation in the country. One is in regard to the citizenship of children born
from Iranian mothers and the other is the new family law. The part about Iran was completed by
Mrs. Zoha’s experiences of working with the judiciary of Iran on the bill for changing the “age of
criminal responsibility for girls” which was 9 years old before, and throughout 8-9 years of many
sessions, conferences and research works, it finally became a gradual one and equal to boys.
It was then followed by the presentation of Mrs. Shahad who also gave the short review about
Kuwait and its legal system. She talked about how she and her team started LawPedia and all the
programs for raising legal awareness among women in Kuwait.
Mrs. Zoha from Iran, who works in both Iran and Pakistan, talked about the role of women lawyers
from a sociological aspect in Pakistan. She talked about the fact that women face so many pressures
from the society that when they enter into law school and then into a legal profession, it is truly
stressful for them to handle all the roles (professional, familial, and organizational). The panel was
concluded by a game aimed at showing the participants how girls/women are affected by
stereotypes they hear and face since they are in the womb, then when they are growing, get
married, give birth to children, and so on.
The last 30 minutes were dedicated to question and answers and raised many interesting
discussions.
The main objective in this panel was to show audience members how the culture and society (and
not just religion because religion in these three countries is the same but interpreted and affecting it
in very different ways, which shows that the role of society is much more than religion) pressurizes
women and girls, and this has a lot to do with their professional life and how they play a role in the
society.

Pro Bono Legal Service in Three Neighboring Islamic Republics: (Pakistan, Iran, and
Afghanistan); Analyzing the Current Situation and Solutions for its Improvement
8 December 2019, 11:00-12:30. Attendees: approximately 40
Presenters:

Noori, Masoud – NYU Law School, USA (smn5@nyu.edu)
Hosseini, Seyed Ali – Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada
(shosseini@balsillieschool.ca)
Mizan, Arpeeta S – University of Dhaka
Dowlatshahi, Sepideh – Allameh Tabataba’i University of Law and Politic Sciences
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Theory analysis, Field studies, Personal/professional experiences
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Session Report:

The goal of this panel was to review and analyze legal education, legal representation, and
provisions as well as the procedures and culture of legal aid in Asia. Another goal was, of course,
trying to come up with solutions to improve the quality and development of these services to a
larger population of vulnerable and marginalized groups. We selected four countries as a case study,
which in alphabetical order are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Iran, and Pakistan. The presenters put
forward their suggestions and innovations for the Improvement of Pro Bono Legal Services in those
countries. Unfortunately, our Pakistani friend could not attend the conference.
We were looking for ways to attract more cooperation between lawyers, bar associations, law
schools, lawmakers, policymakers, and civil society activists. All presentations were about the
necessity of more attention of mentioned groups and institutions to their social responsibility in
facilitating access to justice for all people, especially vulnerable groups.
Generally speaking, it can be said that Pakistan and Bangladesh are members of the common law
family, but Iran and Afghanistan are in a different position and are closer to the civil law family.
Through our panel discussions, we also wanted to find out the similarities and differences between
the basics and practice of voluntary legal services in those two large systems and legal traditions.
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Stream 13: Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals through Justice Education
SDG 16, The role of educational institutions and civil society organizations, and responsive
justice education models for impact at scale (working title)
Proposal submission

Bajpai, Asha Bajpai - Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Deonar, Mumbai 400088, India, India (Email:
bajpaiasha@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed

Interactive methods will be used in this session.
The presenter will first introduce SDG 16 in the context of improving access to justice of the
marginalized and vulnerable communities and to promoting rule of law through legal education and
research. They will also identify networks addressing SDG 16. (10 mins)
•

This will be followed by a panel discussion on the various models, ideas, best practices and
initiatives of justice education for promoting and measuring progress towards SDG 16. The
panelists will discuss various international models and best practices on SDG 16
interventions relating to legal empowerment and access to justice at the university and
community level. (30 mins)

•

Small group discussions on specific sub-questions/thematics relating to SDG 16 and justice
education. (30 mins)

•

Plenary discussion on key principles for promoting SDG 16 through justice education and
research. (20 mins)

Summary

Development Goal 16 [SDG 16] of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
commits nations to “promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels.” SDG
16 includes 12 specific targets and 23 specific indicators. Universities play a critical role in achieving
sustainable development through collaborations, partnerships, teaching, research, and clinical
education.
The focus of this interactive session will be on SDG 16, the role of educational institutions, and civil
society organizations in promoting study of and research on justice in everyday lives, and on
innovative justice education models that respond to the aspirations of SDG 16.
The focus of this interactive session will be on SDG 16, the role of educational institutions and civil
society organizations in promoting study of and research on justice in everyday lives, and on
innovative justice education models that respond to the aspirations of SDG 16. The session provides
a platform for dialogue and collaboration on a number of questions, including:
what are the different ways in which educational institutions, civil society organizations, and
justice educators can promote peaceful and inclusive societies, increase access to justice for
all, and help build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions?
how can SDG 16 discussion be featured in clinical legal education?
what are the key challenges encountered in promoting SDG 16 through situated justice
education initiatives including traditional law schools?
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-

what learning outcomes are best promoted through a focus on SDG 16 for justice education?
what collaborative and funding possibilities are made accessible through the linkage
between justice education and SDG 16?
what further research is required to better align the goals of justice education with SDG 16?
what institutional and pedagogic reforms are required to better harmonize justice education
and SDG 16?
how does SDG 16 contribute to our understanding of justice education and justice?
what responsive justice education models can promote SDG 16 at scale?
What kind of networking, partnerships and joint action plans are required among
universities to achieve SDG 16
Panelists will share experiences from India, the U.S. and other countries on past and ongoing justice
education initiatives that promote SDG 16 and provide valuable insights for future work. Initiatives
showcased include promotion of access to justice for vulnerable individuals and communities, legal
empowerment, strengthening institutions for rural governance, research on work of NGOs, and
discussion of the World Justice Index.

Contextual Vulnerabilities, Universal Human Rights, and Responding to Law’s Unfulfilled
Promise of Emancipatory Justice
7 December 2019, 11:00 – 13:30. Attendees: approximately 20
Presenters:

Bajpai, Asha – Tata Institute of Social Sciences, India (bajpaiasha@gmail.com)
Thomas, Sarasu Esther – National Law School of India University, India (sarasu@nls.ac.in)
Harrison, Judith – National Law University, Australia
Naik, Abhayraj – Independent Consultant and Researcher, India (abhayrajnaik@gmail.com)
Cuevas, Danixia – Miami Dade College, USA (jcuevas@mdc.edu)
(with inputs from Schukoske, Jane - USA and Mirza, Angbeen – Pakistan, who could not attend)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Picture Quiz on identifying vulnerabilities, Brief PowerPoint presentation on introduction to SDG 16
and vulnerabilities, Small group exercise on SDG 16; the class was divided into 3 groups; small group
presentations; debrief, Conclusion and wrap-up
Session Report:

Before the session, a participant agenda was distributed along with a SDG 16 chart and a note on
introduction to SDG 16 and vulnerabilities and questions for small group exercise. It was an
interactive session.
The major objectives of the session were:
1. To understand SDG 16+ and in the context of persons with vulnerabilities
2. To link SDG 16 with vulnerabilities – what are the challenges faced by vulnerable groups in
accessing justice?
3.To determine the role of justice educators, law schools, organizations in implementing SDG 16 +
for vulnerable groups
The session was conducted as follows:
Introduction to the session that included introduction to SDG 16 and vulnerabilities through a small
PowerPoint presentation
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Imaging Vulnerability – Picture Quiz. The group’s views were taken on various pictures on
vulnerabilities and they were asked to write down three words or terms that came to their mind
upon seeing the images.
Individual Presentations about ongoing work and the session theme. The resource group gave their
presentations through pictures and charts on the work done by them on SDG 16 and vulnerabilities.
Small group exercise on Vulnerabilities and SDG 16. The group was divided into three groupsJustice, Peace and Inclusion. A note was distributed on SDG 16 and three questions for each of the
three groups. A pathfinder’s chart was distributed. The three questions included:
Has my law school faculty discussed incorporating the SDGs into the curriculum? Do we want our
law school/organization to incorporate SDGs into their curriculum or goals?
Do the SDGs offer a useful framework for your law school/organization work with vulnerable
individuals and communities? What do you see as the limitations and inadequacy of the SDGs?
What work can we do at our law school (or organization) to incorporate SDGs into our curriculum?
How would we want to contextualize this goal for our own establishment? What kind of hurdles do
you envisage in incorporating these goals into your plans? How can this role be fulfilled? What will
be the hurdles faced?
The session concluded with a plenary reporting back by the groups and synthesis. The session ended
with questions, discussion and wrap-up.
The audience takeaway included an example of cooperative teaching. There was perfect
understanding synchronization between the resource team with the use of various teaching
methodologies. The understanding of vulnerabilities and linking them with SDG 16+, as well as the
role and challenges of their own law schools were discussed. It was evident that universities had
started discussing SDG 16 but they had a long way to go.

The Necessity of Developing the Environmental Law Clinic in the Middle East; Iran as a Case
Study
8 December 2019, 09:00-10:30. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Noori, Masoud – NYU Law School, USA (smn5@nyu.edu)
Abbasian, Naeemeh – University of Azad, Iran
Dowlatshahi, Sepideh – Allameh Tabatabai University, Iran (sdowlatshahi@yahoo.com)
Banerjee, Mrinalini – Gujarat National Law University, India
Fathi, Zhila – Iran (Zh_fathi.publaw@yahoo.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Theoretical analysis, Field studies
Session Report:

The first panelist provided an overview of the problems and environmental crises in the Middle East.
These included the water crisis, the potential of transboundary rivers to be a source of tensions, and
even armed conflict in the region, including tensions between Turkey and Syria and Iraq, or tension
between Iran and Afghanistan.
She focused on the social and human impacts of environmental crisis, like the role of the
environmental crisis in massive displacement, the population within the borders, as well as
immigration to other countries.
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The second panelist focused on environmental activists in Asia. She explained that universities and
research centers had not made a significant contribution to the fight against the environmental crisis
and its consequences for the ecosystem and human society. She explained what steps need to be
taken to address this problem. One of these efforts is to establish two specialized environmental
clinics in Iran. He describes the process of establishing a specialized environmental rights clinic in
south-eastern Iran.
The third panelist talked about the process of establishing an environmental specialist clinic in northwestern Iran, in a city near the Urmia Lake. At its greatest extent, this lake was the largest one in the
Middle East and the sixth-largest saltwater lake on Earth.
One of the main strategies of the clinic is to promote the public's environmental awareness through
education programs for everyone.
The fourth panelist mainly discussed the lack of state responsibilities in relocating the environmental
migrants. Hence an awareness needs to be created by the environmental law clinics to create
pressure on the state to come up with a fool proof model plan to combat environmental disruptions.
She focused on West Bengal and Odisha, the two states of India.

The real victims of Cyclone Fani: Status, Legal Impasse & Atrocities faced due to castism by
minorities in Odisha in the face of Humanitarian Crisis reflects lack of justice education.
Proposal submission

Banerjee, Mrinalini - Knowledgesteez and Law Mantra, India (Email:
mrinalini.banerjee@outlook.com)
Teaching methods proposed

I have planned a Role Play model where the other presenters and participants can get an actual
feeling of the problem. Along with this, I would also provide user feedback interaction wherein the
audience will provide a legal response to the mini-factual situations based on the legal instruments
discussed in my proposals.
Moreover, I am planning to prepare a video which illustrates the same.
Summary

This article illustrates the lack of legal education and action towards minorities and lower schedule
caste/schedule tribe citizens of India because of caste practices. This is the new India with sick-old
traditions which violate of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution to everyone, but
castes have not been issue of contention. During Cyclone Fani, which made landfall in the State of
Odisha displaced 100,000 persons in the region of Puri district, uprooted livelihoods, completely
destroyed villages to the extent that the State authorities had to shift entire populations to Disaster
Protection Shelters. In this humanitarian crisis, during environmental disaster lead to situations
where those Fani victims were denied basic shelter and thrown away to environmental and political
adversities without necessary victim relief packages due to reasons of caste discrimination and
oppression. This led to issues of violation of the basic tenets of all fundamental rights that is
guaranteed and where not even, acted against by the guardians of such social adversities by the
governmental authorities that are enabled to provide such protection.
This article focuses on the basic rights of the deprived communities during exceptional
circumstances, how they have been systematically discriminated violating the tenants of
Constitution of India, Scheduled Caste and Schedule Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, under
domestic law as well as Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 and UN Declaration of the
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Rights of the Indigenous people, 2007, Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention 1989, ICCPR 1966,
ICESER 1966 in the eastern region of Odisha as well other regions in India where caste discrimination
is rampant.
The article also provides an empirical study of the systemic discrimination faced by the victims and
lack of community legal educations along with deprivation of legal empowerment and
understanding of basic legal literacy. Apart from this, the article will focus on the role of young
practitioners in India as an enabler to provide justice to caste discrimination victims and also
facilitate legal literacy and awareness to local village communities on legal protections under the
Indian law as well as the statutory penal provisions to punish the offenders perpetrating these
human right violations.
Unfortunately, in the presence of such express protections available under the above legal
instruments, legislations, both domestic and international, the people of the State of Odisha were
not provided with protection suffered due to caste discrimination as a consequence of the
aftermaths of Cyclone Fani, and other natural calamities. This leads to further feeling of
statelessness for the citizens of India, when the State and National authorities turn a blind eye to
their plights.
This article highlights a solution to the inadequacy of the protection of the rights of the
environmental calamity victims and the problems faced by the Legal Aid workers focusing on the
legal protections addressing fundamental human rights, social, political and economic issues faced
by them. The authors aim to provide recommendations concerning the legal protection of the
environmental victims in the present and near future.
In conclusion, the article will state the significance of the changes to be made in the functioning of
the Legal Aid workers.
Keywords: Environmental Crisis, Sustainable Development, Human Rights Violation, Legal
Protections
Area of Research:
No. 13 - Climate Action (Please state here the SDGs that best describe your research.),
No. 16 - Peace, Justice & Strong Institutions
No. 4 - Quality Education

The Authority of Gampong Customary Court As An Alternative to Resolving Misdemeanour in
Aceh
17 December 2019. Attendees: approximately: 161
Presenters:

Walny Rahayu, Sri – Faculty of Law, Syiah Kuala University, Indonesia (ayoe_armans@unsyiah.ac.id)
Mulyani, Leni Widi – Faculty of Law, Pasundan University, Indonesia (leniwidimulyani16@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

I used the lecture method by analyzing the depth of material issues about The Authority of Gampong
Customary Court as an alternative to resolving misdemeanour in Aceh. The audience expressed their
interest in the presentation material that I brought.
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Session Report:

The purpose of this study is to describe and illustrate the binding power of the Gampong Customary
Court in resolving Customary disputes in Aceh. The other objective is to explain the decision-making
mechanism by the gampong adat justice judge in resolving disputes and to explain the role and
involvement of women in the decision-making mechanism. The study is important because the
traditional gampong justice is the first alternative chosen by the parties in resolving community
disputes in Aceh. The authority to prosecute is not explicitly regulated in the 1945 Constitution of
the Indonesian Constitution, even though the traditional judicial arrangements are found. However,
as a province that has special features and specialties, the authority of the Customary Courts, in this
case the Gampong Customary Courts, does not conflict with the provisions of the 1945 Constitution
which is the highest hierarchy of statutory regulations in Indonesia. In Customary Courts in Aceh,
including the Gampong customary courts, legislation is regulated in the special context of Aceh
starting from the level of the law, the Aceh Qanun to the governor's regulations. There are 18 types
of petty crimes which become the authority of the Aceh / Gampong Traditional Courts. The 18 types
of minor crimes regulate norms for resolving violations in the field of private law and public law. This
is because the special characteristics of customary law do not explicitly separate the two fields of
law.
The conference participants were very enthusiastic about this problem because it was related to
women's access to justice, which was resolved by the adat court in Aceh where the customary
justice judges were all men. It was also related to how the position and authority of the adat court in
the Aceh administration system is a Special Province. The implementation of Islamic Sharia in Aceh
and the Adat Legal System, as part of the government system governed by the Law in Aceh, were
discussed by participants.

Improving the Future Using Clinical Legal Education to Educate Law Students For Just Society
Proposal submission

Choubey, Meenal - G.D Goenka University, India., India (Email: meenal.choubey2292@gmail.com)
Teaching methods proposed

1. Small presentation about functioning model of legal aid cell in a law university in India.
2. Case study: Asking other presenters to tell us how they would have provided aid in a similar
situation according to their geographical location, students and economic advantages. Through this
we will try to figure out how legal aid function in different countries, we can learn the efforts we
need to put in where we are lacking.
3. How to organize street play in remote areas, since people living in those area are illiterate and are
unaware about their rights and duties
4. Suggestions on how to overcome the initial difficulties which faculties and students may face
during establishment of a legal aid cell in a developing Country.
Summary

Objectives
1. How to make students learn to think beyond their own concerns and determine means to
enhance the welfare of the marginalized section of Indian society and prepare them to work
for the community?
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2. How to take initiatives to start a Legal aid society in a law School to improve the socioeconomic status of society in a developing Country and bridge the gap between
communities and the Universities?
Relevance to theme or Framework
The title of our paper is “IMPROVING THE FUTURE USING CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION TO EDUCATE
LAW STUDENTS FOR JUST SOCIETY,” which is related to the theme ?Achieving the sustainable
development goals through justice education? In this paper we are trying to emphasize on the
importance of having effective participation of faculties and students in clinical legal education at
University level to achieve the sustainable development goals ultimately. Sensitizing law students in
their formative years of legal career is of utmost importance as such experiences would develop
empathy among students and make them realize their responsibilities as a future lawyer towards the
weaker section of society. Clinical legal education has wider goals of enabling law students to
administration of law, in the reformation of the law, in the equitable distribution of the legal services
in the society, in the protection of individual rights and public rights and upholding the basic
principles of professionalism.
Having an effective implementation of legal aid services can undoubtedly eradicate obstacles in
achieving SDG’s (to be specific, SDG4: Quality Education, SDG5: Gender equality, SDG 10: Reduced
inequalities) and uplifting the standard of living in the society.

The Role of Law Schools/Clinics in Promoting Education for Justice, Human Rights and a
Culture of Lawfulness
26 December 2019, Attendees: approximately 60
Presenters:

Odigie-Emmanuel, Omoyemen Lucia – Nigerian Law School Yenagoa Law Clinic, Nigeria
(lawschoollucia@yahoo.co.uk)
Tikoo, Anju Vali – University of Delhi, India (anjuvalitikoo@yahoo.co.in)
Dahiya, Shiksha – School of Law, GD Goenka University, India (Shikshadahiya@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Overview presentation by three presenters, Q & A, Interactive Discussions/Sharing, Call for Think
and Write comments on methodology used at clinics by participants aimed at serving as an
evaluation of work done in clinics and identifying areas/ideas that can improve the work of law
clinics in promoting education for justice, human rights, and a culture of lawfulness.
Session Report:

This session discussed the role of law clinics in promoting education for justice, human rights, and a
culture of lawfulness.
Objectives of Session:
To facilitate understanding of the role that law clinics are playing and can play at the national,
regional, and international levels in promoting education for justice, human rights, and a culture of
lawfulness
To share case studies from Nigeria and India
To facilitate discussions that will inspire the sharing of the work that participants are doing in their
own countries in the areas highlighted
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To facilitate possible future collaborations
The session commenced with presentations by co-presenters who shared their case studies from
Nigeria and India, followed by an interactive question and answer session, then ended with a call for
think and write comments on methodology used by clinics.
The Nigerian Case study presented the activities of the Nigerian Law School Yenagoa Law clinic in
promoting education for justice, human rights, and a culture of lawfulness. It was presented by the
Lead Presenter, Omoyemen Lucia Odigie-Emmanuel-Coordinator of the Nigerian Law school Yenagoa
Law Clinic. In her presentation, she attempted a conceptual clarification of Education for Justice and
Justice Education. She highlighted the role of law clinics in creating space for students to discharge
some justice function and to design and implement educational interventions that equip learners
with the knowledge; attitudes; and skills to constructively and responsibly engage in society through
experiential learning thereby creating a thirst for justice and inspiring students to identify their own
solutions to cases of injustice. Additionally, she discussed international and national mandates for
the action of the clinic on human rights education, education for justice, and a culture of lawfulness.
The presenter also discussed the objectives and activities of specific projects, being implemented by
the Human Rights Clinic of the Yenagoa Campus of the Nigerian Law School, related to the theme
including its education on children’s rights protection and anti-social vice in secondary schools, its
outreach on cultism; crime; and drug abuse in secondary schools and within the law school, its
community outreach to promote understanding of women’s rights and violence against women, and
its prison outreach regarding promoting a culture of lawfulness.
Ms. Shiksha Dihaya and Dr. Anju Tikoo briefly presented on the role of law clinics in creating a
culture of lawfulness in India with special reference to private university set up. They identified two
kind of legal services:
1. ”INSIDE LITIGATION” Services, to assist people in defending and asserting their legal rights in the
court system
2.“OUTSIDE LITIGATION” Services, to assist people with legal matters where litigation is not or is
unlikely to be involved
They identified that following ways in which law students can be involved:
Creating legal awareness
Filing RTI’s
Public Interest Litigation
Filling out entitlement forms for illiterates
Assisting them to avail government run schemes specially designed for underprivileged section by
the government
Legal Advice
Para Legal Volunteers
In totality, the India Case Study presenters identified that when we talk about creating a culture of
lawfulness, it is to be understood, from the point of society, how society can be uplifted and wellserved. Hence, the role of law students is beyond just scoring credits; they can be sensitized towards
society by making them part of the legal aid society and allowing them to learn law by being within
the society.
This was followed by an interactive session where questions and comments were taken. The session
closed with a think and write session where participants made suggestions on how to develop the
role of promoting education for justice, human rights and a culture of lawfulness.
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Strengthening Law and Human Rights Education (case study on the Laporo tribe) towards
Human Rights District
Proposal submission

Birkah Latif, Birkah - Unhas, Indonesia (Email: birkah_wan@yahoo.com)
Teaching methods proposed

Take a stand method
Summary

With many human rights violations, both are caused by countries that do not fulfill their obligations
as protectors of human rights and are also caused by non-state factors. Examples of non-state
factors can be seen in the treatment of people in tribal groups who have internal arrangements from
the past that turned out to have a standard of treatment that is not in accordance with the
realization of human rights (such as stigmatizing the position of other tribes and even applying caste)
affect the status and position of the community).

Pro bono and Legal literacy for teachers in West Java Region
5 December 2019, 13:00. Attendees: approximately 35
Presenters:

Budiman , Maman – Faculty of Law Pasundan University, Indonesia
(maman.budiman78@gmail.com)
Pitaloka, Nindya – CLE Pasundan University, Indonesia (nindyapitalk04@gmail.com)
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Submission of material continued with Q & A session
Session Report:

I presented about legal aid for teachers in West Java, Bandung on the second day of the conference,
which was Thursday, 5 December 2019 at 13.00 WIB, the third session. Participants who attended
included about 35 people for approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.
The presentation should have been made by 3 presenters, but one presenter did not come. The first
to present the material were lecturers from the Syiahkuala Aceh State University from the State of
Indonesia on the topic of The Authority of Gampong Customary Court as an alternative to resolving
misdemeanor in Aceh. I began by introducing myself, then continued with delivering the material
from the background of the case, the legal problems faced by the teachers, the purpose of doing
legal assistance, and the conclusion of handling legal cases faced by the teachers. After the material
was conveyed, it was followed by a question and answer session. There were several questions from
the participants; the first question asked why individuals have an interest in handling the cases of
teachers who are facing legal issues, then the second question asked why a lecturer in Indonesia can
become a lawyer, and the third question asked whether assistance from the law was carried out
successfully and the teachers were helped to solve the legal problems they faced both in terms of
criminal law and civil law. For the answer to the first question, I answered that a lawyer is obliged to
handle the cases of people who cannot afford to pay; as many as 220 people affected by legal
problems can be categorized as people who do not understand the law. In terms of cases, teachers
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are victims of crimes committed by unscrupulous teachers and bank people who work together to
falsify the requirements for submitting loan money to banks. My second answer was that, because I
was a private lecturer, I could practice as a lawyer. For the third question, I answered that I, as a
lawyer, succeeded in assisting teachers from being caught in criminal law by not being a falsified
suspect. For civil cases, I succeeded by being able to deliberate with the bank so that the money was
returned not according to what was disbursed, because the teachers only got 10 percent of the
funds that were disbursed, the rest was enjoyed by the syndicate, namely the unscrupulous teachers
and bank employees.

Inculcating Professional Skills into The Clinical Legal Education Curriculum; A Case Study of
Project PLACE
Training the Kenyan Lawyer for Ethical Legal Practice: A Proposal
Street Law for Students with Disabilities
8 December 2019, 09:00-10:30. Attendees: approximately 15
Presenters:

Mukhtar, Nasiru and Odaghara, Chidinma Therese – Inculcating Professional Skills into The Clinical
Legal Education Curriculum; A Case Study of Project PLACE, University of Abuja, Nigeria
Osiemo, Lynette – Training the Kenyan Lawyer for Ethical Legal Practice: A Proposal, St. Augustine
College, South Africa
Syahputra, Hendro, and Nuryani Rohman, Ria and Muhammad, Haji Akbar - Street Law for Students
with Disabilities, Clinical Legal Education, Faculty of Law, Pasundan University, Bandung - Indonesia
Noori Masoud – NYU Law School, USA (smn5@nyu.edu)
Abbasian, Naeemeh – University of Azad, Iran
Dowlatshahi, Sepideh – Allameh Tabatabai University, Iran
Banerjee, Mrinalini – Gujarat National Law University, India
Teaching Methodologies Used:

Videos, Focuser/Energizer, Games, PowerPoint Presentations, Group Discussion
Session Report:

The first presentation titled, ‘Inculcating Professional Skills into The Clinical Legal Education
Curriculum; A Case Study of Project PLACE,’ suggested that clinical legal education has been
positioned to champion public interest issues. Therefore, the curriculum for teaching clinical legal
education as a course must include contemporary skillsets that improve the employment and
entrepreneurship prospects of clinically trained law graduates. These skillsets include project
management, sustainability, monitoring and evaluation, as well as project design.
At the second presentation, clinicians at the Faculty of Law, Pasundan University, shared useful tips
for teaching street law to young students living with physical disabilities. They stated that street law
for students with disabilities is an important way of delivering social justice because people living
with disabilities are marginalized and do not have easy access to justice.
The third presentation considered the place of ethical legal practice in the training of Kenyan
lawyers. It provided a general overview on the current state of legal practice in Kenya, particularly as
it relates to ethics and professional conduct. The presentation also pointed out key challenges and
concerns. While focusing on best practices for training aspirants to the legal profession on ethics, it
recommended that clinical teaching of legal ethics should be integrated into the curriculum at the
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undergraduate level of LLB studies to ensure that relevant legal skills and knowledge relating to
ethics are imparted through participation.
All presentations at the session allowed time for question and answer sessions which were engaging
and enlightening.
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ToT Justice Education
Welcome
The Minister of Law and Human Rights, Yasonna Laoly, graced the conference by giving the welcome
speech on Day 1. He was received by Professor E. Jusuf, the Rector of Pasundan University. Professor
Jusuf welcomed everyone and said that he was happy about the conference and the fact that it
would give rise to more awareness of the marginalized. He saw GAJE as an international forum that
could encourage all countries to respect law and human rights. He noted that the value of the law
lay in the fact that it is enforced even when everything else is collapsing, thus ensuring that rights
are respected. He was optimistic that the conference would generate ideas that promote the rights
of the marginalized.
Representing GAJE, Bruce Lasky and Freda Grealy thanked everyone who had made it for the
Conference; new members, those attending for the first time, the organizers, local and otherwise,
and the entire GAJE membership, which had been years in the making.
The Minister expressed his pleasure at seeing the enthusiasm at the Conference. He talked of GAJE
as a forum for intellectual exchange and he was encouraged to know that there were participants
from 48 countries present at the Conference. This went to show the global support for the cause
that GAJE sought to promote and the importance that international intellectuals placed on justice
education.
The Minister highlighted the fact that his portfolio included human rights, and therefore, he valued
the opportunity presented by the Conference to generate ideas that would be translated to concrete
actions.
He further noted that education and human rights were a priority for the President of Indonesia. As
the Minister of Education, he was charged with the task of developing corporate universities in his
Ministry to offer short courses and training. With the ever-growing capacity for technology, the
Minister joked that it was better to forget one’s wallet at home, rather than to forget the phone
because everything was now digital.
He briefly spoke of the programs run as initiatives of the Ministry, including:
The legal smart channel
Legal justice for all (free legal aid)
Creation of an obligation to secure a right to legal services, working together with pro bono
lawyers.
Training of paralegals
Internship opportunities for students with the Ministry of Law and Human Rights
The Minister concluded his speech by wishing for all fruitful discussions and deliberations, and he
officially declared the conference opened.
Following, there was a photo session of the Minister with the other dignitaries at the session
together with the leadership of GAJE, and thereafter with all participants.
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Day One
SESSION ONE: CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION AND JUSTICE EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

Who: Catherine Klein, Richard Roe, Ulrich Stege, Alina Kislova
Description: This “theory and practice” segment seeks to establish connections between exemplary
learning theories and practices with “justice education.” The core idea is that learning should not
simply be “about” justice; it also should engage the learners with actual experience of aspects of
justice at work in the classroom. This might include exploring, respecting, valuing, and evaluating
diverse ideas. Participants in small groups will reflect on their personal learning goals that they seek
to develop in their teaching. Next, they will briefly examine several learning theories constant with
teaching about justice with justice, and they will apply these to a hypothetical situation. We will
conclude with a discussion by the group as a whole of the theories, their applicability in the
hypothetical and to justice education generally, and how they may have been utilized in the session.
SESSION TWO: CROSS-CUTTING AND UNIFYING THEMES OF CLE AND JUSTICE EDUCATION

Who: Asha Bajpai, Lisa Bliss, Anna Cody
Description: This session will focus on ideas that cut across all courses, regardless of the subject
matter or format of the course (large classes, clinics, seminars, etc.). The session will explore the
concepts of social justice, identity, diversity, and creating inclusive learning communities.
Participants will apply concepts using interactive exercises, a case study, and identification of
principles for an inclusive learning environment for the TOT.
SESSION THREE: FEEDBACK, ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF STUDENTS

Who: Lindsay Ernst, Jeff Giddings, Leah Wortham
Description: This session will focus on key concepts of backward design and teaching for transfer. It
will also expand on the earlier session’s discussion of social justice teaching. Participants will explore
the stages of backward design and practice applying those steps to a specific lesson. It will also
introduce participants to a sample lesson plan template that can be used for the small group work
that participants will do in Day Two of the TOT.
SESSION FOUR: DESIGNING EFFECTIVE LESSON PLANS

Who: Andrés Gascón Cuenca, Paula Galowitz, Freda Grealy
CLOSING SESSION FOR DAY ONE (and group photo)

Who: Lisa Bliss, Lughaidh Kerin, Catherine Klei
Description: Participants will share takeaways from the sessions on Day One. There will be an
Overview of Day Two.

Day Two
SESSION FIVE: REFLECTION - THE IMPORTANCE OF REFLECTION IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

Who: Susan Brooks, Tim Casey, Przemek Kubiack
Description: This session will focus on the importance of reflection and feedback in teaching. It will
introduce participants to a model of reflective practice, including relational dimensions of reflection.
Participants will also explore the interplay between risk, heuristics, and reflective practice, apply the
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reflective practice model, identify prompts that can be used for student reflection, and engage in
some reflection of their own.
10:30 – 12:30 - SMALL GROUP WORK: DEVELOPING A LESSON PLAN (2 hours)

Description and Group Task: Participants will be assigned to a small group. Each small group will
prepare a written lesson plan that will be the basis for the group’s teaching demonstration in the
session after lunch. Each group’s lesson should include a focus on a justice issue. The group will have
a specific topic to work on for their demonstration.
The small groups will have 2 hours to develop their specific teaching demonstration plan. All
members of the group will work together to create the lesson plan and then will lead the teaching of
it for the other groups. Each small group will teach their lesson to two other small groups during the
afternoon session. Each group will have 45 minutes for their demonstration; it will be divided into
segments as outlined below.
Teaching Plan Template: The groups will use the Lesson Plan Template discussed in Day One and
included below. In planning their demonstration, each group should include as many clinical
teaching methods as can be used to achieve the learning outcomes. The groups will draw upon the
active methods demonstrated in Day One and explained in the Inventory of Clinical Teaching
Methods found in the program materials. Each group’s lessons should include a focus on a social
justice issue.
13:30 – 16:30 – PARTICIPANT TEACHING DEMONSTRATIONS: In Medium Sized Groups (3 Hours with Coffee/Tea
Break Included.)

Room: See list of room assignments for medium sized groups.
For the demonstrations, the small groups will be combined into larger groups (consisting of 3 small
groups, i.e., approximately 24 people, plus facilitators) for the lesson demonstrations and feedback.
Facilitators will keep time and facilitate the discussion.
Each Demonstration Session Will Be Approximately 45 Minutes, Allocated as Follows:

TEACHER GROUP PRESENTATION-15 minutes
TEACHER GROUP EXPLANATION-10 minutes
What was your groups teaching objective?
Why did you choose the methods you used?
What is your assessment of your group’s demonstration?
OBSERVER GROUP FEEDBACK-15 minutes
Observations about choice of teaching objectives and learning outcomes
Observations about effectiveness of methods used
Observations on the use of activities to assess what was learned
Observer reflections on being in role as a “student” in this class
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TEACHER GROUP FINAL REFLECTION-5 minutes
After hearing the feedback from others, what are your final reflections? What will you do
differently? What will you do the same?
16:30 – 17:30 - CLOSING CIRCLE

Who: Lisa Bliss, Lughaidh Kerin, Catherine Klein
Description: Participants, including all of the student organizers, were invited to write down and
share one word that best summarized their TOT experience.

ToT Street Law
The TOT for Street Law stream took place for 2 days following the main GAJE conference. The
objectives of the Stream were for the participants to be able to:
Describe what is meant by street law interactive teaching methods and how they can be used to
teach about law, human rights, and democracy
Appreciate the importance of using interactive teaching and learning methods when teaching about
law, human rights, and democracy
Prepare a lesson plan for an interactive lesson on law, human rights, and democracy
Present an interactive lesson on an aspect of law, human rights, and democracy
Trainers and Facilitators: David McQuoid-Mason, Professor of Law, UKZN; John Lunney, Solicitor;
Lucia Madlenakova; Arpeeta Shams Mizan, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Dhaka; Halil
Kokcu Turkey
The ToT was designed to introduce the concept of street law and its effectiveness in conducting
“know your rights” and legal awareness programs for community members as well as law students.
The ToT was attended by law teachers, justice educators, and practitioners from different countries.
Day 1 focused on the training while day 2 was meant for the participants to present their learning.

Day 1
Session 1 - Introduction to Interactive Teaching Methods

Facilitator: David Mcquoid-Mason
Day 1 started with a focuser. David began his session with the question: what did you do first when
you woke up this morning? Participants gave different responses like checking phones, listening to
music, checking time, freshening up, etc. David then used these responses to show that how each of
these activities are actually related to law and rights, for example, checking the cell phone for time
means the person has a right to own property and access information; using the washroom is
related to sanitation and hygiene rights, etc. Therefore, knowing about one’s rights is a very
important thing.
Then David introduced street law and how, as an interactive method of teaching and learning, it is
more effective than traditional classroom teaching methods. He talked about the learning pyramid.
The learning pyramid places various teaching methods at different hierarchies and its efficacy in
ensuring a retention rate by the learners. The pyramid is as follows:
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David then described the various interactive teaching methods like token talk, triages, mock trials,
brainstorming, and small group discussion, etc.
After morning refreshment, the best practice lessons were presented from around the world. These
lesson plans have been taken from the latest JUTA publication named, "Street Law and Public Legal
Education: Best Practice Lessons from Around the World.”
Lesson from Ireland

The first lesson shared was from Ireland. John Lunney and a colleague shared a lesson on how the
presence of evidence and omission thereof may influence jury decisions and consequently, the
outcome of a trial. The lesson required the participants to examine certain pieces of evidence and
determine which suspect might be implicated through the evidence.
Lesson from South Africa

The second lesson was from South Africa on “Access to health care: the case of the kidney patient
who refused dialysis.” David asked the participants to read out the facts of Soobramoney v Minister
of Health, KwaZulu-Natal (it was distributed in the class before the session.) He then numbered each
participant and put them in three groups. Members of Group 1 acted as lawyers for Soobramoney;
Group 2 as the judges; and Group 3 as lawyers for the State. The lawyers for Soobramoney and the
state are to prepare arguments for their side of the case. The judge group was required to discuss
possible judgements but would have to listen to the arguments of both sides for about 10 minutes
before passing judgement.
The participants returned to their original seats and divided themselves into triads of mini courts
with a lawyer for Soobramoney and a judge and a lawyer for the state in each triad. Every triad thus
had a 1, 2, and 3, and they presented their arguments prepared from the earlier small group
discussions. Then the judges conducted mini-courts in their triads with time limits of five minutes for
the lawyers for Soobramoney; five minutes for the lawyers for the State; one-minute reply by the
lawyers for Soobramoney; and four minutes for the judges to give their judgments. Then the judges
reported back on their decisions. Due to time constraints, not all the mini courts could report back to
the audience, and only 2 prosecutors for the state, 2 lawyers for Soobramoney, and 2 judges were
heard.
After the presentation, David led the participants in conducting a mini debrief.
Lesson from Bangladesh

Facilitator: Arpeeta Shams Mizan
The topic was, “Domestic Violence: Does it only include physical assault?”
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While the topic focused on a substantive issue, the objective of the session for the TOT was to show
how different interactive methods can be used in a single session and how to make a smooth
transition from one method to the next.
The session started with a focuser, followed by a ‘take a stand’ activity. The participants were shown
three statements on the projector, and they had to take a stand as either ‘agree,’ ‘disagree,’ or say
they were ‘not sure.’ The participants, at this point in time, engaged in very deep substantial issues,
which took up some time.
Then the participants were divided into 4 groups and each group was given a scenario and a set of
roles. The participants had to prepare a small role play based upon the prompts, and the other
groups would have to comment on what the role play signified. Due to time constraints, only 2
groups could present their role play.
Arpeeta then led the participants in conducting a mini debrief.
Lesson from xxx

After lunch, Lucia Madlenakova presented her session on representative democracy. She handed out
some chits with pictures of wild animals on them. Each participant had to find out other similar
animals without talking. They could imitate the animal by body movement or making sounds. After
the animals found one another, small communities were formed. Then Lucia gave a prompt that the
forest would have a road construction which may affect some animals, while leaving other animals
safe. The animals were then to make a decision as to whether they support the road construction or
not and give their reasons why.
Lesson from Turkey on Mediation

The next lesson was from Turkey, which has a robust mediation system for family disputes. The
facilitator first introduced the Turkish legal provisions on mediation. Then the participants were
divided into 3 characters as the husband, the wife, and the mediator. Each character discussed the
case of their interest for about 10 minutes. During those 10 minutes, David and Halil took the group
of mediators and explained the process and steps of conducting a successful mediation to them.
Then, every husband, wife, and mediator formed a triad and held a mediation session.
Elements of a Good Lesson Plan

After tea break, David discussed the elements of a good and effective street law lesson plan. He said
that each plan should have:
Learning objectives
Focusers
Methods
Content (with values and skills)
Assessment questions

The participants were divided into four groups: 1, 2, 3, and 4. Every group was further divided into 3
groups (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and so on.) The smaller groups would each prepare a lesson plan and then
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make the presentations to other smaller group within the larger set (e.g. 1.1 will present to 1.2 and
1.3). Each facilitator was assigned to supervise three groups. The groups worked to develop their
lesson plans for the remaining time.

Day 2
Day 2 started with presentations from the groups. The first group presented on children’s rights.
They included a PowerPoint presentation with lectures and debates. It was a good lesson, though
during feedback, many participants said it had too much emphasis on the Indian Constitution. This
session took place as a plenary attended by all the participants. After the session, the participants
went into their groups (from the previous day) and broke out into various smaller rooms downstairs
where they presented their lesson plans to one another.
Next was a presentation that addressed the question of what to do if a child is arrested and detained
by the police. The lesson progressed very smoothly, with interactive conversations, lectures, and
simulations.
The third lesson was on child marriages. The participants were intended to play the role of
schoolteachers. The participants were divided into two groups. A case study was given about a 13year old Iranian girl who was given to marriage by her father and was now facing physical torture
from her in-laws. One group would debate for child marriage, the other against. Next, the educators
asked the participants to suggest solutions.
The final session was on human rights. Because the 10th of December is International Human Rights
Day, the facilitators decided to do a lesson plan on how to talk about human rights. Arpeeta
conducted the session. It involved drawing pictures, small group discussion, negotiation, and
brainstorming.
This marked the end of the two-day ToT.
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Field Trips
School for the Blind

Bandoengsche Blinded Institute (Bandung Blind House Institution, now SLB Negeri A Bandung) is a
school that implements special education for the blind. It is one of the oldest, most extraordinary,
and largest schools for people who are blind in Southeast Asia. SLB Negeri A Bandung City is at the
forefront of special education schools in Indonesia.

Bandung Independent Living Center (BILiC)

This is a Disabled People's Organization (DPO) that upholds the ideas of the Independent Living
Movement for the disabled. Based on this philosophy, the diffable is considered professional in
terms of their disability. People with disabilities know and understand their own needs, so they have
the right to determine themselves. In addition, BILiC is engaged in advocacy and providing services
for those who are disabled in Indonesia
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The Child Rights Advocacy Institution (LAHA)

A non-profit organization that focuses on the assessment of child development policies, and
development policies that relate to children. The organization also looks to develop advocacy
programs for children's rights, especially children who need more support, such as juvenile
delinquents.

Rumah Cemara

Rumah Cemara was founded in 2003 by five former drug users. This community aims to improve the
quality of life of those with HIV-AIDS, drug users, and other marginalized people in Indonesia
through a peer support approach.
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Rumah Ruth

RUTH stands for Rumah Tumbuh Harapan Bandung (Bandung Growth Hope House). This is a nongovernment organization with the vision and mission to provide alternative options to women
considering having abortions. Rumah Ruth also assists in facilitating legal adoptions.
Kampung Inspirations Cijambe

This is a community that organizes waste management and urban farming (moving conventional
agriculture to urban agriculture). The organization empowers elderly women around Kampung with
a strong environmental awareness. These elderly women turn plastic waste into bags/pouches,
brooches, plant holders, and other items.
Eco-Camp

Eco-Camp or Eco Learning Camp has evolved under the Environment Foundation. This organization
was established to develop educational activities, conservation, research, community development,
and other creative activities based on helping the environment.
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27 High School

The school has been a partner of the CLE Clinic Faculty of Law Pasundan University since 2013, when
the school started a student forum to learn about law. The school was awarded by the Indonesian
Ministry of Justice and Human Rights for its efforts to raise legal awareness among students.

KITA Design

KITA Design is a place for former-sex workers to create a new life for themselves and earn money
without being exploited. This is done by making products such as tablecloths, tote bags, and many
more items to sell online. These activities give them hope and encourages self-worth by being
financially self-sufficient. They work 5 days a week and develop new products every month.
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Fair Trade Market
For Free market activities at the 10th GAJE conference, it consists of 12 tenants from small
and medium enterprises and communities, including from the CLE team and Legal Aid from
the Faculty of Law, Pasundan University.
All tenants were free of charge and they can sell their products during the conference, all profits from
their sales are intended to support their business.
Here is the list of tenants :
1. Dollar Asia (currency exchange)
2. Ridwan’s Craft ( traditional crafts from animal bones and bamboo)
3. Traditional Indonesian cloth sold by CLE students.
4. Traditional Snack (elderly community in bandung)
5. Batik Craft ( KITA Design, former sex workers community)
6. Pura Coffee ( Local Coffee sold by the students)
7. Traditional Beverages ( Local Farmers)
8. Legal Aid Booth
9. Salma Batik ( traditional scarf and clothing).
10. Three Bandung Local coffees from different areas

PURA COFFEE
( Student’s business)
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Traditional Beverage

Craft from the fish bone

Traditional Batik/ Scarf/ Clothing
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Tradional Fabric
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GAJE General Meeting Report
Welcome
- Meeting Purpose
- Agenda
Election Process and Procedures
GAJE Committee and Activities Reports
- Communications Committee
- Regional Grants Report
- Bylaws Committee
- Grants and Waivers Committee
- Conference Location Selection
- Worldwide Conference Report Process
- Opportunities for Member Engagement
- Additional Member Feedback Opportunities
Announcement of Election Results and Adjourn
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Appendix
Conference
Insert Info Here

ToT Program
Insert Info Here
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ToT sessions
Training of Trainers Program
Implementing Justice Education in Diverse Contexts
9-10 December 2019
Training of Trainers Program Planning Committee
Lisa Bliss
Catherine Klein
Odinakaonye Lagi
Maxim Tomoszek
Lughaidh Kerin
Training of Trainers Program Facilitators
Lughaidh Kerin—lead facilitator
Lisa Bliss--floater
Catherine Klein--floater
Bronwyn Ambrogetti
Asha Bajpai
Lauren Bartlett
Susan Brooks
Pedro Buck Avelino
Tim Casey
Anna Cody
Lindsay Ernst
Susan Felstiner
Pilar Artiach Fernandez
Anneka Ferguson
Paula Galowitz
Andrés Gascón Cuenca
Jeff Giddings
Freda Grealy
Alina Kislova
Zdeněk Kopečný
Przemek (Cuba) Kubiack
Jennifer Lyman
Leni Widi Mulyani
Seyed Masoud Noori
Andre de Souza Pagani
Richard Roe
Denise Roy
Ujjwala Sakhalkar
Ulrich Stege
David Tushaus
Magdalena Ustaborowicz
Leah Wortham
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Closing Plenary
Training of Trainers
9 – 10 December 2019
Access to Justice Stream
Day 1
Session 1 – Clinical Legal Education and Justice Education: Theory and Practice
Facilitators: Catherine Klein, Richard Roe, Ulrich Stege and Alina Kislova
The goal of the session was to establish a link between exemplary learning theories and practices
with justice education with the idea that learning is not simply about justice, but that it should also
engage learners in the actual experience of aspects of justice at work in the classroom.
Participants in small groups reflected on their personal learning goals for the ToT. They individually
had a quick-write of their goals and how they thought they could contribute to the learning of their
colleagues in the sessions, then they had a discussion among themselves to share their
contributions.
Participants learned about learning theories constant with teaching about justice with justice. The
theories of Kolb, Freire, Piaget and Vygotsky were discussed (summary attached). The participants
then spent some time in small groups, discussing the theories and applying them to the hypothetical
situations provided. At the end of the session, there was time for debriefing and reflections where
participants explored how the exercise they had undertaken related to justice, and they shared their
reflections on the exercise.
Session 2 – Cross Cutting and Unifying Themes of Clinical Legal Education and Justice Education
Facilitators: Asha Bajpai, Lisa Bliss and Anna Cody
Ana gave an introduction about identity, stigma, and privilege which underscored the importance of
understanding ourselves in order to talk about justice.
The session focused on ideas that cut across all courses, regardless of the subject matter or format
of the course, i.e. whether they were large or small classes, clinics, seminars, etc. It explored the
concept of social justice, identity, diversity, and the need to create inclusive learning communities. In
addition to defining social justice, the session sought to highlight the impact of identity and how it
affects the perceptions of the stories we tell. It also explored cross cutting themes through creating
inclusive communities and exchanging ideas about how to create inclusive and welcoming
environments for the students.
Participants each filled identity cards speaking to aspects of who they were and what was important
to them, and they explained themselves to each other in pairs before having a group debrief.
A video by Chimamanda was used to explain the importance of the “other” story, what is unsaid
when something is said from only one perspective, or when others tell our story instead of us telling
it ourselves.
Part of the session was a discussion about the need to create inclusive, supportive, and
interculturally aware learning communities that are sensitive to diverse views. The importance of
being aware of the explicit and implicit messages sent to students through the way classes were
designed was highlighted. The value of giving students ownership of their learning environment was
pointed out; students need to see themselves as part of a cohesive community rather than
individuals participating in a system.
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Using the session as a “laboratory,” participants went through a case study in small groups and
together, they tried to identify the targets of oppression, the oppressors, the biases, and the
presumptions of the different stakeholders. They picked out stereotypes about people and how they
should be or what society expects them to be, and they compared them with cultural similarities or
differences in their own countries, with the idea of identifying ways that they could challenge
oppressive assumptions, biases, stereotypes, and prejudices. After identifying principles for an
inclusive learning environment for the ToT, the participants each wrote small post-it notes about
how they would individually commit to creating inclusive and welcoming learning environments.
These were put up on the walls for all to see during their free time.
Session 3 – Feedback, Assessment and Evaluation of Students
Facilitators: Lindsay Ernst, Jeff Giddings, Leah Wortham
The session introduced the key concepts of backward design, constructive alignment, and student
learning objectives which were developed further in the session on designing effective lesson plans.
The main focus of the session was providing feedback to, assessment, and evaluation of students.
As a guide, participants were encouraged to always ask: what should students be motivated to do
after leaving my class? Similarly, the value of evaluation lay in whether the students understood
what was taught and whether their expectations for the course were met.
The session explored the differences between formative and summative assessment and the
different types of feedback and evaluation methods. The emphasis was on choosing and designing
feedback and evaluation methods that were aligned to the learning objectives of the students.
The participants designed sample assessment rubrics.
Session 4 – Designing Effective Lesson Plans
Facilitators: Andres Gascon Cuenca, Paula Galowitz, Freda Grealy
The session focused on the key concepts identified in the previous session about backward design
and teaching while also expanding on earlier discussions about social justice teaching. The objectives
of the session included to understand backward design and teaching for transfer concepts, to
identify the broad objectives and principles of social justice, to experiment using backward design in
designing a lesson plan, to apply a conscious and intentional approach in teaching what the
participants wanted students to learn, and to reinforce the importance of the “think-plan-do-reflect”
concept.
In a small group exercise, participants were given cards with values/goals, and they were asked to
rank what they considered their top 3 goals for clinical legal education.
Participants were asked to explore the stages of backward design and practice applying them to a
specific lesson. They were introduced to a sample lesson plan template which they could use for a
small group work session the following day. To sample the lesson plan, they were required, in small
groups, to apply the 3 stages of backward design: 1.) Identify desired results –
goals/outcomes/objectives; 2.) Assessment – determine how students could be expected to
demonstrate their knowledge; 3.) Plan the experiences/activities and instruction to design a lesson
for their school’s hypothetical Migration Law Clinic.
The lesson was to be designed for 3rd year students conducting an initial intake interview for
potential migrant clients of the clinic. They were asked to apply the backward design approach to
identify objectives that they, as teachers, could use to prepare the students.
At the end of the day, there was a closing session recapping the day’s learning. Participants shared
the main take-aways from the sessions, and they were given an overview of day 2.
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Participants had a group photograph taken.
Day 2
Session 5 – Reflection: The importance of Reflection in Teaching and Learning
Facilitators: Susan Brooks, Tim Casey, Przemek Kubiack
The session focused on the importance of reflection and feedback in teaching.
Participants were introduced to a model of reflective practice including relational dimensions of
reflection. They went over the different stages of reflection and also explored the interplay between
risk, heuristics and reflective practice. They identified prompts that could be used at each stage to
prompt the students to reflect on their experience, and they saw how each stage connected to the
cognitive development of the student.
In the closing reflection, participants discussed the challenges of reflection; it may not come easy for
some students, and other students may resist the exercise entirely or be uneasy sharing in groups.
They also highlighted some of the opportunities that reflection presents; it helps the students to be
self-aware and therefore more intentional in their actions, it fosters peer support, and it helps them
become aware of their assumptions and biases so that they can make the effort to address them.
Session 6 – Small Group Work: Developing a Lesson Plan
Participants were divided into small groups of about 6 each, and each group was allocated a
facilitator. The groups each selected a paper with a pre-selected topic from a big bowl. Each group
was asked to prepare a lesson plan that would be the group’s teaching demonstration in the next
session. Each lesson was to focus on a justice issue.
The groups had 2 hours to develop their teaching demonstration plans. All members worked
together to create the lesson plan and then presented the lessons to the other participants.
The groups used the lesson plan templates discussed on Day 1. They were encouraged to use as
many clinical teaching methods as they could (from the Inventory of Clinical Teaching Methods
provided) to achieve learning outcomes.
Session 7 – Participant Teaching Demonstrations
Participants made demonstrations to each other in 3 small groups. Each presentation was about 45
minutes.
Each group started by presenting their lesson plan to the audience/class. They then explained their
plan, saying what their objective was, why they chose the teaching methods that they applied, and
their self-assessment of the group’s demonstration/teaching.
After the explanation, the observers/class gave their feedback about their analysis of the group’s
choice of teaching objectives and learning outcomes, about the effectiveness of the teaching
methods used, about the use of activities chosen to assess what was learned, and a reflection on
their role as students in the class.
After hearing the feedback from the audience, the teaching group gave their final reflections,
highlighting what they would do differently and what they would do again because it had proved to
be a valuable choice of activity or teaching method.
Closing Circle
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Lisa Bliss, Lughaidh Kerin, Catherine Klein, and Richard Roe led the closing session at the end of the
day. Participants debriefed and reflected on their experience from the ToT and identified their next
steps as justice educators.
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